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Department of Health Use Only 

# Received 
 

Medical Marijuana Grower/Processor Permit Application 

You may apply for one grower/processor permit in this application for any of the medical marijuana re-
gions listed below. A separate application must be submitted for each grower/processor permit sought 
by the applicant. Please see the Medical Marijuana Organization Permit Application Instructions for a 
table of the counties within each medical marijuana region. 

Please check to indicate the medical marijuana region, and specify the county, for which you are ap-
plying for a grower/processor permit: 

X Northwest    ☐ Northcentral   ☐ Northeast 
☐ Southwest   ☐ Southcentral   ☐ Southeast 
 
County: Jefferson County 
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Medical Marijuana Grower/Processor Permit Application 

Part A - Applicant Identification and Facility Information 
(Scoring Method: Pass/Fail) 
FOR THIS PART, THE APPLICANT IS REQUIRED TO PROVIDE BACKGROUND AND CONTACT INFORMATION FOR THE BUSINESS OR 

INDIVIDUAL APPLYING FOR A PERMIT. 
 

Section 1 – Applicant Name, Address and Contact Information 
Business or Individual Name and Principal Address 

Business Name, as it appears on the applicant’s certificate of incorporation, charter, bylaws, part-
nership agreement or other legal business formation documents: 

Global Resource Operations LLC 

Other trade names and DBA (doing business as) names: GRO 

Business Address: 6877 US 322 
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City: Franklin State: PA Zip Code: 16323 

Phone: 615-944-4827 Fax: 615-255-6037 Email: m.parker@grollc.com 

 
 
 

 
X Primary Contact or ☐Registered Agent for this Application 

Name: Mary Ann Parker, Esq. 

Address  

City:   State:  Zip Code:  

Phone:  Fax: N/A Email: m.parker@grollc.com 

 
 
 
 
Section 2 – Facility Information 

By checking “Yes,” you affirm that you possess the ability to obtain in an expeditious 
manner the right to use sufficient land, buildings and other premises and equipment to 
properly carry on the activity described in the medical marijuana grower/processor per-
mit application, and any proposed location for a grower/processor facility. 

X 
Yes 

☐ 
No 

 
 
= 
PROPOSED GROWER/PROCESSOR FACILITY (PLEASE INDICATE THE FACILITY NAME AS YOU WOULD LIKE IT TO APPEAR ON THE 

PERMIT) 

Facility Name: GRO Grower-Processor 

Facility Address: 87 Liberty Lane 

City: Ringgold  State: PA Zip Code: 15770 

County: Jefferson  Municipality: Ringgold Township 

☐ Owned by the applicant          X  Leased by the applicant        ☐ Option for applicant to buy/lease 

Is the facility located in a financially distressed municipality? X 
Yes 

☐ 
No 

DOHDOH

DOH DOH
DOH DOH

DOHDOH
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Does the facility have an excess maintenance agreement or road use agreement 
with PennDOT, the local municipality, or the county? 

X 
Yes 

☐ 
No 

 
 
 

Part B – Diversity Plan 
(Scoring Method: 100 Points) 
IN ACCORDANCE WITH SECTION 615 OF THE ACT (35 P.S. § 10231.615), AN APPLICANT SHALL INCLUDE WITH ITS APPLICA-

TION A DIVERSITY PLAN THAT PROMOTES AND ENSURES THE INVOLVEMENT OF DIVERSE PARTICIPANTS AND DIVERSE GROUPS 

IN OWNERSHIP, MANAGEMENT, EMPLOYMENT, AND CONTRACTING OPPORTUNITIES. DIVERSE PARTICIPANTS INCLUDE A PER-

SON, INCLUDING A NATURAL PERSON; INDIVIDUALS FROM DIVERSE RACIAL, ETHNIC AND CULTURAL BACKGROUNDS AND 

COMMUNITIES; WOMEN; VETERANS; INDIVIDUALS WITH DISABILITIES; CORPORATION; PARTNERSHIP; ASSOCIATION; TRUST 

OR OTHER ENTITY; OR ANY COMBINATION THEREOF, WHO ARE SEEKING A PERMIT ISSUED BY THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH 

TO GROW AND PROCESS OR DISPENSE MEDICAL MARIJUANA. DIVERSE GROUPS INCLUDE THE FOLLOWING BUSINESSES THAT 

HAVE BEEN CERTIFIED BY A THIRD-PARTY CERTIFYING ORGANIZATION: A DISADVANTAGED BUSINESS, MINORITY-OWNED 

BUSINESS, AND WOMEN-OWNED BUSINESS AS THOSE TERMS ARE DEFINED IN 74 PA. C.S. § 303(B); AND A SERVICE-
DISABLED VETERAN-OWNED SMALL BUSINESS OR VETERAN-OWNED SMALL BUSINESS AS THOSE TERMS ARE DEFINED IN 51 

PA. C.S. § 9601. 
 

Section 3 – Diversity Plan 
By checking “Yes,” the applicant affirms that it has a diversity plan that establishes a goal 
of opportunity and access in employment and contracting by the medical marijuana or-
ganization. The applicant also affirms that it will make a good faith effort to meet the 
diversity goals outlined in the diversity plan. Changes to the diversity plan must be ap-
proved by the Department of Health in writing.  
 
The applicant further agrees to report participation level and involvement of Diverse 
Participants and Diverse Groups in the form and frequency required by the Department, 
and to provide any other information the Department deems appropriate regarding 
ownership, management, employment, and contracting opportunities by Diverse Partic-
ipants and Diverse Groups. 

X 
Yes 

☐ 
No 
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DIVERSITY PLAN 

 
IN NARRATIVE FORM BELOW, DESCRIBE A PLAN THAT ESTABLISHES A GOAL OF DIVERSITY IN OWNERSHIP, MANAGEMENT, 
EMPLOYMENT AND CONTRACTING TO ENSURE THAT DIVERSE PARTICIPANTS AND DIVERSE GROUPS ARE ACCORDED EQUALI-

TY OF OPPORTUNITY. TO THE EXTENT AVAILABLE, INCLUDE THE FOLLOWING: 
 

1. The diversity status of the Principals, Operators, Financial Backers, and Employees of the Med-
ical Marijuana Organization. 

2. An official affirmative action plan for the Medical Marijuana Organization. 

3. Internal diversity goals adopted by the Medical Marijuana Organization. 

4. A plan for diversity-oriented outreach or events the Medical Marijuana Organization will con-
duct during the term of the permit. 

5. Contracts with diverse groups and the expected percentage and dollar amount of revenues 
that will be paid to the diverse groups. 

6. Any materials from the Medical Marijuana Organization’s mentoring, training, or professional 
development programs for diverse groups. 

7. Any other information that demonstrates the Medical Marijuana Organization’s commitment 
to diversity practices. 

8. A workforce utilization report including the following information for each job category within 
the Medical Marijuana Organization: 

a. The total number of persons employed in each job category, 

b. The total number of men employed in each job category, 

c. The total number of women employed in each job category, 

d. The total number of veterans in each job category, 

e. The total number of service-disabled veterans in each job category, and 

f. The total number of members of each racial minority employed in each job category. 

9. A narrative description of your ability to record and report on the components of the diversity 
plan. 

 
Please limit your response to no more than 5,000 words. 
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The Global Resource Operations, LLC’s Diversity Plan: 

Why Our Commitment to Diversity Works 
  
Understanding the diversity status of our leadership team easily demonstrates our ability to successfully 
achieve diversity within the Global Resource Operations, LLC (hereinafter “GRO”) organization. Our lead-
ership team was not developed with an effort to achieve diversity leadership on paper for an application. 
Rather, our team came together as a result of the diverse relationships that were already naturally estab-
lished through existing years of friendship, professional relationships and mutual respect among the team 
members. As such, our life experiences and relationships form our interest in diversity and make this as-
pect of compliance instinctive. 
  
Our CEO and majority stockholder, Mary A. Parker, is a woman, attorney, and businessperson who has 
made an effort throughout her career to promote and support diversity in all fields. Having started her ca-
reer when it was almost exclusively white men, she recognizes that best efforts and innate talent, regard-
less of sex or other characteristics, cultivate success. Colleagues have referred to her law office as the 
“United Nations” due to her commitment to hiring as diverse and talented a team as possible. Her lifetime 
commitment to diversity will be brought to bear on GRO’s grower/processor operations. As shown below, 
the diversity status of our leadership team reflects the degree to which GRO values diversity. 
  
Our owners and principals also include our COO, Nic Easley, a service-disabled Air Force veteran, and 
Nick Palacios, the son of a Colombian immigrant. Our medical team is comprised of a range of ages, two 
men and three women, with Moshe Ben-Roohi, MD, our Chief Medical Officer, an Israeli immigrant; Nan-
cy Wolfe-Sidberry, MD, Family Practitioner, who is African-American; Jean Dugan, Pharm.D,; Steven Mil-
ler, Pharm.D,; Nancy Quigley, NP, nurse practitioner. GRO’s Chief Extraction Scientist, Siprachanh Chan-
thaphaychith, biochemist, microbiologist and JD, was born in Laos. This team of diverse executives and 
medical and scientific experts will be vetting all of the expert staffing for GRO, with a philosophy and pro-
tocols, not only supporting, but requiring diversity. Our senior management team will lead by example, 
demonstrating diversity, modeling behaviors and setting expectations for the entire company.  
 
GRO’s Diversity Plan reflects our deep-seated belief that the long-term success of any business depends 
on the collaboration of diverse perspectives that may arise from differences in age, race, gender, socio-
economic status, physical ability, sexual orientation, religion, ethnicity, and life experience. We are espe-
cially committed to employing veterans, which creates an additional level of diverse experience and spe-
cial level of understanding. Not only is diversity the right thing to do, but it is a critical component of busi-
ness success.   
  
Having made a strong commitment to serving our veterans, we have coordinated with veterans’ groups in 
Jefferson and Clearfield Counties, to best understand their needs and to seek out highly-qualified veter-
ans for employment. As a platinum member of the Jefferson County Development Council, we are com-
mitted to working with the Council, as well as the Disabled Veterans Outreach, for both our hiring efforts 
as well as our charitable work. When hiring and contracting decisions are made from a broad and diverse 
pool of candidates, we will better accomplish our mission of becoming the top provider of medicine with 
the highest quality of products and service at the most competitive pricing in the Commonwealth. This in 
turn will increase the likelihood of maximizing return on investment for our stakeholders. 
 
At GRO, we see a direct correlation between achieving our business objectives and acting as an Equal 
Employment Opportunity and Affirmative Action business. We believe that diversity and inclusivity breed 
the kind of employee engagement that directly impacts quality and profitability. When diversity practices 
are understood and implemented, consistency and compliance improve. Emphasizing this connection will 
make diversity management a priority for all principals, operators, executives, managers, and employees.  
We hope our success in this area will have a positive impact on the financial backers that we attract. 
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GRO has developed a Comprehensive Diversity Management Plan (“CDMP”) that outlines our strategies 
for achieving diversity and creating an environment where all employees, owners and operators have an 
equal chance of succeeding and contributing to the business. In our experience, this only happens when 
collaboration and inclusivity are built into standard operating procedures and practiced throughout all 
phases and facets of the business, including our official plan for Affirmative Action, our processes for de-
cision-making, and our daily interactions with employees. The CDMP will enable GRO to measure, moni-
tor, and evaluate progress in diversity management. It also ensures that our contracting agreements with 
outside companies follow those same principles. 
  
SUMMARY: GRO will employ a vastly qualified, diverse, and highly effective workforce, which GRO sees 
as a path to success, not a statutorily required mandate, as recognized through the diverse experience 
that our management team brings to the organization. GRO is committed to employing civilians and vet-
erans of any race, color, national origin, gender, age and ethnicity – regardless of disabilities, sexual ori-
entation or creed. Doing so is a privilege that fosters innovation and enhances problem solving, that will 
challenge us to remain open to new ideas and new ways of thinking in a world that is constantly chang-
ing. 

Diversity Status of Principals, Financial Backers, Operators, and Employees 

Principals: 
Full legal name: Mary A. Parker, CEO 
Percentage of ownership: 32.3334 % 
Short bio: As a pioneer in business and in law in the mid-70’s when there were virtually no women rising 
to the top, Parker served as a prosecutor, and then started her own firm, ultimately specializing in civil 
rights litigation. She understands the difficulty of fighting through the struggles of being an outsider, and is 
fully committed to providing opportunities to a diverse group of employees at all levels of GRO, who share  
a positive work ethic and a desire to learn a new industry. It is her fervent desire to prove that women and 
men of diverse backgrounds can make an extremely positive impact in the MMJ industry.    
 
Full legal name: Nicholas Easley, COO 
Short bio: As a crypto-linguist in the Air Force, Easley worked closely with the widest range of diverse 
individuals and fully recognizes the inherent benefit to complex military operations when utilizing input 
from a diverse group of individuals committed to the same end result. In his role as CEO of 3C, a consult-
ing company, Easley has assisted over 70 companies implement diversity plans for their operations. Ad-
ditionally, as a disabled veteran himself, along with his commitment to diversity overall, he is particularly 
committed to employing veterans. 
  
Full legal name: Samuel “Skip”  Sanzeri, CFO 
Percentage of ownership: 32.3333 % 
Short bio: With a Masters degree in Public Administration, Sanzeri has utilized his dynamic entrepreneur-
ial talent in a diverse field of businesses, always working with a widely diverse group of people. Sanzeri 
has always had a keen eye for affirmative action and required strict compliance with EEO with every client 
he has taken from startup to success. Currently, he is a Strategic Advisor to 3C, helping clients implement 
EEO plans. 
  
Full legal name: Nickolas P. Palacios, Corp. Secy., Director of Community and Diversity Outreach 
Percentage of ownership: 32.3333 % 
Short bio: Palacios, a first-generation American of a Colombian immigrant father, recognizes the gifts and 
opportunities that he has been given and always wants to help others.  As a highly talented ice hockey 
player, Palacios earned a position on a USA team, competing in Europe, interacting with players of many 
diversities and different countries. He comes to GRO with experiences that proved to him that diversity is 
THE ticket to success.   
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Full legal name: Harry Parker, Director of Marketing 
Short Bio: For the past 35 years, Parker has been a businessman, owning and operating a furniture busi-
ness in Cranberry, PA, Venango County, PA. Armed with a degree in business law, and knowledge and 
understanding of the demographics, economic conditions of rural/small town PA and the needs and di-
versity in those communities. He has always adhered to the strictest EEO requirements in his own busi-
ness and will help guide the GRO team. 
 
Financial Backers: 
Full legal name: Lucius Burch 
Percentage of ownership: 3.0% 
Position: Financial backer 
Short bio: Burch is a 75-year-old businessman who is well-respected in the Nashville, TN business com-
munity as one of its most successful entrepreneurs. Having the ability to cross over many different types 
of business ventures with a keen eye toward success, he was drawn to GRO due to his desire to support 
young “ethnic” entrepreneurs and was impressed with the efforts and tenacity of Palacios, with whom he 
personally was acquainted. In Nashville during the segregation years, Burch supported integration, using 
his resources to impact educational equality. His enlightening history will give guidance to future genera-
tions of GRO employees.   
  
Operators, 
Full legal name: Moshe Ben-Roohi, MD 
Position: Medical Director 
Short bio: Ben-Roohi, born in Israel and naturalized American citizen at age 18, studied in both the US 
and abroad. In his practice, he treated patients of all ethnic and cultural backgrounds. His diverse back-
ground of experience, allows him to promote diversity in employment, and puts him in a unique medical 
position to impact healthcare by guiding GRO’s medical professionals in creating individualized patient 
protocols. 
  
Full legal name: Nancy Wolfe-Sidberry, MD 
Position: Assistant Medical Director 
Short bio: Dr. Wolfe-Sidberry grew up in the South, as a African-American, during painful segregation and 
brings her own personal heart-rending history to GRO. As the Assistant Medical Director, she will be 
working side-by-side with Dr. Ben-Roohi on hiring and education of staff. She has headed her own wom-
an-owned medical practice since 1992, and has always hired across all race, sexual, age and ethnic 
lines. She will be vigilant in assuring that GRO does the same. 
  
Full legal name: Jean Dugan, Pharm.D 
Position: Director of Pharmacy, and Pharmacy Education 
Short bio: As a former pharmacist for CVS Health, Jean directly observed diversity benefits in practice, as 
she served over 30 different pharmacies in diverse communities throughout California. The demographics 
of pharmacy employees mirrored patients served. The quality of care directly correlated to the variances 
of employee ethnicity, race, background, gender, and educational status. Jean is committed to transfer 
the proven experience of diversity to the GRO employee demographics, with unification by passion, 
commitment, and work ethic. 
  
Employees: 
Full legal name: Siprachanh Chanthaphaychith 
Position: Microbiologist and Bio-Chemical Analyst 
Short bio: Chanthaphaychith, female immigrant-turned naturalized US citizen, has been continually ex-
posed to people from a wide range of ethnicities, cultures and socio-economic backgrounds. She appre-
ciates that everyone has a story and brilliant ideas to share. Her thirteen plus years at Vanderbilt exposed 
her to multinational colleagues. Her law school was named #1 for Most Diverse Law Schools (PreLaw 
Magazine). Chanthaphaychith, as Cofounder, President, of the Nashville Chapter of the National Associa-
tion of Asian American Professionals, has helped create partnerships with diverse organizations and 
businesses in the Greater Nashville area. Her commitment to diversity is unequaled.   
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Full legal name: Nancy Quigley 
Position: Nurse Practitioner, Dispensary Operator, and Health Specialist 
Short bio: Quigley, a registered nurse, master's-level exercise physiologist, and behavioral psychologist, 
has both the training and the experience to assist GRO diversity. She ran a certified woman-owned busi-
ness, with multi-racial, multi-cultural and international clients in the country, Christian, hip-hop, and pop 
music industry. Now armed with a second master's degree in nursing, a nurse practitioner license, and a 
strong background in herbal medicine, she is eager to bring her unique background of diversity in busi-
ness and health care to serve her medical cannabis patients of Pennsylvania. 
 
Full legal name: Steven Miller 
Position: Pharmacist 
Short bio: Miller is president of SJM Enterprises, providing formulary review and analysis, intervention, 
medication therapy management, for a diverse population of patients. He is a clinical pharmacist with 
more than 30 years of experience in Medicare, and Medicaid pharmacy consulting, with emphasis on the 
disadvantaged, disabled, and elderly. He brings that lifetime of commitment to GRO. 

GRO’s Official Affirmative Action Plan 

GRO’s Board studied various affirmative action plans  (“AAP”) utilized in a wide range of corporate struc-
tures and determined that comprehensive diversity could best be achieved at GRO by implementation of 
the one the federal government utilizes for its own contractors. Guided by our CEO, who spent a large 
part of her litigation career advocating for victims of discrimination in the workplace, our diversity plan will 
be monitored personally by Parker, and anything less than strict adherence will not be tolerated. The fed-
eral government plan sets best standards, notably including proposals requested by diversity-oriented 
groups. Our goals of Affirmative Action will be carried out, with the highest of standards, customized to 
meet the unique needs of the medical marijuana market in Pennsylvania. 

Action-Oriented Programs 

GRO, in addition to having action programs that are inviting for employees to participate in and voice ob-
jections, so that any potential problems can be identified and eliminated within the existing employee 
population, specific affirmative action goals will be met with the following:   

1. Open door policy to supervisors and upper management. 
2. Annual third-party policy review, appropriate for quality assurance of affirmative action plans and 

implementation; and; 
3. Internal quarterly review, by Board committee on AAP on job descriptions and hiring practices to 

ensure compliance, including: job descriptions (by department, job title performance criteria); 
a. Review of selection process 
b. Job applications and pre-employment forms ensuring job relevance; 
c. Creating and updating selection methods assuring no disparate impact, and job descrip-

tions consistent with business necessity; 
d. Training personnel on proper interview techniques; 
e. EEO training for management and supervisory staff; and 
f. Training of all non-supervisory employees for organizational compliance by all. 

4. Making job openings/descriptions, setting out our unequivocal adherence to GRO’s AAP, avai-
lable to: 

a. Recruiters, particularly those with whom we have developed a relationship, including the 
veterans organizations set out herein; 

b. All members of management involved in the recruiting, screening, selection, and promo-
tion processes; 

c. Colleges; and, 
d. GRO will seek employees from a., b., and c. (above), in Jefferson County and surround-

ing areas, complying with GRO’s intention to hire locally. 
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e. In order to assist recruitment and increase the flow of minority and female applicants, 
GRO currently uses the following actions: 

f. Using “Woman-Owned Business” and, "Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer" 
in all printed advertisements; 

g. Placing help wanted ads in local minority and women's interest media outlets; 
h. Disseminate information on job opportunities to organizations representing minorities, 

women, and employment development agencies; 
i. Encouraging all employees to refer qualified diverse applicants; 
j. Actively recruiting at junior colleges, colleges and universities with emphasis on veteran, 

minority or female enrollments; and 
k. Request employment agencies to refer qualified minorities and women. 

5. Analysis of our statistics to help GRO perform a self-audit of its compensation practices; 
6. Ensuring that all employees equal opportunity for promotion, by: 

a. Posting all promotional opportunities: 
b. Offering counseling to assist employees in identifying promotional opportunities, training 

and educational programs to enhance opportunities for job rotation or transfer; 
c. Evaluating job requirements for promotion. 

Internal Audit and Reporting System 

  
The personnel manager, with department managers and supervisors, has the responsibility for develop-
ing and preparing the formal documents of the AAP, as well as, the effective implementation of the AAP. 
GRO’s audit and reporting system shall: 

1. Measure the effectiveness of the AAP/EEO program; 
2. Document personnel activities; 
3. Identify problem areas where remedial action is needed; and 
4. Determine the degree to which GRO’s AAP goals and objectives have been obtained. 

  
The following personnel activities are reviewed to ensure nondiscrimination and EEO for all individuals: 

1. Recruitment, advertising, job application procedures; 
2. Hiring, promotion, award of tenure, layoff, recall from layoff; 
3. Pay and any other forms of compensation including fringe benefits; 
4. Job assignments, classifications, descriptions, and seniority lists; 
5. Sick leave, leaves of absence, or any other leave; 
6. Training, apprenticeships, attendance at professional conferences; and 
7. Any other term, condition, or privilege of employment. 

  
The following documents are maintained in GRO’s internal audit process: 

1. An applicant flow with name, race, sex, date of application, job title, interview status and action 
taken for all individuals applying for job opportunities; 

2. Summary data of external job offers, hires, promotions, resignations, terminations, and layoffs by 
job, sex, and minority group identifications; 

3. Summary data of applicant flow by identifying total applicants, minority applicants, and female 
applicants for each position; 

4. Maintenance of employment applications (for one year); and 
5. Records pertaining to GRO’s compensation system. 

  
GRO’s audit system includes a quarterly report documenting GRO’s efforts to achieve its EEO/AAP re-
sponsibilities. Managers and supervisors shall report any current/foreseeable EEO problem areas and 
shall outline suggestions/recommendations for solutions. If problem areas arise, the manager or supervi-
sor shall report problem areas immediately to the personnel manager. During quarterly reporting, the fol-
lowing occurs: 
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1. The personnel manager will discuss any problems relating to significant rejection ratios, EEO 
charges, etc., with the general manager; and 

2. The personnel manager will report the status of the GRO’s AAP goals and objectives to the gen-
eral manager, with recommending remedial actions for effective implementation of AAP. 

  
Guidelines on Discrimination Because of Race, Creed, Color, Age, Ethnicity, National Origin, Sex, 
Religion, Pregnancy, Veteran Status, Sexual Orientation, Gender Identity, and Marital Status 

 
It is the policy of GRO to take affirmative action to ensure that applicants are employed without regard to 
their race, color, ethnicity, national origin, sex, age, pregnancy, creed, religion or disability (“the enumer-
ated protected classes”). Additionally, beyond that, it is the policy of GRO to take additional action to en-
sure that veteran applicants are given special consideration and that applicants, although not protected 
classes pursuant to current federal law, will not be discriminated against on the basis of sexual orienta-
tion, gender identity, or marital status and receive fair consideration for job opportunities. Hereinafter, 
enumerated protected classes, veterans and sexual orientation, gender identity and marital status clas-
ses, will be referred to as “all classes”. 
 
Such action includes, but is not limited to the following employment practices: hiring, promotion, demo-
tion, transfer, recruitment or recruitment advertising, layoff, termination, rates of pay or other forms of 
compensation and selection for training. Employment practices shall be reviewed to determine whether 
members of all classes are receiving fair consideration for job opportunities. 
 

1. The policy concerning GRO’s obligation to provide EEO without regard to all classes will be 
communicated to all employees via employee handbooks, policy statement and the AAP. 

2. Internal procedures have been developed in this program to ensure that GRO’s obligation to pro-
vide EEO without regard to all classes is being fully implemented. 

3. Employees are informed at least annually of GRO’s commitment to EEO for all classes. 
4. Recruiting sources have been informed of our commitment to provide EEO for all classes. 
5. Job recruitment materials, employee handbooks, and Standard Operating Procedures shall be 

made available in English, Spanish, and any other language(s) that is determined to be neces-
sary to maintain and improve diversity. 

6. Employment records of all employees are reviewed to determine the availability of promotable 
and transferable employees without regard to all classes. 

7. Contacts with civil rights, religious, women’s, veterans, disability, religious, LBGTQ and ethnic or-
ganizations will be made for purposes of advice, education, technical assistance, and referral of 
potential employees as necessary to accomplish the purpose of this program. 

8. GRO engages in recruitment activities at educational institutions with substantial enrollments of 
students from various underrepresented racial, ethnic and/or religious groups, as well as those 
with substantial enrollments of female students and those with disabilities, LBGTQ organizations, 
and those designated as military friendly institutions. 

9. Ethnic, civil rights, women’s groups, disability, veterans, LBGTQ, and religious media may be 
used for employment advertising. 

10. Reasonable accommodations to the religious observances and practices of employees or pro-
spective employees will be made, unless doing so would result in undue hardship. In determining 
whether undue hardship exists, factors such as the cost to the company and the impact on the 
rights of other employees would be considered. 

11. Policies regarding leave shall be applied uniformly to all classes of employees. GRO informs all 
employees about its leave policy and benefits for family emergencies, parenting leave, and child-
rearing. Further, GRO’s leave policy, including leave for childbearing, is in compliance with all le-
gal requirements. 

12. GRO treats persons married or unmarried, regardless of sex, equally in all personnel operations 
and benefits. It does not place employment limitations on women with young children, unless it 
has the exclusionary policies for men. 
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13. Physical facilities, including both the interior and the grounds themselves, shall at all times be 
kept in good condition so as to be accessible in accordance with the Americans with Disabilities 
Act (ADA). 

14. Any and all reasonable accommodations shall be made for employees with disabilities, including 
but not limited to: seating, desk space, access to restrooms, parking, among other accommoda-
tions. 

 
Guidelines on Anti-Harassment 

 
Employees and applicants of GRO will not be subject to harassment because of their protected class ori-
entation including race, religion, ethnicity, national origin, disability, veteran status, age, sex, sexual orien-
tation, and gender identity nor any combination thereof. Harassment comes in many forms, and includes 
but is not limited to jokes, comments, physical touching, bullying, exclusion from work-based activities, 
retaliation, quid pro quo arrangements, among other activities based on membership in a given protected 
class of individual. At no time shall any such harassment be tolerated by GRO, and the offending par-
ty(ies) shall face discipline up to and including termination of employment.    
  

1. Any employee or applicant who believes that they have been subject to harassment based on 
their belonging to a protected class should promptly contact a manager in their chain of com-
mand, or contact the office of Human Resources for assistance. 

2. Employees or applicants may also file a written complaint with the Human Resources office. 
3. Retaliation, including intimidation, threat, coercion, or discrimination, against an employee or ap-

plicant because they have objected to discrimination, engaged or may engage in filing a com-
plaint, assisted in a review, investigation, or hearing or have otherwise sought to obtain their legal 
rights under any Federal, State, or local EEO law regarding individuals is prohibited. Any employ-
ee or applicant who believes that he or she has been subject to retaliation should contact the 
Human Resources office. 

4. This anti-harassment policy shall be communicated to all employees and managers annually via 
e-mail, and a notice shall be posted in employee areas of each facility, including a 1-800 number 
for anonymous reporting, if an employee so desires. 

5. Employees will be assured of absolute confidentiality, if requested. 
6. An Open Door Policy to all managers, supervisors, and corporate executives for any or all em-

ployees who have experienced or observed any violations will be part of GRO policy. 
7. Employees will be provided a direct number to the office of the CEO, in the event that any em-

ployee ever believes that they have not received adequate resolution of their complaints through 
other channels available.   

8. Training shall be provided upon hire for each employee, and shall be updated annually, regarding 
the identification and prevention of harassment to all of GRO employees. 

9. GRO monitors its environment for the presence of any forms of harassment, intimidation, or coer-
cion and, where warranted, takes corrective action. 

 
Internal Diversity Goals 
  
We are mindful of the fact that the medical marijuana industry does not in all places and aspects accu-
rately reflect the diversity of the communities in which they serve. GRO will seek to balance this by mak-
ing our workplace as accommodating, friendly, and supportive as possible in all aspects so as to attract 
and retain the best and most diverse talent from the community, as well as surrounding communities. 
 
Our goal is to ensure that our workforce, management, and ownership teams are as diverse as possible. 
To that end, we will set clear guidelines on how to achieve our diversity goals. This begins with ensuring 
the management team will guide and evaluate GRO’s progress, with the Human Resources officers, en-
suring implementation and compliance.   
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Given that our CEO, Parker, was a civil rights attorney for over 25 years, this aspect of our operation will 
be closely and consistently monitored personally by our CEO, who has made it part of her mission to 
prove that all aspects of civil rights compliance can be 100% successful in the MMJ industry.   
  
We, therefore, commit ourselves to ensuring that our employees reflect the diversity of the communities in 
which we operate. GRO will hire a corps of employees that statistically reflects the racial and ethnic de-
mographics in Jefferson, while going to adjoining counties for added staff when appropriate for diversity. 
Further, we will provide all employee materials in both English and Spanish, plus any other necessary 
languages. 

Diversity-Oriented Outreach 

GRO’s Director of Community and Diversity Outreach, Nick Palacios, son of a Colombian immigrant, and 
brings far-reaching life experiences to this position. His deep-seated personal beliefs in diversity in the 
workplace make him the perfect fit for overseeing this part of our operations. Palacios is no stranger to 
community involvement; having received awards for his past volunteerism, and will develop community 
service projects for GRO, inspiring employees to participate through example and personal commitment, 
along with a strong financial commitment from company revenues.    
 
GRO has already engaged in a number of outreach initiatives in Jefferson and surrounding Counties with 
organizations that impact that area, so that diversity can be maximized within our company. To that end, 
we are/will do the following: 
  

1. Participate in job fairs and advertise all job openings in media that is targeted predominantly at 
underrepresented groups in the medical cannabis industry.   

2. Sponsor groups in our local community that represent and advocate on behalf of various racial, 
ethnic, gender, disabilities, and veterans groups; ensuring sponsorship in each category. 

a. GRO contacted the Penn State Dubois campus, which is a military friendly campus, and 
has agreed to sponsor its student Veterans Club’s annual 5K run as part of its outreach 
program, with the expectation of attracting qualified candidates to work for GRO. 

b. GRO has also reached out to the Penn State Dubois diversity student organizations, not 
only in an effort to sponsor events, but also to ignite employment interest.   

c. GRO is already a Platinum member of the Jefferson County Development Council and 
participating in community affairs with its Chair, Brad Lashinsky.   

i. Specifically contributing to and helping develop a new Veterans Transportation 
Program; 

ii. Working with Billy Walls, with Disabled Veterans Outreach Program, which 
serves both Jefferson and Clearfield Counties, for aid in locating disabled veteran 
employees and to work on programs for disabled veterans. 

iii. Working with Commissioner Bullers of Jefferson County to support and have our 
scientific and medical staff conduct seminars for the Clearfield-Jefferson Drug 
and Alcohol Commission, especially working with Narcotic Anonymous Groups. 

3. Partner with groups in our local community, with employee participation, performing community 
service hours to chosen groups, from options including the organization's set forth above. 

Contracting with Diverse Groups 

In keeping with our commitment to diversity, GRO will contract with as many disadvantaged businesses 
as possible, and aiming for diversity of our contracts, accurately reflecting Jefferson County and the 
Commonwealth overall. GRO’s policy is to grant contracts to minority-, women-, and veteran-owned busi-
nesses as long as that firm can successfully meet or exceed all requirements and specifications for the 
contract, including but not limited to costs, timetables, and other deliverables. We are taking the following 
proactive steps to ensure that our contracting opportunities are available to all: 
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1. We track all spending with all contracted firms, including the number of disadvantaged, minority-, 
women-, and veteran-owned businesses that have contracts with us, the dollar amounts, and 
percentage of contracts and dollars awarded to these businesses, compared to total. 

2. Through our partner organizations that advocate on behalf of disadvantaged businesses, we will 
post all contracting opportunities to reach these businesses. 

3. We will maintain an internal database of certified businesses, in or near Jefferson County, and 
contracting with them whenever possible.   

 
Thus far, GRO has contracted with a women-owned security business, K&B Associates1, Inc., for provi-
sion of transportation and security staff for GRO’s location. We have vendors providing our security sys-
tem, designed for the cannabis business, but have required that they hire locally, with minority-owned 
businesses if available, for installation, holding to our non-discrimination and AAP.   
 
Mentoring, Training, and Professional Development 
  
New hires will be required to participate in the GRO in-house educational initiatives in cannabis integra-
tion, through in-house seminars and software training programs, provided by our trained staff with pro-
grams that have been developed and analyzed over the past 10 years by Nic Easley, our COO, and the 
3C team of experts. Additionally, several of GRO’s executives have received Patient Focused Certifica-
tion from the ASA (Americans for Safe Access) and that educational program will be infused into staff 
training. After GRO’s employees complete a probationary period of employment, each will have the op-
portunity to complete PFC’s certification training. 
  
If any of the diverse group of employees needs tutoring or language assistance, for success in completing 
any of the offered educational programs, services will be provided from within GRO or with outside con-
sultants or educators, if necessary. No employee will ever be left behind based upon any diverse differ-
ences that might otherwise create a barrier to success. 
 
Additionally, our CEO, Mary Parker, who has 25 years of experience in civil rights litigation and has con-
ducted hundreds of training sessions for businesses and legal advocates, will utilize EEOC, as well as her 
personally developed, training materials to do instruction to all employees.  

Recording and Reporting on the Components of the Diversity Plan 

As mentioned throughout this narrative, recording and reporting will be crucial to maintaining and increas-
ing diversity within GRO, and to hold ourselves accountable. 
  
Our Human Resources department will implement its effective recording and reporting plan that will be 
transparent, reported at regular intervals, and accessible. 
 
To ensure we hold ourselves accountable to our diversity plan, we will contract with a third-party organi-
zation to conduct regular and unannounced audits of our employment and contracting practices. 
 
Part C - Applicant Background Information 
(Scoring Method: Pass/Fail) 
FOR THIS PART THE APPLICANT IS REQUIRED TO PROVIDE BACKGROUND AND CONTACT INFORMATION FOR THE PRINCIPALS, 
FINANCIAL BACKERS, OPERATORS AND EMPLOYEES. 
 

Section 4 – Principals, Financial Backers, Operators and Employees 
A. Please list Principals, Financial Backers and Operators 
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Building Permit for grower-processor facility filed with township review 
meeting 6/28/17 

Construction company retained under conditional contract for facility con-
struction - 4/1/17 6/20/17 

Architecture and engineering firm retained for all facilities 6/20/17 

Apply for sales tax license 7/15/17 

Apply for company insurance policy 7/15/17 

Develop financial plan for receiving payments 7/15/17 

Set up accounting, payroll, and bookkeeping processes and responsibili-
ties 7/15/17 

Building permit approved 7/15/17 

Construction plans are approved 7/18/17 

Submit deposit on core and shell of greenhouse 7/19/17 

Breakground 8/1/17 

Excavation 8/15/17 

Foundation: base and walls 8/30/17 

Foundational inspection 9/1/17 

Complete framing of exterior walls and roof 9/15/17 

Install utilities, sewer, electrical, water, gas 9/18/17 

Complete rough framing, exterior walls, roof 9/25/17 

Install rough plumbing, electrical and HVAC 10/01/17 

Building code inspection for framing, plumbing, HVAC and electrical 10/3/17 

Initial interview, resume review, and background checks and hire new em-
ployees 10/4/17 

Install insulation, complete interior walls, and exterior finishes 10/10/17 

Complete interior walls, and exterior finishes 10/17/17 

Finish interior fixtures for commercial use 10/24/17 

Security installed - Partnered with ETG Security to develop security plan 
for the grower-processor facility to include, site security, to include on-site 
secure disposal areas in accordance with Pennsylvania regulations  10/28/17 

Fire inspection 10/29/17 

Final Inspection 10/29/17 
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Set up accounts for utilities, sewer, electrical, was, gas 11/1/17 

Start of official marketing outreach and plan 11/2/17 

Implement company ERP 11/317 

Set up payroll accounts 11/5/17 

Set up IT infrastructure accounts, e.g. phone, internet, fax 11/7/17 

Integrated Pest management master plan developed and coordinated with 
staff 11/10/17 

Staff is trained in handling protocols, PPE, tracking requirements, and cul-
tivation SOPs 11/10/17 

Partnered with Cannabis Integration for development of comprehensive 
employee training plan, to include best practices in growing, handling and 
processing medical marijuana - 2/17/17 11/17/17 

Certificate of occupancy is awarded 10/30/17 

Seeds are obtained and germinated in genetic room 11/2/17 

Plants are labeled and inventory, sex of plant is identified 11/2/17 

Begin vegetative process 1: Raise vegetative females for 3 weeks, take 6 
cuttings from each plant 11/23/17 

Clone 6 cuttings from 100 females labeling each clone accordingly from its 
G1 mother plant for 2 weeks 12/7/17 

Transplant clone for a two week cycle 12/21/17 

Begin vegetative process 2: Transplant plants to 2 gallon container, veg 
for 2 weeks 1/7/18 

Begin selectively cloning mothers based on flowering time selecting 150 of 
the best clones per week to begin the vegetative process. This will contin-
ue every week for the life of the facility. 1/7/18 

Selectively cloning mothers based on flowering time selecting 150 of the 
clones per week to begin the vegetative process. 1/8/18 

Review and train staff with cultivations SOPs for harvesting, drying, prepa-
ration, and storage procedures for pre-processing  1/9/18 

Review all packaging choices with regards to safety and compliance 2/15/18 

After 2 months of this process flower bays will begin filling with their first 
plants to flower for 8-10 weeks, 2 months later all flowering bays will be 
full 3/8/18 

Partnered with (Processing Company) to develop SOPs for medical mari-
juana extraction and delivery protocols for use in pills, oils, topical forms 
including gels, creams or ointments, and delivery 3/10/18 
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1st commercial harvests will begin at this point weekly plants will be har-
vested preprocessed weighed and tracked and be separated into compo-
nent parts to go into 3 methods of extraction: Plant material will be ex-
tracted w CO2 ethanol and lipids 3/15/18 

Products tested 3/16/18 

Test Results received 3/17/18 

Base extracts will be formulated into products 3/18/18 

Products tested 3/20/18 

Test Results received 3/21/18 

Product formulation will be further refined 3/25/18 

Additional testing will occur 3/28/18 

Final products will be ready for testing 4/1/18 

Products will be logged and registered to GP of production 4/2/18 

After testing is complete products will be packaged and made ready for 
distribution 4/4/18 

Partnered with (Local Security Company) to develop secure transportation 
procedures  4/10/18 

Products will be picked up from courier delivery service and transported to 
approved mmj dispensaries for sale 4/10/18 

Any products that meet their expiration date will be picked up by courier 
service and returned to their manufacturing point of origin TBD 

Products will be destroyed by GP who created the product TBD 

 
 
 
IF MORE SPACE IS REQUIRED FOR THE OPERATIONAL TIMETABLE, PLEASE SUBMIT ADDITIONAL INFORMATION IN A SEPARATE 

DOCUMENT TITLED “OPERATIONAL TIMETABLE (CONTD.)” IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE ATTACHMENT FILE NAME FORMAT 

REQUIREMENTS AND INCLUDE IT WITH THE ATTACHMENTS. 
 

Section 9 – Employee Qualifications, Description of Duties and Training 

A. PLEASE PROVIDE A DESCRIPTION OF THE DUTIES, RESPONSIBILITIES, AND ROLES OF EACH PRINCIPAL, FINANCIAL BACK-
ER, OPERATOR AND EMPLOYEE. 
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1. Mary Ann Parker, Esq., Chief Executive Officer - The Chief Executive Officer will be respon-

sible for strategic direction and development of the overall business, including: 

a. Will interact with the Compliance Officer, Chief Operations Officer, Chief Financial Of-
ficer, General Counsel, and Administrator to ensure that company directives are being 
met within set timelines and budgets.  

b. Making personnel decisions. 

c. Guiding and directing department directors and managers to accomplish defined busi-
ness goals. 

d. Tasked with developing new business from local customers and increasing business 
done by existing customers. 

e. Must also carry out duties related to the vision of the company and its stakeholders.  

2. Nicholas Todd Easley, Chief Operations Officer - The Chief Operations Officer will be re-
sponsible for overseeing the overall operation of the entire growing/processing facility, including 
its relationships with vendors, employees and the Pennsylvania community. The duties of the 
Facilities Director will include: 

a. Working directly with the Administration Director and Cultivation Director to manage 
day-to-day operations. 

b. Guiding director-level employees in their management of the rest of the team. 
c. Communicating professionally throughout the organization. 
d. Maintaining accountability for the total production of the facility, including record keep-

ing, patient confidentiality, security, IT, facility cleanliness and human resources. 

3. Samuel Joseph “Skip” Sanzeri, Chief Financial Officer - The Chief Financial Officer will be 
accountable for the administrative, financial, and risk management operations of the grow-
ing/processing facility, to include the development of a financial and operational strategy, met-
rics tied to that strategy, and the ongoing development and monitoring of control systems de-
signed to preserve company assets. This position will be responsible for ensuring accuracy of 
all financial reporting, the adequacy of internal accounting controls, and compliance with all 
State of Pennsylvania Department of Health requirements. Other key responsibilities of this po-
sition will include: 

a. Participate in key decisions as a member of the executive management team. 
b. Maintain in-depth relations with all members of the management team. 
c. Manage accounting, legal, Human Resources and tax operations as they relate to the 

company’s financial health. 
d. Supervise all financial aspects of the cultivation and production process. 
e. Analyze operations to provide for continuous improvements to processes and proce-

dures for improving efficiency and effectiveness. 
f. Solidify organizational structure to support future growth and scaling for all depart-

ments. 
g. Oversee vendor pricing negotiations and transaction agreements. 
h. Manage any third parties to which functions have been outsourced. 
i. Oversee the company's transaction processing systems. 
j. Implement financial operational best practices. 
k. Oversee employee benefit plans, with particular emphasis on maximizing a cost-

effective benefits package. 
l. Supervise acquisition due diligence and negotiate acquisitions if/when appropriate. 
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4. James Phillip “Jay” Palmere, Chief Technology Officer - Responsibilities of the Chief Tech-
nology Officer will include:  

a. Delegate duties and tasks within the IT department. 
b. Review completed tasks to ascertain compliance with standards. 
c. Monitor all team members and provide necessary advice and guidance. 
d. Perform periodic risk assessments and initiate risk control strategies. 
e. Organize regular seminars and trainings to teach team members new computer tech-

niques and methods. 
a. Keep up with trends in the constantly evolving information technology industry. 
b. Perform regular IT audit to discover areas of weaknesses and fortify them. 
c. Work alongside other departments to achieve company goals and visions. 
d. Write and forward regular reports to the management. 
e. Provide solutions to any user-level, IT-related challenges in the organization. 
f. Perform regular appraisal of IT systems in conjunction with the Systems Administrator 

to devise strategies to help with improvement. 
g. Carry out in-depth research to reveal new and better methods of handling functions 

within the department. 
h. Ensure that the company’s data and information are protected from unauthorized ac-

cess. 

5. Dr. Moshe Ben-Roohi, M.D., Medical Director - The Medical Director will be a key member of 
the executive team, engaged in defining the overall strategy and direction of the business with a 
special focus on any and all related health and medical issues and trends that may affect the 
business. Key responsibilities include: 

a. Ensuring the delivery of safe and effective medical products. 
b. Developing strategy and implementation of innovative clinical programs that include 

collaboration with strategic business partners. 
c. Acting as a liaison to the broader healthcare community. 
d. Providing strategic guidance on medical and health issues specific to medical marijua-

na and all qualifying conditions that necessitate its use. 

6. Dr. Nancy Ann Wolfe-Sidberry, M.D., Assistant Medical Director - Under the guidance of 
the Medical Director, the Assistant Medical Director will assist with the duties of the Medical Di-
rector. Key responsibilities include: 

a. Ensuring the delivery of safe and effective medical products. 
b. Developing strategy and implementation of innovative clinical programs that include 

collaboration with strategic business partners. 
c. Acting as a liaison to the broader healthcare community. 
d. Providing strategic guidance on medical and health issues specific to medical marijua-

na and all qualifying conditions that necessitate its use. 
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7. George Scott Cimochowski, Director of Cultivation.  Responsibilities of the Cultivation Di-
rector will include:  

a. Work in conjunction with other staff to develop a best practice, state of the art cultiva-
tion facility. 

b. Assist with drafting cultivation floor plans, estimating electric and water usage, and oth-
er application requirements. 

c. Manage and maintain cultivation protocols and team of employees. 
d. Analyze and catalog each individual strain from clone to harvest. 
e. Execute preventative maintenance as it relates to powdery mildew, spider/russet mites, 

root aphids, or any other type of disease. 
f. Maintain a clean, organized and professional work environment. 
g. Collaborate with management staff to provide timely reporting to owners and Board. 
h. Assist in government inspections with inventory and compliance audits. 

8. Siprachanh “Sippy” Chanthaphaychith, Director of Extraction and Laboratory Manager - 
The Director of Extraction and Laboratory Manager will oversee all matters related to the day-
to-day extraction and post-processing. Duties will include: 

a. Developing and modifying SOP’s for plant intake, preprocessing, extraction and waste 
material disposal.  

b. Establishing production measurements and yield metrics. 
c. Ensuring extraction operations comply with all regulations, policies, and procedures re-

lating to security, health, and safety. 
d. Enforcing any necessary changes to meet state and company regulatory standards, 

guaranteeing minimum risk to team members and the company, as set by government 
agencies and the company. 

e. Leading training and retraining activities of all extraction staff. 
f. Collaborating with others within the organization to assure proper strain, inventory and 

production management. 
g. Regularly reviewing production schedules to ensure proper product and oil inventory. 
h. Establishing QA/QC policies and standards, including safety and hygiene and monitor 

and ensure compliance; 
i. Establishing processing standards aligned with Executive vision and monitor 

and ensure compliance and communication including: 
ii. Processing Equipment specs and standards. 
iii. Planning packaging based on raw product supply and dispensary needs. 
iv. Hygiene and safety policies and procedures. 

i. Encouraging testing of cutting-edge production methodologies and inputs in a con-
trolled and measured manner. 

j. Conducting research and development for new/innovative ways of streamlining produc-
tion processes. 

k. Creating weekly executive processing summaries of subsidiaries to present to execu-
tive staff highlighting key items. 

l. All other job duties as assigned. 

 
 

 

B. PLEASE DESCRIBE THE EMPLOYEE QUALIFICATIONS OF EACH PRINCIPAL AND EMPLOYEE. 
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Mary Ann Parker, Esq., Chief Executive Officer  

Mary Parker, Global Resource Operations (“GRO”) CEO, brings a wealth of unique experience to 
her position.  She has been the chief executive officer for her firm, Parker & Crofford, for the past 30 
years.  During that time, she also was an active member, sitting on the Board, serving as an execu-
tive officer for 5 years, and ultimately being elected President of Public Justice (f/k/a TLPJ).  As the 
President/CEO of the non-profit national public interest law firm, she managed the multi-million-
dollar annual budget, as well as overseeing its litigation efforts.  On behalf of TLPJ, she served as 
lead counsel in a highly technical and scientific Clean Water Act case (TEC v. Dana Corp), which 
involved her immersion in scientific data, coordinating scientific research, testing and presentation.  
The TEC case was one of the largest environmental cases in the southeast, setting the standards 
for corporate compliance with regulations in clean water.  Throughout her legal career, she has tak-
en on significant cutting edge issues involving engineering, medical research and scientific analysis.  
She is well suited for managing the rigorous compliance and auditing requirements of GRO as well 
as managing the scientific operations. 

 
Mary Parker is a lifetime member of the National Cannabis Bar Association (NCBA). She is from Oil 
City, PA graduating from Venango Christian High School, and subsequently obtaining degrees from 
the University at Buffalo School of Management and the University of Tennessee School of Law. 
Mary is eager to spend far more of her time in her home state as an executive of GRO and its in-
house counsel, responsible for all legal issues and compliance. During her stellar 30+ years at the 
Bar, she received numerous honors and accolades, among them: being featured as one of the na-
tion’s 10 top litigators by the National Law Journal. She holds the AV rating by Martindale-Hubbell, 
which is the gold standard in the legal world for lawyers possessing the highest ethical standards 
and professional ability, as judged by the judiciary and other members of the Bar.  

 
During her career, Parker held a post as an assistant district attorney in the 21st Judicial District of 
Tennessee, with more than 50% of her case assignments being drug-related charges.  She saw 
first-hand the devastation to lives and families caused by illicit drug use, and is adamant about im-
plementing medicinal use of marijuana within the strictest of standards. 

 
Parker now directs a significant portion of time, legal talents and energies to the world of medical 
cannabis law.   Over the past year, she has concentrated on working with lawmakers drafting ex-
panding legislation, researching comparative marijuana laws, and advising GRO.  She will assure 
constant adherence to all legal requirements and compliance, from first shovel of dirt to construction 
completion, and from seed to sale of all products. 
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Nicholas Todd Easley, Chief Operations Officer 
 

Nic has been working in the medical marijuana industry since it became legal in Colorado. His de-
gree in Environmental Studies informs the scientific and holistic perspective he brings to the medi-
cal marijuana industry. In addition, Nic brings more than a decade of direct experience working in 
the agricultural industry - doing fieldwork with Rocky Mountain Biological Laboratory, while also 
farming his own 35-acre organic farm.  
 
Over the years, Nic has advised more than 75 clients with their medical marijuana businesses, 
providing guidance for industrial projects and turnkey cultivation, crop analysis and operations 
management, in addition to distribution, marketing and ongoing business development and man-
agement strategies. He also provides expert guidance through participation in industry committees 
and organizations such as the Colorado Department of Agriculture cannabis pesticide workgroup, 
and to help set the standards to ensure responsible and sustainable conduct by cultivators and dis-
tributors. 
  
Nic founded Comprehensive Cannabis Consulting (3C) to help clients thrive within this fast-paced 
and ever-changing industry. 3C’s socially and environmentally responsible practices consistently 
yield high-quality, organic medical marijuana at a much lower cost when compared to their competi-
tors who solely seek monetary gain. Nic’s mission is to set the highest standards and create the 
best practices for sustainable, long-term medical marijuana businesses. 

Samuel Joseph “Skip” Sanzeri, Chief Financial Officer 
 

Skip Sanzeri, head of corporate development for 3C, is responsible for company branding, PR, 
marketing and partnerships. Recently, Skip raised $7.6M in capital for MyDx, a medical marijuana 
sensor company, and he spearheaded the effort to take the company public. Skip is a Silicon Valley 
entrepreneur who, throughout his career, has helped a variety of startups launch, grow and exit. 
Skip started his entrepreneurial career at an early age and has funded and launched a few of his 
own companies, including founding and funding the first open source strategy firm – Open Source 
Group. Skip earned his bachelor’s degree from Claremont McKenna College and his Master’s de-
gree in Public Administration from the College of Notre Dame. 

James Phillip “Jay” Palmere, Chief Technology Officer 

Jay received a Bachelor of Arts in Business Administration with concentrations in Business Eco-
nomics and Finance from the Albers School of Business at Seattle University, and was chapter 
President of Gamma Omega chapter of Alpha Kappa Psi and coordinated chapter activity as an 
undergrad. Jay received a Master of Arts degree in Humanities from the University of Chicago, and 
used it to teach History of Western Thought, Academic Reading and Writing, and Principles of Mi-
croeconomics at Calumet College of St. Joseph over the last year. Jay is currently Chief Financial 
Officer of Compliant Cannabis, where he currently provides Business Process Model and Notation 
(BPMN) expertise alongside enterprise-grade resource planning skills to meet the unique and com-
plex needs of the legal cannabis industry. He joined Compliant Cannabis in 2015, whose mission is 
to provide real-time inventory management from seed to sale, automating inventory reconciliation 
and compliance reporting, as well as optimizing operational excellence with real-time, data-driven 
insights. Compliant Cannabis makes high tech affordable by providing cloud-based software solu-
tions as a monthly subscription service, a.k.a. Software-as-a-Service and Platform-as-a-Service. 
Jay’s proven skills applying logical systems to the often disorganized world of the nascent cannabis 
industry through his special expertise in business process management and enterprise resource 
planning helps him provide the best of breed technology to GRO. 
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Dr. Moshe Ben-Roohi, M.D., Medical Director 

Moshe Ben-Roohi, M.D. specializes in advanced non-surgical orthopedics and regenerative treat-
ments for sports injuries, degenerative joint disease, and conditions of the spine. He works with cli-
ents who have tried everything else and failed and with professional athletes looking to improve 
their game.He is double board certified in both Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation, and in Pain 
Medicine. He obtained his medical degree at Tel-Aviv University’s Sackler School of Medicine and 
completed his residency at NYU Medical Center and Hospital for Joint Diseases where he served 
as Chief Resident. After residency he completed a fellowship in Pain and Interventional Orthope-
dics. Dr. Ben-Roohi maintains his role in academic medicine through his continued pursuit of ongo-
ing research. He has published numerous scientific papers in PM&R and other peer reviewed jour-
nals. He is a frequent speaker on the subjects of Sports Medicine, Pain Management and Regener-
ative Orthopedics. Dr. Ben-Roohi is a member of the Spine Intervention Society (ISIS), American 
Academy of Orthopedic Medicine (AAOM), Institute for Functional Medicine (IFM) and the American 
Academy of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation (AAPMR). Dr. Ben-Roohi earned his M.D. from 
Tel Aviv University in Israel, and his B.A. in both Anthropology and Biology from University of Cali-
fornia, Santa Cruz. 

 
Dr. Nancy Ann Wolfe-Sidberry, M.D., Assistant Medical Director 
 

Dr. Wolfe-Sidberry is a Board-certified Family Practitioner with 27 years of practice. She is currently 
the Medical Director of Brentwood Family Care Center in Brentwood, Tennessee and is also certi-
fied by the F.B.I. in both Basic Forensic Serology and Advance Biochemical Serology. With that ex-
perience, she worked at the Tennessee Bureau of Investigation in its Crime Laboratory. She earned 
her M.D. from Meharry Medical College and possesses both an M.S. and B.S. in biology from Ten-
nessee State University. 

 
George Scott Cimochowski, Director of Cultivation 

 
George is a lifelong student of both organic and traditional agriculture, with experience both inside 
and outside the medical marijuana industry. In addition, he has experience in entrepreneurship and 
investor relations and is widely consulted by medical marijuana companies across the United States 
for his deep first-hand knowledge of best practices in growing marijuana. He is a lifelong Pennsyl-
vanian and a graduate of The Pennsylvania State University.  

Siprachanh “Sippy” Chanthaphaychith, Director of Extraction and Laboratory Manager 
 
Siprachanh Chanthaphaychith, or “Sippy” for short, utilized her Biochemistry, Molecular and Cellular 
Biology background, first in research at the University of Tennessee Medical Center, and subse-
quently, for over 13 years performing research studies at Vanderbilt University Medical Center in 
Nashville, Tennessee. Her biomedical sciences research resulted in more than twenty publications 
in high impact journals. She has presented her work on G-protein coupled receptor targeted plant 
essential oils using C.elegans and mammalian cell lines. She has experience working with plant oil 
formulations and compositions, reaction rates and other chemical properties to design, construct, 
and evaluate cost effective commercial scale extraction processes.  She has coauthored her find-
ings on ion channel proteins that confer cardiac arrhythmias, stem cells of breast cancer and brain 
cancer. To enhance her education, she has since earned her Doctor of Jurisprudence in Arizona.  
Her diverse education, along with her career in scientific research, are ideally suited to the intrica-
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cies of science, medicine and legal compliance in the business of GRO. 

 

 

 

C. PLEASE DESCRIBE THE STEPS THE APPLICANT WILL TAKE TO ASSURE THAT EACH PRINCIPAL AND EMPLOYEE WILL MEET 
THE TWO-HOUR TRAINING REQUIREMENT UNDER THE ACT AND REGULATIONS. 

 
1. Per § 1141.48 Training, prior to commencing operations of the growing/processing facility, eve-

ry principal will undergo a two-hour training course. This course will have been developed by 
the Pennsylvania Department of Health, and it will be administered by representatives or em-
ployees of the Department of Health in accordance with their guidelines and course curriculum.  

a. Within 90 days of beginning work for the growing/processing facility, every employee 
will be required to take the two-hour training course developed and administered by the 
Pennsylvania Department of Health. Employees who have not completed the required 
training within the initial 90 day period of employment will not be eligible to work until 
the training has been successfully completed. 

b. Records or certificates of training completion will be stored both physically and elec-
tronically in the files of all employees and principals. These records will be available for 
inspection whenever requested by the Department of Health and/or their designees. 

c. There may be fees and travel costs related to training that will be incurred by principals 
and employees. Any of these training or travel related fees incurred by principals or 
employees will be reimbursed by the company.  

 

 

 
IF MORE SPACE IS REQUIRED FOR ANY OF THE ABOVE THREE COMPONENTS OF SECTION 9 (A, B AND C), PLEASE SUBMIT AD-

DITIONAL INFORMATION IN A SEPARATE DOCUMENT TITLED “EMPLOYEE QUALIFICATIONS, DESCRIPTION OF DUTIES AND 

TRAINING (CONTD.)” IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE ATTACHMENT FILE NAME FORMAT REQUIREMENTS AND INCLUDE IT WITH 
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THE ATTACHMENTS. 
 

Section 10 – Security and Surveillance 
A GROWER/PROCESSOR FACILITY MUST HAVE SECURITY AND SURVEILLANCE SYSTEMS, UTILIZING COMMERCIAL-GRADE 

EQUIPMENT, TO PREVENT UNAUTHORIZED ENTRY AND TO PREVENT AND DETECT DIVERSION, THEFT, OR LOSS OF ANY SEEDS, 
IMMATURE MEDICAL MARIJUANA PLANTS, MEDICAL MARIJUANA PLANTS, MEDICAL MARIJUANA AND MEDICAL MARIJUANA 

PRODUCTS. 
 

PLEASE PROVIDE A SUMMARY OF YOUR PROPOSED SECURITY AND SURVEILLANCE EQUIPMENT AND MEASURES THAT WILL 

BE IN PLACE AT YOUR PROPOSED FACILITY AND SITE. THESE MEASURES SHOULD COVER, BUT ARE NOT LIMITED TO, THE 

FOLLOWING: GENERAL OVERVIEW OF THE EQUIPMENT, MEASURES AND PROCEDURES TO BE USED, ALARM SYSTEMS, SUR-

VEILLANCE SYSTEM, STORAGE, RECORDING CAPABILITY, RECORDS RETENTION, PREMISES ACCESSIBILITY, AND INSPEC-

TION/SERVICING/ALTERATION PROTOCOLS. 

 
Please limit your response to no more than 5,000 words. 

 
 
Introduction to Security and Surveillance: Putting Health and Safety First 
  
The primary intention of Chapter 13 of the Commonwealth’s Act 16 is to protect patients, not profits. GRO 
fully agrees with this intention, and has designed an effective security and surveillance program with this 
approach. By putting patients first, we believe that we are also protecting medical retailers and ensuring 
the overall success of the medical marijuana project in the Commonwealth, not just our own long-term 
business interests. As part of our due diligence process, we’ve come to learn that when designing a secu-
rity and surveillance system, many companies will eagerly invest in sophisticated equipment and will de-
sign elaborate systems to comply with the law and protect their investment. The problem is that those 
businesses can easily lose sight of what they are supposed to be protecting.  
  
Our patient-first focus will ensure we do not lose sight of our primary objectives when implementing this 
system. GRO will use internal surveillance not only as a means of preventing diversion and criminal activi-
ty, but also to monitor compliance with Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) and production methods 
that ensure a safe and consistent product. This is to ensure that that patients who rely on medical mariju-
ana products are not affected by unhealthy adulterants, additives, and other such diluents. GRO recog-
nizes that patients often have compromised immune systems, and are at additional risk for consuming 
any medication.  
  
To provide the highest quality medical marijuana products to the dispensaries and health-care organiza-
tions of the Commonwealth while protecting vulnerable populations, GRO has developed security practic-
es based on systems established by Fortune 500 pharmaceutical companies. GRO will adhere to proven 
enterprise-grade protocols, which include our commitment to continuous improvement of our safety 
measures and security procedures.  
  
Three crucial facets make up the foundation of our security practices: physical security, digital security, 
and environmental security. GRO has emphasized the seamless, holistic integration of these components 
as a critical factor. By relying on network protections, iterative staff training, and enterprise-grade vendor 
support, GRO is confident that our security practices will meet and exceed the rules and regulations de-
tailed by the Commonwealth. These systems will be deployed to explicitly prevent the diversion of medi-
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conditions. All other locking ingress and egress capability will be in compliance with applicable 
regulations.  

3. All employees and visitors will be required to “badge-out” when leaving the property or facility. 
This will enable appropriate access logs and real-time presence status of all personnel. This data 
will also be used for monitoring attendance of staff and visitors. 

4. Inside the facility, all doors that lead to Limited Access Areas will be locked at all times and ac-
cess controlled via RBAC system.  

5. Doors will be interconnected to restrict access based on conditions, such that the loading dock 
overhead door must be secured prior to granting access back into the facility from the dock area, 
or prohibiting both mantrap doors from being open simultaneously.  

6. All doors are commercial-grade, non-residential steel doors, controlled utilizing fail-secure electric 
locks, magnetic locks, electrified panic bars and other secure locking mechanism to guarantee 
that all doors will remain locked during power outage or system malfunction. 

7. All Badges issued by GRO will have distinct colors, lettering and identifiable information to allow 
for easy identification of roles and authority/access levels. 

8. Posted signage will be clear and placed in conspicuous locations notifying of ongoing video sur-
veillance and minimum age requirements to enter, as per §1151.25(d).  

 
A digital system will track the status of visitors as they enter and exit the facility. Agents of the Department 
or other Federal, State or local government officials will have an unrestricted access badge for use on 
site. An audio-visual door intercom system controlled by on-site security operators will provide momentary 
access to allow visitors to enter and be subject to §1151.25 as we track their status through the following 
visitor status workflow: 

1. Perimeter– provide a verifiable purpose for the visit before being granted access. 
2. Mantrap – provide a government issued photo-ID, which is logged, scanned, photocopied, and 

kept both onsite and offsite for at least 4 years. Also required to sign log upon arrival and depar-
ture.  

3. Temporary Visitor – provided a door-tracking badge with a distinct color and bold lettering that 
shows visitor’s name, company, and reads “VISITOR - ESCORT ONLY.” Visitors instructed to not 
touch and medical marijuana plants and products.  

4. Exit – photo ID kept at security office until exchanged by visitor at mantrap for temporary badge 
and exit signature in logbook.  

 
All infrastructure related to the service of RBAC and auditing is enterprise grade, employing always-on 
components. A highly-available, geographically redundant system of back-ups ensures that, if GRO were 
to suffer a catastrophic event, the security data would survive. This robust back-end security system is 
integrated with the environmental data systems and alarm systems to provide a simplified point of evi-
dence and management for our security personnel, allowing a large amount of security resources from a 
modest security room. The data generated by on-site actions is stored for a minimum of four years.  

Because GRO is a grower-processor, the composition of visitors to the site must be tightly controlled and 
predictable. The general public will not be allowed. Any approved visitors must adhere to site security 
guidelines concerning electronic devices; GRO reserves the right to demand the relinquishment of all 
personal electronic devices while visiting the site, with such devices returned at the end of the visit.  

Regular visitors, such as vendors, follow the SOPs regarding the transference of medical marijuana to 
trusted vendors and subsequent transportation of such products. Policies to this effect include, but are not 
limited to: never providing a WiFi password to external vendors, never allowing a trusted vendor to move 
around the site alone, ensuring that ostensible transport vendors adhere to the items stipulated in 
§1151.31. GRO can easily make available to the Department or its authorized agents, upon request, a 
current list of users who have access to any security and surveillance areas. 

Alarm System 
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The fire suppression systems include: 
1. Water-based – throughout the facility. 
2. Clean agent – in the NOC, to extinguishes fire without damaging sensitive electronic equipment. 
3. Kitchen hood – in the MIP, as required by Code. 

 
Smoke/heat detection sensors will be rated for the environments protected: 

1. Cultivation – special sensors that continuously compensate for dusty environments. 
2. Long corridors – laser smoke sensors that cover long distances. 
3. All – Combined smoke, heat, and  carbon monoxide sensors. 

 
Electrical and fire safety inspections will be conducted annually as required by local codes.  

All employees are trained in the facility’s protocols for specific emergencies including fires, chemical 
spills, injuries, and robberies. Fire prevention protocols will require training of all employees, particularly 
regarding the storage of flammable materials, compressed gases, electrical hazards and high wattage 
lights. Evacuation procedures in case of fire or natural disaster will be clearly documented, conveyed via 
training to all employees, and demonstrably illustrated in places of high foot traffic. 

GRO’s site will be constructed with appropriate firewalls, as defined by local building codes and UL 
standards. 2-hour fire rated walls will protect the load-bearing structural members of the facility and iso-
late the MIP kitchen from the rest of the facility. Fire doors and smoke dampers will be utilized to prevent 
the spread of smoke and aid firefighting efforts. Fire extinguishers will be placed throughout the building 
and will be the appropriate types for their locations and expected usage, as defined by building codes and 
industry best practices.  

Fire exits and evacuation routes will be clearly labeled and accessible. Safe rooms and muster points will 
be designated and demarcated where employees can wait for first responders in case of an emergency. 

There will be no smoking anywhere in the facility. Users of tobacco will be directed to smoke completely 
outside of the premises, including in provided parking. 

In order to maximize the potential value of GRO to dispensaries, patients, and the Commonwealth, 
GRO’s grower-processor facility operates around the clock, 24/7. Due to these demanding conditions on 
our valued staff, policies for weather related travel will be implemented to protect worker safety. Compen-
sated sleeping arrangements will be made for employees unable to leave due to bad weather.  

Information Security and Network Access Control 
 
Our integrated security pattern approach emphasizes overlapping systems to give heuristic accounts of 
ongoing GRO compliance, health, and safety. This global approach allows GRO to enjoy comprehensive, 
overlapping, redundant security systems. However, the particular nature of commerce in the grower-
processor space means that we are cautious with respect to information security and network access 
control. 
 
If criminals were to compromise the network and obtain insight into the nature and frequency our  trans-
actions, GRO would be at increased risk, as the potential attackers are steps closer to completing a phys-
ical attack. 
 
The best defense to this structural risk is a robust system of information security solutions and policies 
that keep such sensitive information private and secure. The solutions enunciated below are meant to 
close off possible attack vectors from criminal elements and deter any potential system intruders by in-
creasing the risk of detection and difficulty of attack. 
 
In order to ensure the digital safety of operational information, the facility will have multiple IT systems 
and policies in place, including but not limited to: 
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the vehicle contains medical marijuana. 

� Each delivery team member shall have access to a secure form of communication 
with the grower/processor, such as a cellular telephone, at all times that the vehi-
cle contains medical marijuana. 

X ☐ 

� Upon demand, each delivery team member shall produce an identification badge 
or card to the Department or its authorized agents, law enforcement or other 
Federal, State, or local government officials if necessary to perform the govern-
ment officials’ functions and duties. 

X ☐ 

� Each delivery team member shall have a valid driver’s license. X ☐ 

� While on duty, a delivery team member will not wear any clothing or symbols that 
may indicate ownership or possession of medical marijuana. 

X ☐ 

� Medical marijuana stored inside the transport vehicle may not be visible from the 
outside of the transport vehicle. 

X ☐ 

� A delivery team shall proceed in a transport vehicle from the facility, where the 
medical marijuana is loaded, directly to the medical marijuana organization or ap-
proved laboratory, where the medical marijuana is unloaded, without unnecessary 
delays. Notwithstanding the foregoing, a transport vehicle may make stops at mul-
tiple facilities or approved laboratories, as appropriate, to deliver medical mariju-
ana. 

X ☐ 

� Any vehicle accidents, diversions, losses, or other reportable events that occur 
during transport of medical marijuana must be immediately reported to the De-
partment either through a designated phone line established by the Department 
or by electronic communication with the Department in a manner prescribed by 
the Department. 

X ☐ 

� The Department shall be notified daily of the grower/processor’s delivery sched-
ule, including routes and delivery times, either through a designated phone line 
established by the Department or by electronic communication with the Depart-
ment in a manner prescribed by the Department. 

X ☐ 
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� When a delivery team delivers medical marijuana to multiple medical marijuana 
organizations or approved laboratories, the transport manifest must correctly re-
flect the specific medical marijuana in transit; each recipient will also provide the 
grower/processor with a printed receipt for the medical marijuana received. 

X ☐ 

� All medical marijuana being transported must be packaged in shipping containers 
and labeled in accordance with § 1151.34 (relating to packaging and labeling of 
medical marijuana). 

X ☐ 

� Separate copies of the transport manifest will be provided to each recipient re-
ceiving the medical marijuana described in the transport manifest. To maintain 
confidentiality, a grower/processor may prepare separate manifests for each re-
cipient. 

X ☐ 

� The applicant acknowledges that, upon request, a copy of the printed transport 
manifest, and any printed receipts for medical marijuana being transported, will 
be provided to the Department or its authorized agents, law enforcement, or oth-
er Federal, State, or local government officials if necessary to perform the gov-
ernment officials’ functions and duties. 

X ☐ 

 
 
 

PLEASE PROVIDE AN EXPLANATION OF ANY RESPONSES ABOVE THAT WERE ANSWERED AS A “NO” AND HOW YOU WILL MEET 

THESE REQUIREMENTS BY THE TIME THE DEPARTMENT DETERMINES YOU TO BE OPERATIONAL UNDER THE ACT AND REGULA-

TIONS: 

 

Please limit your response to no more than 5,000 words. 
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C. PLEASE DESCRIBE YOUR PLAN REGARDING THE TRANSPORTATION OF MEDICAL MARIJUANA AND MEDICAL MARIJUANA 
PRODUCTS. FOR EXAMPLE, EXPLAIN WHETHER YOU PLAN TO MAINTAIN YOUR OWN TRANSPORTATION OPERATION AS 
PART OF THE FACILITY OPERATION, OR WHETHER YOU WILL USE A THIRD-PARTY CONTRACTOR. IF YOU CHOOSE TO USE 
YOUR OWN TRANSPORTATION OPERATION, PLEASE PROVIDE THE NUMBER AND TYPE OF VEHICLES THAT WILL BE USED 
TO TRANSPORT MEDICAL MARIJUANA AND MEDICAL MARIJUANA PRODUCTS, THE TRAINING THAT WILL BE PROVIDED 
TO EMPLOYEES THAT WILL TRANSPORT MEDICAL MARIJUANA AND MEDICAL MARIJUANA PRODUCTS, AND ANY ADDI-
TIONAL MEASURES YOU WILL TAKE TO PREVENT DIVERSION DURING TRANSPORT. IF YOU WILL BE USING A THIRD-
PARTY CONTRACTOR FOR TRANSPORTING MEDICAL MARIJUANA AND MEDICAL MARIJUANA PRODUCTS, PLEASE EX-
PLAIN THE STEPS YOU WILL TAKE TO GUARANTEE THE THIRD-PARTY CONTRACTOR WILL BE COMPLIANT WITH THE 
TRANSPORTATION REQUIREMENTS UNDER THE ACT AND REGULATIONS. 

 

Please limit your response to no more than 5,000 words. 

 

Introduction to Transportation of Medical Marijuana: Monitored and Safe Movement of GRO’s 
Medical Marijuana and Medical Marijuana Products in the Commonwealth 
 
GRO has invested heavily into a number of solutions meant to make our site a more secure place and 
ensure our products are safe for patient consumption. Most of the solutions, equipment, and tools meant 
for this high-degree of internal scrutiny allow our managers and stakeholders to maintain the facility at 
clinical levels of safety and sanitation, avoiding the failures of diversion and contamination.  
 
However, once GRO completes its mission of manufacturing and packaging the best medicine available 
in the Commonwealth, safely and compliantly, it is imperative that the process by which the medicine is 
released to bonded, third-party transportation professionals reaching the intended recipients, (per 
§§1151.35-.38), is designed, implemented and enforced with the same level of tight scrutiny as that found 
on our grow area floors.  
 
GRO has invested heavily into a number of solutions meant to make our site a more secure place and 
ensure our products are safe for patient consumption. Most of the solutions, equipment, and tools meant 
for this high-degree of internal scrutiny allow our managers and stakeholders to maintain the facility at 
clinical levels of safety and sanitation, avoiding the failures of diversion and contamination.  

For GRO to be successful in mitigating non-compliance, diversion, and contamination during the Trans-
portation phase, we will implement similar security patterns as found in our other organizational areas, 
with an emphasis on steady monitoring of critical events and a concentration of resources towards pre-
ventative measures to avoid or greatly mitigate adverse events.  
 
As a result, many of the same tools that are used by GRO to maintain site security or sanitation are used 
to ensure that all personnel involved in delivery will not, wittingly or otherwise, contribute to the diversion 
of product, or contamination events during delivery that lead to dispensary recalls. In order to maintain a 
secure posture during the loading or unloading stage of medical marijuana production, it is imperative that 
every ostensible delivery event is securely generated; in order to ensure a secure posture ad infinitum, 
every securely generated delivery’s success is electronically recorded and internally reported.  
 
SUMMARY: GRO has developed a three-part system to understand and evaluate our own transportation 
procedures. These three parts are simply correlated with ‘before the delivery’, ‘during the delivery’, and 
‘after the delivery’. In order to ensure the safety and compliance of goods before a sale, GRO will rely on 
a physically, electronically, and environmentally secured area; additionally, as all products are accounted 
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for in the Warehousing extension of our Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) tool, our staff will be confi-
dent that any transactions taking place are duly monitored and approved, at the accounting level. In order 
to ensure the safety and compliance of moving goods in delivery, GRO has designed a vetting process 
for potential third-party transportation services, as well as ensuring the compliance for the electronic 
tracking and recording of individual delivery data in real time. In order to ensure the safety and compliant 
handling of goods after delivery, GRO will closely follow packaging SOPs to ensure that every package 
produced by GRO has corresponding media that has full details of the dispensary, and ultimately the pa-
tient, the ways and means of responsible consuming and other pertinent information.  
 
Part 1: Before a Delivery Event 
 
In order for the Transportation production phase to be highly recognized and addressed as a production 
cycle pressure point, it is imperative for GRO staff to ensure that all steps leading up to Transportation 
are completed with a high-degree of adhesion to the trained staff SOPs and in a perfectly compliant man-
ner. For the ways GRO staff grows and processes medical marijuana, please refer to Section 17 - Grow-
ing Practice and Section 19 - Processing and Extraction. For the particular means and methods of ensur-
ing both of these processes and all others follow Title 28 Rules and Regulations of site sanitation and 
public health, please refer to Section 20 - Sanitation and Safety.  
 
Limited Access Secure Area for the Finished Medical Marijuana Products Ready for Sale 
 
With the particular methods and means of growing and processing medical marijuana covered in adjacent 
sections, the most critical piece of ensuring safe and compliant goods before Transport is ensuring the 
safety and security of the Production Storage Area, where all finished medical marijuana products are 
safely held for eventual sale or testing. Importantly, these selling and testing events are the only legiti-
mate reasons a product leaves the Production Storage Area for consumptive purposes, i.e. not counting 
Quality Assurance disposal. Ergo, the only way legitimate products leave our premises legitimately is 
through §§1151.35-.37 compliant delivery events; else, products are eventually expired and disposed of 
and leave through §1151.40 compliant protocols. In either case, the medical marijuana products are kept 
in areas prepped for sale or prepped for disposal; these areas must be highly monitored and controlled, in 
terms of staff access, limited inventories in rooms, video surveillance, mandatory QR scanning for any 
movement of contained goods, and the like. For more information on GRO’s safe and secure storage 
methodologies, please refer to Section 12 - Storage of Medical Marijuana. 
 
With the security and safety of the storage rooms used to house sellable goods (or goods meant for dis-
posal) established, the next risk pressure point in the production cycle is the process of loading the trucks 
and ensuring deliveries are ready for completion, in terms of security and compliance. 
 
Training for Warehouse Picking Role 
 
While GRO will hire third-party professionals to physically move finished medical marijuana products on 
our behalf, we will always internally own the process of performing the final pre-delivery inspection and 
ultimately deciding which stored packages are best to meet an approved purchase order. By having ac-
cess to the inventory of the Production Storage Area through the Warehousing extension of our Enter-
prise Resource Planning (ERP) tool, our staff is responsible for intelligently picking which finished goods 
are ideal for fulfilling the Purchase Order, ensuring the safety of the patient vis-a-vis the dispensary, and 
ensuring the inventory policies of GRO are enforced. 
 
With a real-time accounting of the finished goods present in the Production Storage Area and ready for 
sale, our staff members trained in the warehouse picking role will perform three critical actions: ensure 
that all packaging is intact and defect free; ensure that the packages and the immediate areas around the 
packages contain no signs of pests, pathogens, or other identified signs of contamination; and, ensure 
that the packages being prepped for sale possess all necessary adjacent safety information, such as the 
warning for exclusive medical use, the clearly labeled expiration date, the unique identifying number and 
unique identifying QR code, and all other such materials as stipulated in §1151.34. 
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GRO will keep detailed performance metrics of these third parties so that we can ensure that our SOPs 
are being followed to the letter; these metrics include but are not limited to delivery times, predictability of 
chosen delivery route, receiving client satisfaction, delivery personnel logging at our facility and at the 
receiving client location, and any other significant information discovered by the Operations Team.  
 
As per the State of Pennsylvania Department of Health Rules and Regulations Title 28, §§1151.35 and 
1151.36, GRO will include the following qualifying criteria for ultimate selection of a transportation agent: 

● Vehicles will be armored, fitted with video cameras, and possess approved GPS transmitters. Any 
armored vehicles contracted in this manner will operate in strict compliance with local and state 
regulations.  

● Vehicles will be properly insured, registered, inspected, and will display all appropriate stickers in 
compliance with the laws of the Commonwealth. Proof and/or copies of these documents will be 
collected and electronically stored at the point of the first delivery with the first group of respective 
vehicles; revisions to, updates to, or renewals of these documents must be delivered to GRO by 
the bonded transportation agency in no less than a week from taking effect. Such records can be 
made available to the Department upon request. 

● Vehicles will possess the aforementioned secure storage area or secure lock box for the physical 
movement of the medical marijuana and medical marijuana products at time of delivery. Vehicles 
will be temperature controlled with respect to this secure area. In the event GRO has need to 
transport seeds or immature plants, we reserve the right to impose more rigorous standards to 
the quality of the temperature-controlled, secure area, in order to prevent a contamination event 
from occurring in transit with at-risk medical marijuana materials.  

● Vehicles will be fitted with ‘Lo-Jack’ or other such loss recovery devices for the purposes of diver-
sion prevention and resolution. 

● The vehicles will be serviced on a schedule agreed to by GRO and the transportation firm to en-
sure that critical combustion and temperature-control systems are fully functional and not liable to 
fail mid-delivery. Regular proof of this service for each vehicle will be given to or available to GRO 
for the purposes of Fleet Management.  

 
While GRO does not intend to own a fleet of vehicles for the purposes of transportation, we will maintain 
a digital record of each contracted vehicle used in the Fleet Management extension of our Enterprise Re-
source Planning (ERP) tool. This software solution will allow us to track each vehicle individually, record-
ing critical operational metrics like incident tracking, compliance monitoring, GPS route history, record of 
all associated delivery schedules, record of all associated transport manifests, and the like. These rec-
orded metrics will allow us to both ensure that the chosen transportation vendor meets our high standards 
with respect to safety and security and to allow for the same degree of meticulous record keeping and 
discrepancy analysis as we enjoy in our internal, on-site processes.  
 

In addition to the stipulations about the physical vehicles that carry our medical marijuana and medical 
marijuana products from GRO to our client dispensaries or testing labs, we ensure that contracted per-
sonnel representing our organization rigidly adhere to the SOPs; we unabashedly expect the same high 
quality of performance and tight execution of the stipulated process as we would expect from our own 
employees; keeping lines of communication with our ultimate clients allows us to confirm the reality of this 
standard.  

For SOPs regarding the expectations of contracted transportation personnel in the event of a robbery, 
theft, or any other diversionary or nefarious activity, please refer to Section 16 - Diversion Prevention.  

Excluding the adverse event scenarios and considering the proactive, preventative measures that can be 
taken to avoid or mitigate the risk of diversion, GRO includes the following axioms as both foundations to 
the Transportation Personnel SOPs and to be the qualifying criteria with respect to hiring a potential 
transportation firm.  
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The critical points that vendors must conform too, as well as an illustration of the SOPs themselves, are 
as follows; such criteria are a reflection of Department guidance as per §§1151.35 and 1151.36. The staff 
members in question will hitherto be referred to as the ‘Delivery Team’: 

Before Departing 

● The delivery team will ensure the function and transmission of their GPS device before leaving for 
GRO.  

● The delivery team will ensure that each member is wearing clothing and accessories that in no 
way suggest the purpose of the incipient delivery. 

● The delivery team will never consist of less than two individuals; and the manifest documentation 
will always incorporate I.D and the number of persons on the delivery team for each transport 
event. 

● The delivery team members will always each possess a cellular phone that is capable of reaching 
GRO and the law enforcement authorities. In the event of a vehicle accident, diversion, loss, or 
other reportable event, team members will use these phones to immediately report the event to 
the following parties in order: law enforcement authorities, GRO transportation point-of-contact, 
and then the Department.  

● The delivery team will ensure that each team member has the appropriate personal identification, 
including: a(n) GRO-issued identification badge, a Department-issued identification badge, a valid 
driver’s license, and any other necessary pieces of identification discovered by our Operations 
Team. All members of the delivery team shall produce said pieces of identification to approved 
members of GRO Operations and Security Teams, and to any authorized agent of the Depart-
ment, agent of law enforcement, or government officials, in order to perform official functions and 
duties. 

● The delivery team will prepare for and execute an overall route that includes no intervening or 
unnecessary stops or delays; in addition, the team members will plan routes that prevent nefari-
ous actors from discovering exploitable consistencies in delivery routes by adding a degree of al-
lowed and agreed to route variation.  

Upon Arrival 

● The delivery team will always maintain at least one team member with the vehicle; the delivery 
team will never allow the delivery vehicle to be unattended once there is medical marijuana or 
medical marijuana products onboard. 

● Once all of the medical marijuana and medical marijuana products are loaded, the delivery team 
will leave immediately and proceed directly to the delivery destination, via the previously con-
ceived route.  

● Before leaving, the delivery team will ensure that all necessary materials for compliant transporta-
tion of medical marijuana and medical marijuana products are present and accounted for. The de-
livery team will be aware that, either during the trip to or from GRO, they are subject to inspection 
by the Department, or its authorized agents, either in-transit or while being at the delivery loca-
tions.  

● In addition to these necessary materials, the delivery team will make sure that a printed transport 
manifest is present and accurate at time of departure. 
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● Once all goods meant for delivery are aboard the vehicle and ready for transit, a member of the 
security team will meet with a member of the picking team to ensure that all compliance criteria 
for that delivery are being met and electronically report their agreement. This constitutes the de-
livering agent taking possession of our goods and the clock for the delivery starts; the delivery 
timer will stop once the delivery team receives a printed receipt from the client dispensary or test-
ing lab.  

After Departure 

● The delivery team will keep their cell phones on and nearby. If GRO security personnel observe 
an oddity in the reported GPS location data during the delivery, the security personnel will imme-
diately call the delivery team to ensure their safety and the security of the delivery.  

● The delivery team will present the printed transportation manifest to the receiving dispensary or 
testing lab upon arrival. The printed transportation manifest will be available to authorized agents 
in the case of an inspection. Additionally, delivery team members will be trained in how to secure-
ly access and download printed transport manifests should the printed copy become lost, un-
readable, or otherwise compromised.  

These comprehensive vendor criteria and SOPs allow GRO to maintain high degrees of monitoring and 
control over the elsewise external transportation process. In order to corroborate the observed actions 
and progress of the delivery team, our Operations and Security teams are trained to maintain rigid, inter-
nal chain-of-custody standards with respect to gathering, analyzing, and recording transportation metrics.  

GRO will enforce this visibility and control over third-party actions through the ubiquitous QR codes, that 
link directly into our ERP system, and allow our staff to learn ‘who scanned what, when, and why’. By lev-
eraging client smartphones and handheld scanners on laptop computers, our dispensary customers will 
be able to accept receipt of their shipment electronically and in real time. Any questions or concerns they 
have can be addressed via phone, or through the integrated chat system, which tracks conversations re-
lated to a particular purchase order or invoice, and are correlated and logged into our greater ERP tool.   
 
 
Transportation Manifest Policies and Procedures 
 
In order to comply with §1151.36, GRO will print a transport manifest and will electronically record it for 
each delivery. The transport manifest will be generated through the information held in the ERP system 
and can automatically populate the following fields for transportation manifest generation: 

1. Name, address, and permit number of GRO and the name and contact info of our representative 
that has direct knowledge of the delivery. 

2. Name, address, and permit number of the dispensary or testing lab receiving the delivery, as well 
as the name and contact info for a representative of the receiving organization. 

3. The quantity of each medical marijuana product item or lot contained in the delivery, along with 
the unique identification number for each item or lot. 

4. The date and approximate time of delivery team departure. 
5. The date and approximate time of delivery team arrival. 
6. The delivery vehicle’s make, model, and license plate number. 
7. The state-issued identification number of each member of the delivery team accompanying the 

transport. 
8. QR codes for accessing the web portal, enabling digital receipt confirmation in real time. 

 
In the event of multiple deliveries being made in a single transport, each delivery would have its own 
manifest, and each recipient will provide the delivery team and GRO with a printed receipt for the medical 
marijuana delivered.  
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Part 3: After the Delivery Event 
 
When the delivery is completed, GRO ensures that all information associated with each delivery event is 
catalogued alongside other operational, time-stamped events. This empowers and informs our larger 
goals of preventing diversion and contamination. The after-delivery processes are meant to continuously 
and soberly analyze how safe and secure is the most exposed leg of our production cycle. Establishing 
empirically-validated, ‘healthy’ metrics early allows GRO to quickly realize statistical baselines in the de-
livery process, and quickly generate ‘flags’ or automated process stoppages when risky behavior is de-
tected; this is especially important in steps where most of the important individuals are people we have no 
direct control over. In order to ensure this kind of ongoing and aggregating security, we try to implement 
systems that are easily accessible, non-intrusive, and reliable for our vendors, clients, and partners. By 
passively collecting data where we can and persisting it for long-periods, we acquire ample operational 
information to make increasingly informed decisions off of.  
 
Because we encourage our vendors, clients, and partners to engage with us electronically, we are able to 
gather a prodigious amount of metrics around ‘typical behavior’ and ‘typical errors’; this collection of ob-
servations about the day-to-day means will only further better and safer ways in the pursuit of quality 
medicine. 
 
By encouraging and nurturing these kinds of transparent and open lines of communication, we believe 
that we will be in a very strong position to deter, mitigate, detect, and report any nefarious activity.  
 
Record of Transport Manifests and Loss Prevention 
 
As per §1151.38, any discrepancies discovered by GRO in transport manifests, either before, during, or 
after deliveries, will be investigated and our Diversion Prevention policies amended as needed to prevent 
future discrepancies. Upon discovery, a written preliminary report will be submitted to the Department 
within 7 days, followed by a written final report with 30 days. 
 
Further Engagement with Dispensaries 
 
Participating dispensaries can also integrate with our ERP system so that their internal inventory is auto-
matically updated with the appropriate harvest batch, lot number, and package identifier / serial number of 
every item received in their delivery. Because all of these interfaces are protected with two-factor authen-
tication, we can ensure beyond the physical signature on a receipt that the correct party received their 
order. In the event dispensaries would rather not integrate directly, they can still use the free web-based 
application to scan the QR code affixed to the different product items to learn about or recall the associat-
ed details, warnings, safest use methods, involved staff, and the like from their desktop computers. 
 
Delivery Schedules & reporting thereof 
 
In addition to automated updates to dispensary staff, GRO would like to use the APIs of client dispensa-
ries, testing labs, and the Department to automatically push delivery schedules. While the delivery sched-
uling task falls outside the SOPs of transportation per se, it is crucial to note that the powerful, back-end 
inventory management system is equally capable of pushing whatever delivery schedules are decided 
upon to the aforementioned receiving agents on a daily basis.  
 
For more information on the mechanisms to generate delivery schedules, please refer to Section 22 - 
Recordkeeping.  
 
Conclusion: 
 
In order for GRO to ensure that the patients of the Commonwealth will be supplied with the best, safest, 
and most traceable medicine available, we have designed and will implement a comprehensive set of 
transportation procedures and solutions. While at all times complying with Department stipulations, as per 
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Please limit your response to no more than 5,000 words. 

 
Introduction to the Medical Marijuana Operational Storage Policies and Procedures 
 
Global Resource Operations, LLC (GRO) sees our storage methodology and policies of utmost im-
portance, as materials that are safely and securely stored avoid the public health threat of contamination 
and the security threat of diversion. In order to ensure the public safety of our products and the physical 
safety of our staff, we take a tiered approach to securing stored materials, segregated by purpose and 
associated risk of diversion or contamination. These areas include: the Production Storage Area, contain-
ing sellable and soon-to-be sellable packages; the Disposal Storage Area, containing medical marijuana 
and medical marijuana products prepared and electronically flagged for destruction and disposal; the Se-
curity Room, containing video footage data and control systems for other security solutions, and the Gen-
eral Storage Area, containing a number of ancillary, but tracked, materials used in the production process 
and the sanitation process. Each ‘room’ has its own purposes and contributions to maintaining site securi-
ty and safety. All but General Storage are only accessible by RBAC-enabled authentication, allowing 
GRO to strictly control the occupancy of these secure areas.  
 
 
Production Storage Area 
 
The Production Storage Area storage room is meant for the sole purpose of storing GRO’s medical mari-
juana and medical marijuana products that are works-in-progress or finished goods ready for sale. This 
storage room must alleviate and mitigate the risks of environmental contamination and diversion with re-
spect to sellable inventory.  
 
In order to collect critical staff metrics that could suggest causes of diversion or contamination, our Pro-
duction Storage Area is . By ensuring that every per-
son must identify themselves before entering the Production Storage Area, we ensure that any discrep-
ancies that arise can be diagnosed and resolved effectively; it also deters potential diverters, be they staff 
or visitors, from even entertaining the idea of stealing from the Production Storage Area. Access to the 
Production Storage Area will be granted to authorized employees  

  
 
In addition to this virtual log of individuals passing through the RBAC-enabled door, GRO ensures that a 
24/7 video camera is permanently affixed and recording the entrance/egress point of the Production Stor-
age Area. In this way, RBAC data can be corroborated with video surveillance data to uncover exactly 
what went wrong in a diversion or contamination scenario. For more information on RBAC-enabled doors 
and fixed-point surveillance, please refer to Section 10 - Security and Surveillance. 
 
Once the approved staff or vendors are inside the Production Storage Area, we must ensure that activity 
in the room is monitored and traceable, to ensure good behavior. As such, containers housing works-in-
progress (WIPS) will be appropriate to store and preserve the unfinished medical marijuana materials for 
future production tasks. Each time a staff member interacts with these containers, they scan the QR code 
first, ensuring we have a record of who touched WIPS containers. WIPS containers of this kind will be 
resealable, opaque, and airtight.  Packages of finished medical marijuana goods ready for sale will be 
packaged in a manner consistent with §1151.34, where packages are definitively sealed until they reach 
the dispensary or the testing lab. Any packages found in storage with compromised packaging or labeling 
will be reported to managers, flagged and recorded into the MRP tool, and moved to the Disposal Storage 
Area room.  
 
Our Production Storage Area is also protected which are discussed in-
depth in Section 11 – Transportation of Medical Marijuana. These controls ensure that access to the Pro-
duction Storage Area, where all inventory is securely stored after being sealed and before being trans-
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monitored group through. GRO also intends to keep off-site back-ups of video data, duly encrypted and 
through obfuscated services, to ensure security data redundancy, as the Department allows and ap-
proves. Responses to Department requests for this video data will comply with §1151.26, where GRO will 
provide four screen captures of unaltered video surveillance within 2 business days of any Department 
request thereby.  
 
The personnel, both staff and visitors, who have RBAC-enabled access to the Security Storage Room are 
limited and enforced through a consolidated list of approved personnel; as per §1151.26, this list is per-
petually kept and updated and is available to the Department upon request.  
 
The Security Storage Room is explicitly for the purpose of housing security staff and tasks therein, as well 
as storing the materials and data necessary to that end; the Security Storage Room shall have no other 
purpose besides those listed in this sub-section.  
 
General Storage Area 
 
In addition to the three secured areas mentioned above, GRO will have a General Storage Room, where 
non-cannabis materials are securely stored and observably used through our MRP tool. These non-
diversionary materials include consumables like cleaning solvents, disposable gloves, WD40, extra hos-
es, extra hand soap for sanitation stations, and the like.  
 
While GRO adheres to a sustainable vision for the cultivation and processing of medical marijuana, we 
store any materials, solvents, cleaners, or solutions deemed toxic by the Department, or our own internal 
experts, in a secluded place within the General Storage Area, as per §1151.33. These toxic materials are 
labeled clearly as such, and staff are carefully trained towards how to use and store said toxic materials 
without contaminating any ongoing production processes. Any staff interaction with one of these toxic ma-
terials is initiated by scanning an affixed QR code to report activity to the MRP tool, ensuring we have a 
clear idea over who is using these materials and what they are being used for. Any rodenticide, insecti-
cide, fungicide, fumigating agent, or sanitizing agents used for the prevention of contamination will be 
clearly labeled and associated with staff safety protocols to avoid potential contamination.  
 
While the Department does not explicitly call for tight monitoring and controls on the spare labeling mate-
rials, GRO considers a close watch on these de facto legitimizing materials to be a serious matter of di-
version prevention. While the spare labels and such are kept in the General Storage Area, they are kept 
in an isolated, secure closet, with only the relevant personnel having access, i.e. those that are responsi-
ble for affixing labels directly and those responsible for quality inspecting the labeling process in the pro-
duction cycle. Patterns of GRO’s label consumption at our G/P are closely watched and recorded; devia-
tions alert managers to the possibility of problems and can initiate a diversionary suspicion investigation. 
Monitoring and controlling of the Secure Label Closet will be integrated into the greater RBAC-enabled, 
physical permissions system.  
 
Conclusion 
 
By implementing a tightly monitored and highly secured storage environment at GRO, we ensure that 
medical marijuana products being held for purchasing dispensaries are legitimate and healthy for con-
sumption. Further, the extra steps GRO takes with respect to sensitive, non-marijuana materials reinforc-
es our strategic goal of absolutely deterring and preventing adverse events, including contamination and 
diversion.  
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� Include the name, address and permit number of the grower/processor. X ☐ 

� List the form, quantity and weight of medical marijuana included in the package. X ☐ 

� List the amount of individual doses contained within the package and the species 
and percentage of THC and CBD. 

X ☐ 

� Contain an identifier that is unique to a particular harvest batch of medical mari-
juana, including the number assigned to each harvest lot or process lot in the har-
vest batch. 

X ☐ 

� Include the date the medical marijuana was packaged. X ☐ 

� State the employee identification number of the employee preparing the package 
and packaging the medical marijuana. 

X ☐ 

� State the employee identification number of the employee shipping the package, 
if different than the employee preparing the package and packaging the medical 
marijuana. 

X ☐ 

� Contain the name and address of the dispensary to which the package is to be 
sold. 

X ☐ 

� List the date of expiration of the medical marijuana. X ☐ 

� Include instructions for proper storage of the medical marijuana in the package. X ☐ 

� Contain a warning that the medical marijuana must be kept in the original con-
tainer in which it was dispensed. 

X ☐ 

� Contain a warning that unauthorized use is unlawful and will subject the purchas-
er to criminal penalties. 

X ☐ 
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� Contain the following warning stating: 

This product is for medicinal use only. Women should not consume during pregnancy or 
while breastfeeding except on the advice of the practitioner who issued the certification 
and, in the case of breastfeeding, the infant’s pediatrician. This product might impair the 
ability to drive or operate heavy machinery. Keep out of reach of children. 

X ☐ 

 

 

 

PLEASE PROVIDE AN EXPLANATION OF ANY RESPONSES ABOVE THAT WERE ANSWERED AS A “NO” AND HOW YOU WILL MEET 

THESE REQUIREMENTS BY THE TIME THE DEPARTMENT DETERMINES YOU TO BE OPERATIONAL UNDER THE ACT AND REGULA-

TIONS: 

 

Please limit your response to no more than 5,000 words. 

 

C. PLEASE DESCRIBE YOUR PROCESS FOR CREATING AND MONITORING THE LABELING USED FOR MEDICAL MARIJUANA 
PRODUCTS: 

 

Please limit your response to no more than 5,000 words. 

 

 

Introduction to Holistic Labeling and Consistent Packaging 

Because Global Resource Operations, LLC (GRO) prides itself as the premier provider of the highest-
quality medical marijuana in the Commonwealth, it is crucial that our medicine is protected while being 
produced, stored in inventory, and transported. GRO’s efforts to protect our valuable medical products 
include the physical security and safe storage of our products, the single point of reference system, i.e. 
our MRP tool, for digital information about the package and contents therein, and clearly printed labels 
that allow a patient, a dispensary employee, or a facility manager to quickly determine the contents of any 
package.  

As per §1151.34, the packaging and labeling operations of GRO’s grower-processor are designed to en-
sure that the product is ultimately delivered to dispensaries in a way that secures the quality and charac-
ter of the medical marijuana products delivered for patient consumption. Any and all devices used to 
achieve the necessary production steps of containerization and packaging will be consistent with the De-
partment’s guidance and regulations therein. 
 
Holistic Approach to Labeling: Unique Identifiers and Ubiquitous QR Codes 
 
By affixing the critical information associated with the physical composition and staff actions associated 
with a particular package, GRO begins a chain-of-trust that allows the ultimate consumer, the patient, to 
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be fully informed and aware of the actors involved in procuring their medicine. Likewise, if GRO or any 
other firm involved in producing medical marijuana products should somehow fail in our responsibility to 
provide a safe product, the patient is duly informed and able to hold our sector responsible. By ensuring 
that the product packaging is secure from environmental and physical compromise, GRO is able to con-
sistently provide dispensaries with the highest quality medicine available in the Commonwealth. 
 
In addition to these concerns about empowered patient choice and responsible controls for patient adhe-
sion to physician recommendations in an ideal system, GRO recognizes that upon occasion grower-
processors operating outside the Commonwealth have been plagued with recalls because of violations 
regarding illicit pesticides, mold or fungus contaminations, and insect infestations; while the effects are 
currently under observation in territories outside the Commonwealth, the medicinal nature of the Com-
monwealth’s market leaves little room for the production failures of bad acting grower-producers. By 
clearly printing the chain of medical marijuana producers associated with every transaction, GRO is able 
to empower the patient and the caretaker to hold the marijuana-producing firms accountable.  
 
As the regulatory regime in the Commonwealth requires the treatment of medical marijuana to be in a 
concentrated, purified form, the risk of toxic contamination in the course of producing concentrates is only 
exacerbated, as every form of medicine produced is necessarily more susceptible to contaminated plant 
matter; under these conditions, GRO believes that the patient right to know what is in their medicine and 
how to safely consume it is only magnified and underscored. The need for safe packaging is likewise 
magnified.  
 
GRO has taken cues from pharmaceutical manufacturers and existing manufacturers of infused products 
in Colorado to create its Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) for labeling of medical marijuana prod-
ucts. Many manufacturers in Colorado suffer from a manual process that’s prone to human error, as la-
bels are printed by manually loading details into a digital template on consumer grade inkjet label printers. 
This allows for both typos and miss-application of batch printed labels. 
In lieu of these faulty methodologies, unique identifying labels are affixed to each piece moving through 
the production process, until ultimately a transit label is affixed to prepare the final package for transporta-
tion, as per §1151.30. These uniquely identified pieces in the operational production flow are associated, 
on a piece-by-piece, basis with particular raw inputs and process inputs, for end-to-end materials track-
ing. Such tracking ensures that, in the event of a compromised piece or batch of production materials can 
be effectively identified, isolated, and properly disposed of, as per §1151.42. 
Once the production process is complete and the finished goods are ready for packaging, GRO believes 
that only the safest and most environmentally responsible transit packaging should carry our high quality 
medicine to dispensaries and health-care organizations.  
 
Creating and Monitoring Operational Labels 
As §1151.34 only stipulates guidance on labels affixed to packages for the purposes of transit and com-
merce, GRO’s approach to procedurally affixing labels for the purposes of piece-flow production tracking 
goes above and beyond the compliance obligations set by the Department. However, as the Department 
has made it clear that production imperfections and recalls must be resolved in a timely and decisive 
manner, this process of internal labeling and tracking allows GRO to quickly and thoroughly identify, iso-
late, and compliantly dispose of errant product.  
In order to ensure that all production materials that GRO keeps onsite are compliant with Department 
stipulations and to ensure that high-levels of internal quality control with respect to GRO’s operational 
inventory, all materials that are used in the production or packaging are inspected by an employee re-
sponsible for quality control; no materials will be accepted or stored onsite that do not meet this standard. 
For materials being received that are part of the industrial production cycle, an employee responsible for 
quality control will perform a Quality Assurance Examination, where the employee will, if able, find appro-
priate Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDSs) from state or institutional databases and ensure that materi-
als being taken in are not precluded from use by mandate of the Commonwealth, by stipulation of the 
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Department, or by recommendation from board-approved industrial standards organizations. These 
Quality Assurance Examinations of received or stored industrial materials will occur upon any receipt of 
any material; in the event that the frequency of resupply of a particular industrial material should exceed 
two weeks, a Quality Assurance Examination will be performed such that materials being stored and in-
dustrially consumed regularly remain in compliance and good standing. Such Quality Assurance efforts 
extend to the process of growing the plants as well; each plant is tagged and tracked individually. For 
more information on both, please see Section 14 - Inventory Management.  
By ensuring that all received and stored industrial materials are legitimate and the best choice for the ul-
timate consumer, the patient, GRO ensures that a high degree of ongoing internal quality control is estab-
lished from the moment any material reaches and is accepted by GRO. As per §1151.33, such materials 
are labeled and stored in a dedicated, safe, and secure area; for more information, please see Section 12 
- Storage of Medical Marijuana. 
In order to achieve this high degree of ongoing internal quality control, GRO will track Works-in-Progress 
(WIPs) Process Tickets digitally through the Manufacturing Resource Planning (MRP) tool by scanning 
printed Quick Response (QR) code labels. These QR labels will associate the physical tasks and industri-
al processes associated with the production pieces with the aggregating collection of WIPs Process Tick-
ets. Our consistent use of these QR Codes helps track the medical marijuana product from the initial 
creation and subsequent operational augmentations to the final step of packaging and awaiting a pur-
chasing event. Internal testing events are included in this ticket creation flow, allowing for an unparalleled 
level of vision and control over the status and quality of inventory on-site.  

Creating and Monitoring Transit Labels  

Once the produced medical marijuana goods are finished and packaged, the QR code associated with 
finished goods can be scanned and all necessary information for transit label printing and affixation can 
be instantly pulled and printed. Before being placed in the area meant for finished goods and being rec-
orded as ready for sale in the MRP system, a GRO staff member will perform a visual check and take any 
damaged packages to the area for disposal, as per §1151.34; for more information, please see Section 
21 - Quality Control and Contamination Testing.  

For illustration, when a Process Ticket containing 242g of a completely finished good is scanned by an 
iPad at a Transit Label Printing Process Station, the MRP tool will automatically look up the history of the 
product and generate a label based on a template. Our MRP tool then records an immutable Process 
Journal Entry, tracking which user scanned the QR code and prints out the details explicated in §1151.34, 
without user intervention. This allows us to practice “What You Scan is What You Get”, streamlined transit 
label generation and Single Piece Flow analytics of every produced package simultaneously and continu-
ously. 

Quality Control for Transit Labeling  

The labels affixed to packages ready for transaction will be perfectly compliant with §1151.34. To ensure 
consistency, these labels will be digitally generated by, accounted for, and persisted in the MRP tool. 
These labels affixed to each package will be easily readable, conspicuously placed, and contain the fol-
lowing information: 

1. The name, address, and permit number of the grower-processor 
2. The form, quantity, and weight of medical marijuana 
3. The number of individual doses contained within the package and the species and percentage of 

THC and CBD 
4. The Unique Identifier, indicating the singular and specific harvest batch lot of medical marijuana 
5. The Employee ID number of the employee packaging the medical marijuana 
6. The Employee ID number of the employee shipping the package of medical marijuana 
7. Name and address of the dispensary the package is sold to 
8. The packaging date 
9. The product expiration date 
10. Instructions for proper storage of the medical marijuana package 
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11. A warning that the medical marijuana must be kept in its original, dispensed container 
12. A warning that unauthorized use is unlawful and will subject the purchaser to criminal penalties 
13. The following warning: “This product is for medicinal use only. Women should not consume dur-

ing pregnancy or while breastfeeding except on the advice of the practitioner who issued the cer-
tification and, in the case of breastfeeding, the infant’s pediatrician. This product might impair the 
ability to drive or operate heavy machinery. Keep out of reach of children.” 

14. Any other information required by the Department of Health 
 
As per §1511.34, labels will not contain or resemble any trademarks, unique characteristics, or product-
specialized packaging of any commercially available food or beverage product. The label will clearly indi-
cate that the package contains medical marijuana and will not be misleading to an individual that it may 
contain anything other than medical marijuana. The labels will not present any seal, flag, crest, coat of 
arms, or any other insignia that could mislead an individual to believe that the product has been en-
dorsed, manufactured, or approved of by any state or government agency. The label will not bear any 
cartoons, color schemes, images, graphics, or features that may make the package attractive to children. 
As well, all affixed labels to packages will have been approved by the Department. Such labels will be 
made of weather-resistant and tamper-resistant materials.  

GRO has soberly considered the real-world ramifications medicine being consumed incorrectly; this could 
occur through mislabeled products, or unclearly labeled products, causing unintentional effects due to 
patients inadvertently consuming the wrong medicine, or the right medicine the wrong way.  

In order to ensure correct labeling, strict controls over materials will be exercised for labeling processes. 
Every label will be examined through a digitized SOP, involving the scanning of QR codes and visual in-
spection, which allows for proper batch identity and conformity to the labeling specified. Packaged and 
labeled products will be carefully examined during finishing processes to ensure that the containers and 
packages have the correct labels. A representative sample of units will be collected at the completion of 
finishing for visual examination of labeling. The results of sample examinations will be recorded along 
with the employee ID who completes the examination. 

To assist dispensaries with reliably identifying the contents of a package or container, the QR code that 
GRO affixes to the label will have the ability to be scanned by any retailer’s smartphone or QR reader. 
Using the open APIs of our MRP tool, the downstream vendor can see additional details, usage recom-
mendations, and validate that the product is genuine. Trust is ensured from the manufacturing facility to 
the shelves of dispensaries, by each patient and vendor’s ability to see a high-definition photo of the 
product that should be contained in the container.  

This provides radical empowerment to the ultimate consumer, the patient. For examples, mothers of chil-
dren with epilepsy can easily access the production information associated with any container to verify 
the correct medicine and can review resources on how to administer the medical marijuana treatment. 
The patient’s access to this information via their smartphone is a best-practice that literally puts health-
care decisions and justifications directly into the patient's’ hands.  

Unintended patient outcomes are unacceptable, so GRO will take proper product labeling extremely seri-
ously; procedures must be in place to ensure that employees consistently affix the appropriate labels to 
the appropriate products. 

Packaging of Medical Marijuana Products 

In order to comply with § 1151.34, GRO will follow approved packaging guidance. These protocols ensure 
that all medical marijuana packages are sealed safely to promote freshness and preservation, ensuring 
that the high-quality medicine produced by GRO will not be compromised by its storage or transportation. 
These packages will be safe from oxygen, light, pests, and any other environmental risk. All labels will 
meet Department of Health regulations concerning the content of the labels; all labels exceed Department 
regulations by providing a single point of reference via QR code for all production inputs and actions as-
sociated with any packaged good through our MRP tool.  
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Each medical marijuana product will be packaged for sale and labeled for transit in a secure room, with 
physical access limited to authorized personnel. Once the packaging process, defined by readily available 
SOPs, is complete, the original seal of a package will never be broken before sale, except for quality con-
trol testing at an approved laboratory or for investigations conducted by the Department of Health. No 
medical marijuana products will ever leave the facility that is not properly labeled and accounted for in 
inventory. The packaging itself will always be tamper-proof, child-proof, resealable, and opaque to light, 
as per §§1151.34 and 1151.36. Staff members will wear sterile, impermeable gloves to avoid potential 
contamination.  

For the manufacturing staff, there are often times when physically inspecting the extracted product is both 
necessary and beneficial. Our personnel responsible for manufacturing administration may want to de-
termine why a particular production run of a particular product variety yielded a higher quality or quantity: 
this inspection is primarily a visual endeavor. To ensure that, even after secure packaging, the manufac-
turing team always has access to visual inspection through opaque, sealed packages, the MRP tool ena-
bles persistent, high-resolution macro photography captures, which are recorded as Production Journal 
Entries in our MRP.  

As labels will be automatically printed based off of employee task completion through the MRP and han-
dled in a piece-by-piece, iteratively verified manner, human error in the application of these labels to the 
appropriate containers is greatly reduced. By utilizing Zebra label printers that are directly connected to 
the operations network, GRO has access to a catalog of industrial-grade labels that are both weather and 
tamper-resistant. These label printers also enable GRO to add machine readable digital signatures that 
can be verified by our MRP software and the use of anti-counterfeiting measures on the label, ensuring 
patient safety and trust.  

Quality Control for Packaging 

All product containers that are kept in storage prior to use will at all times be handled and stored sepa-
rately from medical marijuana products, cleaning products, and other materials so as to mitigate against 
the risk of contamination. Containers must be kept off of the floor and suitably spaced to permit cleaning 
and inspection. All packaging materials will be inspected and meet quality control standards, and packag-
ing materials will be stock until inspected. Old packages and label materials that will not be used must be 
destroyed to prevent possibility the materials are used for any product diversion or misrepresentation of 
illegal product. Any suspicion of diversionary activity around GRO’s packaging processes will be investi-
gated and reported, as necessary. These suspicions will be realized by a preponderance of evidence with 
respect to label tempering or packaging tampering, as per §1151.38.  

Medical marijuana and medical marijuana products will be in packages that minimize exposure to oxygen 
and light. The packages containing products will be child-resistant, tamper-proof and tamper-evident, 
opaque, and resealable. Containers used will be eco-friendly, created from high density polyethylene 
(HDPE-2) that is manufactured in the U.S. and BPA-free. All resins used will meet stringent purity stand-
ards and be contaminant free. Additionally, resins used meet strict sustainability standards and use recy-
cled content as much as possible.  

Resealable containers will be manufactured specifically for the medical marijuana industry, using resins 
and materials that are FDA-approved for packaging both medicine and food, and such materials will not 
be reactive, absorptive, or otherwise affect the safety, purity, or quality of the product. All different types of 
packages and containers will be identified with a unique product ID code via QR code; this unique identi-
fier will be reflected in our inventory system through both a QR code and a readable summary of contain-
er details.  

Any container, prior to packaging, found to be contaminated with extraneous material, such as perspira-
tion, hair, etc., will be immediately recorded as such in the MRP and moved to the Disposal Storage Area. 
Ventilation connecting to production and packaging areas will be regularly screened for noxious patho-
gens to deter contamination events.  

Conclusion: 
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� The number of medical marijuana products ready for sale. X ☐ 

� The number of damaged, defective, expired, or contaminated seeds, immature 
medical marijuana plants, medical marijuana plants and medical marijuana prod-
ucts awaiting disposal. 

X ☐ 

� Inventory controls and procedures will be established for the conducting of 
monthly inventory reviews and annual comprehensive inventories of medical ma-
rijuana at the facility. 

X ☐ 

� Inventory reviews of medical marijuana plants in the process of growing and med-
ical marijuana and medical marijuana products that are being stored for future 
sale shall be conducted monthly. 

X ☐ 

� Comprehensive inventories of seeds, immature medical marijuana plants, medical 
marijuana plants, medical marijuana and medical marijuana products shall be 
conducted at least annually. 

X ☐ 

� A written or electronic record of the inventory reviews and comprehensive inven-
tories must be created and maintained. 

X ☐ 

� The written or electronic record will include the date of the inventory, a summary 
of the inventory findings, and the employee identification numbers and titles or 
positions of the individuals who conducted the inventory. 

X ☐ 

 

 

 

PLEASE PROVIDE AN EXPLANATION OF ANY RESPONSES ABOVE THAT WERE ANSWERED AS A “NO” AND HOW YOU WILL MEET 

THESE REQUIREMENTS BY THE TIME THE DEPARTMENT DETERMINES YOU TO BE OPERATIONAL UNDER THE ACT AND REGULA-

TIONS: 

 

Please limit your response to no more than 5,000 words. 

 

C. PLEASE DESCRIBE YOUR APPROACH REGARDING THE IMPLEMENTATION OF AN INVENTORY MANAGEMENT PROCESS. 
THIS APPROACH MUST ALSO INCLUDE A PROCESS THAT PROVIDES FOR THE RECALL OF MEDICAL MARIJUANA AND THE 

MANAGEMENT OF MEDICAL MARIJUANA PRODUCT RETURNS FROM A DISPENSARY: 
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Please limit your response to no more than 5,000 words. 

 

Introduction to Enterprise-grade Inventory Management 

Global Resource Operations, LLC (GRO)’s mission is to provide the highest quality medicine to the pa-
tients of the Commonwealth, in a compliant and safe way. In order to ensure the ongoing safety of our 
staff, our practices, and our clients, we take electronic tracking of critical events and metrics very serious-
ly. In addition to our own high standards, we are proud to be a part of the Pennsylvania medical marijua-
na market, as the high degree of recordkeeping and operational disclosure ensure that firms like ours are 
a visible part of the community and a group worth following.  

GRO serves a special group of consumers in the Commonwealth, the patients needing medical marijua-
na-based products for their well-being and standards of living. To facilitate our mission of better serving 
the Commonwealth’s public health, GRO has implemented an expansive system of electronic tracking 
systems. The only systems of substance not mentioned in this section are concerned with physical, digi-
tal, and environmental security and are covered in Section 10 - Security and Surveillance.  

The electronic tracking systems not concerned with site security serve the critical operational and compli-
ance goal of tight, real-time inventory monitoring and control, with a bevy of ancillary systems that inform 
and validate this underlying inventory data. These electronic systems can roughly be broken into two so-
lutions, broadly described: our Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) tool and our Manufacturing Resource 
Planning (MRP) tool. While the MRP tool is the one that provides the most critical information tracking 
and gathering vis-a-vis inventory data, the MRP tool is meant to inform that superordinate ERP tool. As 
an ERP tool is essentially an organizationally exhaustive, digital bookkeeping solution, the MRP tool al-
lows us to take our real-time inventory across the span of our organization and inform the ERP towards 
current Raw Materials, Works-in-Progress, and Finished Goods (or goods ready for sale). The ERP then 
calculates a stores values for inventory values on running, digital balance sheets, and correlates these 
inventory data to goods sold when we complete a sale.  

As Section 701 of Act 16 stipulates, our electronic tracking systems must track information associated 
with physical inventory and track information associated with particular transactions; to best address 
these Department requests, GRO uses MRP within ERP, with both systems working in tandem, to ensure 
effective and compliant data gathering and reporting.  

Electronic Tracking Solution: Enterprise Resource Planning 

For the purposes of electronically tracking, recording, analyzing, and reporting things such as sales track-
ing, vendor management, fleet management, supply chain management, and mandatory Departmental 
reporting, GRO uses an enterprise-grade Enterprise Resource Planning application called Odoo. While 
this tool does not address the critical need of inventory management, it does assist with nearly every oth-
er facet of ensuring our facility remains secure, safe, and compliant. This security, safety, and compliance 
is more than an idea; we actively look for patterns in our vast amount of collected information across the 
aforementioned categories. This kind of electronic empowerment allows our staff to be more certain in 
their day-to-day activities and allows our managers to have some piece of mind when dealing with exter-
nal parties or regulatory personnel.  

With the exception of GRO’s original plants in our first thirty (30) days of operation, as per §1151.24, all 
purchases of plants, seeds, raw production inputs, sanitation materials, and any other useable or con-
sumable material will be tracked and recorded by vendor in the ERP solution; any Safety Data Sheets or 
other ancillary documentation can be stored and associated with these vendor entities directly. Additional-
ly, the retention of any services or such must be tracked and recorded through particular vendors in the 
ERP. If a vendor wants access to our facility, they need to be identified and badged; once badged, they 
must be entered into the ERP solution as a service vendor for long terming tracking and compliance. 
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The implications for our Transportation vendor selection and retention are involved and worth further con-
sideration. Fundamentally, the Fleet Management functionality of our ERP tool allows us to easily record 
and control conditions for sending and receiving deliveries, such as mandatory storage of up-to-date in-
surance and registration for any utilized vehicles. For more information, please see Section 11 - Trans-
portation of Medical Marijuana.  

Finally, client dispensaries can be organized and recorded in our Client Resources Management (CRM) 
extension of our ERP tool; this allows us to collect information on specific conversations held on our chat 
application and ensure we have up-to-date information for deliveries and quality assurance.  

This variety of extensions and functionalities derivative of our ERP tool allow us to confidently know ex-
actly ‘who’ and ‘what’ is in our facility at any time. In addition to the security measures covered in the 
aforementioned section, this provides our digital layer of security with the information collection aspects 
necessary for a strong preventative strategy. Simultaneously, this bevy of tools allows us to meet and 
exceed Department stipulations for reporting and integration.  

Inventory Management and Reporting Solution: Manufacturing Resource Planning 

Because GRO can trust the people and things physically at the facility, we can confidently make plans 
and patterns of actions, commonly referred to as Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs), that ensure our 
high-quality staff are following high-quality production cycle procedures compliantly to create high-quality 
medicine. As the production cycle requires, among other things, staff, equipment, and materials, we want 
to ensure that we have vision and control over who is doing what where with what when.  

In order to answer these very basic questions, GRO will deploy a Manufacturing Resource Planning tool 
with integrated Inventory Management and Task Management. By having a high-degree of control over 
these operational areas, GRO seeks to prevent internal Quality Assurance spot-check failures, pre-
packaging Quality Assurance spot-check failures, product batch recalls, and defective product returns by 
dispensaries, resulting in destruction and disposal of product.  

GRO’s MRP tool will satisfy Seed-To-Sale (S2S) tracking software system requirements, specified by the 
Department in §§ 1151.30, 1151.39, 1151.40, and any other relevant regulations. The S2S via MRP will 
be capable of logging and tracking the receipt and use of medical marijuana seeds, medical marijuana 
plants, funds received from the sale of products, the disposal of medical marijuana waste, and the recall 
of defective medical marijuana. 

As per Act 16 Section 701, this S2S via MRP solution will be capable of, but not limited to, the following 
functionalities: 

1. An end-to-end entity method of tracking each plant or package, i.e. a unique identifier will track 
the plant from a seed or cutting, into a variety of plant growth stages, and ultimately into a pack-
age ready for shipping to a legitimate dispensary. 

2. A real-time log of GRO’s running inventory operations, with daily, weekly, etc. logs available to 
managers directly or the to Department via our MRP’s open APIs. Inventory operations are rec-
orded and reported in real-time, and include but are not limited to: inventory manifests by opera-
tional area, acquisitions to inventory (be they mothers or nutrients), amounts of products pur-
chased and sold, disbursements, disposals, and staff behavioral metrics. 

3. An explicit report detailing prices paid and amounts received from patients and caretakers. 

4. A preprogrammed set of policies regarding returns and recalls; such policies will be rigid and im-
mutably carried out, reducing the likelihood of gamified, diversionary activity. 

5. Automated, real-time reconciliation of on-site goods and materials, with the ability to flag discrep-
ancies and suspicious reconciliations 
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Recall, the MRP tool is fundamentally linked to commercial ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning) and da-
tabase technologies. In addition to monitoring for compliance and operational health, the larger software 
system provides user access permissions, printing of labels, printing of transportation manifests, and is 
central to diversion prevention efforts. Additional functionality includes critical integrations, allowing the 
centralized monitoring of greenhouse conditions for the purposes of production and quality assurance.  

The Compliant Cannabis S2S system meets and exceeds all of the Commonwealth’s mandates including 
documentation not of just plant and inventory material, but secure, immutable logs that show who entered 
data, removed data, and the associated plant/inventory with it. Compliant Cannabis provides the ability to 
track multiple locations of inventory, especially in the cultivation center which is then followed to the dis-
pensary location. Compliant Cannabis is designed to easily integrate its reporting to Pennsylvania’s chain 
of custody systems. Compliant Cannabis employs open APIs that can connect to any state chain of cus-
tody system and allows compliance officers the ability to easily enter data into state systems, and track 
the client’s immutable database against the data that the state records. 

In terms of required report submittals, our S2S via MRP system is capable of creating and persisting the 
ongoing, quarterly reports stipulated in Section 701, including but not limited to: 

1. Amount of medical marijuana and medical marijuana products sold in each three-month time pe-
riod, starting at the first day of operation. 

2. Pricing for the aforementioned amounts of medical marijuana and medical marijuana products 
sold in each three-month time period, starting at the first day of operation. 

GRO realizes that this information will be made publically available on the Department website; as such, it 
is critical that operational standards and records are maintained to ensure complete and timely operation-
al reporting disclosure.  

Inventory Management Process Overview: Cultivation 

GRO’s Inventory Management system has one, ultimate purpose: to keep the adverse events of diversion 
or contamination from happening; secondarily, the inventory management system should ensure that, if 
such contamination events do occur, they do so at the Quality Assurance levels, and so avoid exposing 
patients or dispensaries to defective products.  

GRO’s online, real time inventory tracking metrics for plant entities in cultivation include:   

1. Mother Plants and Seeds, where Mother Plants are medical marijuana plants in special, secluded 
areas of the cultivation, and that are designated for regular ‘cuttings’, where clones are taken di-
rectly from the plant designated ‘mother’. 

2. Immature Plants, generally considered mature when young plants reach more than 7” in height or 
width, or when immature plants are moved to new plant media to encourage adult vegetative 
growth. 

3. Medical Marijuana Plants in the vegetative state. 

4. Medical Marijuana Plants in the flowering state. 

5. Medical Marijuana Plants gathered for, or in the process of undergoing, harvest. 

6. Medical Marijuana Plant material, stored and ready for subsequent production processes or sale 
to other legitimate producers. 

7. Medical Marijuana Products in Progress (WIPS), traceable by individual input plant. 

8. Finished Medical Marijuana Products, traceable by individual input plant. 

9. Medical Marijuana Material or Plants meant for Disposal. 

This granular level of plant lifecycle tracking enables our Operations team to track all plants, to perform 
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ad hoc spot inspections, to match physical counts with electronic inventory reports, and to be able to see 
realized yield from individual plants in order to determine which breed yields the most efficacious medi-
cine. 

Inventory Management Process Overview: Manufacturing 

For the extraction processes, GRO’s MRP tool keeps a detailed chain of custody for the entire lifecycle of 
an infused product. This is done by creating single-use labels that track the source flower, each step in 
the extraction process, and each additional product that is created. Labels can be printed from a comput-
er, tablet, or mobile device through the use of conventional printers as well as purpose-optimized label 
printers. 

All source documentation is verifiable and traceable by an auditor. A graphical interface reports inventory 
placement in different rooms, and gives the auditor the ability to initiate staff task management to transfer 
inventory from room to room. Scales are hardwired into the MRP system, greatly reducing the risk of hu-
man error during this critical phase, as recording accurate weight of harvested plants is central to main-
taining a comprehensive record of compliance. 

In addition to operational tracking, our MRP tool allows us to expedite equipment maintenance and test-
ing; staff action to calibrate or perform quality inspections will be centrally orchestrated and centrally rec-
orded.  

Inventory Management Functionality: Internal Chain-of-Custody  

In order for GRO to electronically ensure the quality of operational production, a collection of immutable 
journal entries are collected over the life of any individual plant or batch of immature plants, and then on 
seamlessly into their transition into harvest lots, and ultimately products. Such an inventory system is 
considered ‘closed’ as new inventory cannot be easily generated in an ad-hoc way; strict Standard Oper-
ating Procedures (SOPs) dictate exactly how inventory may be introduced into the system. With the ex-
ception of the inventory populates GRO’s inventory in the first 30 days of operations as per §1151.24, all 
inventory introduced to the system must be fully compliant, as per §§1151.35, 1151.36, and 1151.38 for 
seeds, immature plants, and plants; all other non-marijuana related received materials will taken into in-
ventory in a similar manner.  

Because the information entered into the inventory management system is considered vetted and correct, 
a large amount of ancillary data can be collected around the uniquely identified plant, batch, or product. 
Specifically, Grow Journal Entries and Production Journal Entries describe any action taken by any staff 
member onto any plant or batch of immature plants, or WIPs respectively. These entries can be as trivial 
as a record of moving the physical plants from room to room, or as critical as an exhaustive, immutable 
log of pesticide treatments on a particular plant. These Grow Journal Entries and Production Journal En-
tries populate our MRP tool in the same way that General Ledger Entries populate our Enterprise Re-
source Planning tool.  

This atomistic approach to collecting operational data on a per plant basis allows for some forward-
thinking enterprise functionality. For example, plants can be tracked by mother, allowing recalls by cutting 
group by mother plant to be easily attainable; also allows for the monitoring and efficient retiring of moth-
ers when the quality of cuttings falls below internal quality standards, or when genetic drift takes the can-
nabinoid profile outside our desired medicinal profile. 

The operation-wide implementation of a Quick Read (QR) code-based labeling system allows staff to eas-
ily scan any plant they are working with and any materials or pieces of equipment that are being used to 
affect plant growth; these QR scan events allowing for close monitoring of pesticide applications, nutrient 
schedules, production cycle management, and other enterprise uses, with every event being immutably 
time stamped and user authored.  

For the purposes of following likely integration patterns with eventual, state-sponsored chain-of-custody 
systems, our MRP solution allows us to track plant progression through the production process on a 
plant-by-plant basis or by production batch. Should the Department need either set of data, our Inventory 
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Management system can easily generate a report. 

These enterprise-grade cloud solution patterns allow our firm to enjoy the kind of visibility over our pro-
duction process that benefit a Fortune 500 firm.  

Inventory Management Functionality: Production Quality Assurance 

By having a high degree of vision into the ongoing operational Key Performance Indicators of GRO, our 
operational decision making is backed by real-time data, which empowers us to take a higher level of 
control over the quality of our ongoing operations. By having an expansive MRP solution, we are able to 
structurally build in a number of Quality Assurance Checkpoints, Procedural Quality Assurance Spot-
checks, and Ad Hoc Quality Assurance Spot-checks. All of these digital tasks are meant to keep an im-
mutable, heuristic record of ongoing operational quality standards.  

By consolidating all staff behavior into a web-based interface, GRO’s ability to train around and enforce 
quality control processes in digitally enforced: employees will literally have to complete the quality control 
check to move forward in the production process. As metrics are gathered on user behavior over the life 
of our operation, GRO will be able to deploy predictive analysis that suggests when staff are skirting 
quality control rules or going around a process. Particular features that allow this unparalleled level of 
quality control include: 

1. Site wide and normalized depictions of daily tasks, via correlative digital SOPs, including orches-
trated Quality Assurance tasks for each employee dealing with plants or products. 

2. Tasks that allow A/B testing on different growing methods in controlled environments, allowing a 
foundation of Quality Assurance for any new strain, product, or industrial process. 

3. Automated recording of the values of digital balancing scales that eliminating human error during 
all weighing events. 

4. Regular macro-photographic capturing of plant or product aesthetics, as prescribed by Quality 
Assurance managers; provides a persistent repository of plant aesthetics across plant-product 
lifecycle. See Section 22 – Recordkeeping for a detailed analysis of our macro-photographic rec-
ord keeping practices. 

 

Inventory Management Functionality: Highly Configurable Reporting 

With close vision into ongoing production metrics and quality control points for ensuring the best medicine 
available, it is crucial for GRO to extract actionable, real-time insight from recorded inventory data. In or-
der to display the multiplicity of valuable gathered data points, our MRP application is capable of generat-
ing an unlimited number of reports; such reports will include but not be limited to Monthly Inventory Re-
ports, where the amount of medical marijuana and medical marijuana product is physically verified and 
digitally confirmed, and Comprehensive Annual Inventory Reports, where the full gamut of medical mari-
juana materials are accounted for, including medical marijuana seeds, immature medical marijuana 
plants, medical marijuana plants, and medical marijuana products, as per §1151.30. These standardized 
reports will be of maximal attainable value by possessing histographic reporting of time-series data, drill-
down functionality, and reporting from immutable sources. 

Core Histographic Report Generation means that any reports generated are displayable along a time se-
ries, to observe or confirm patterns of operational data over time. This could be data suggesting healthy 
production activity, like consistently high yields with a certain nutrient profile over time, or suggesting un-
healthy behavior, such as a higher instance of plants dying off in a certain cutting batch. Because our re-
porting tool is capable of pulling operational data in real-time, the reporting interface is capable of gener-
ating new reports along any pivotable piece of data, in real-time. This means that if discrepancies are 
found, GRO’s manager can ‘drill down’ into the data to get a more clear idea of the root cause of the dis-
crepancy.  
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Because our reporting engine pulls data from an immutable source, we can be confident that the story the 
data are telling is accurate and true. Any individual Grow Journal Entry, Maintenance Journal Entry, or 
Production Journal Entry cannot ever be changed by the user. Any corrections are marked and made as 
adjustments that are tracked as equally immutable, equally time stamped, and equally tagged to particu-
lar users.  

All of this data can be used to generate meaningful reports for relevant stakeholders, such as cultivation 
managers, executives, shareholders, the Department of Health and other government agencies. These 
reports will include, but not be limited to, the Monthly Inventory Reports and Comprehensive Annual In-
ventory Reports, as per §1151.30. See Section 22 - Recordkeeping for more information regarding these 
particular practices. 

At harvest time each plant is broken down into usable material and waste, all of which is weighed and 
identified with the ability to match output with what is physically moved off premises as medical waste. 
Our MRP tool tracks extraction process steps including application and purging of solvents, time, temper-
ature, and any other data that can be recorded useful to the operator; it can also provide cost per gram 
analysis capability enabling GRO to optimize our entire production chain. 

Task Management Process Overview 

As the medical marijuana market of the Commonwealth is unique, GRO’s commercial software solution 
needs are similarly unique; most notably, the medical marijuana market is one that is prone to regulatory 
shifts externally and committed to high quality standards on patient behalf internally. The heightened im-
portance of the need to keep tight control over industrial processes and staff behavior means that an in-
ventory management tool must do more than keep inventory data well; it must also electronically empow-
er the cultivator to create and store better data that reveal more about the health of the operation.  

Chief among these operational concerns, especially with the ever-present risk of diversionary behavior, is 
effective and persistent staff training and processes for making strict adhesion to high-quality policies and 
processes as easy as following instructions on a screen.  

In the Fortune 500 space, a common piece of technology to enact this kind of strict adhesion to policies 
and processes is a feature-set called Task Management; as the name implies, it allows managers to in-
fluence or dictate staff behavior through a centralized portal. This digital centralization allows for an un-
paralleled level of information gathering and procedural fail safes. These repositories of process-based 
knowledge allow GRO to have a consistent staff experience in interacting with our MRP software. Should 
regulations, best-practices, or preferred manufacturing processes change, GRO can adjust the SOPs in 
the digital library and make the transition as easy and uneventful as possible.  

This digital approach to keeping and using libraries of SOPs allows GRO to orchestrate critical, on-site 
staff functions. Compliance-ensuring procedure flows, such as the macro-photographic record of plant 
aesthetics previously mentioned can be ‘baked into’ the process of preparing medical marijuana for indus-
trial production, allowing for a recorded visual history of each prepared plant. Other tasks meant to detect 
pathogens will be created, digitized, and shared in a similar way, as per §1151.27. Sanitation and safety 
requirements can also be built into the task flow associated with a certain step in production; staff would 
be unable to move forward in the process until a particular health and hygiene task is accomplished. Such 
will be the case when staff use toxic chemicals to clean a soiled surface, or apply a pesticide to a particu-
lar plant or group of plants, as per §1151.43. 

These kind of interruptive tasks are crucial in maintaining adherence to the Department stipulations re-
garding the maintenance and cleaning of equipment; our managers know exactly when these tasks were 
completed, who completed, and how long these tasks took, as per §1151.32. These digital SOPs dictate 
and monitor the behavior of loading bay staff and packaging staff, resulting in a unified platform for man-
aging and monitoring staff behavior and compliance enforcement across numerous operational catego-
ries, as per §§1151.34 and 1151.36.  

Data-quality monitoring and enforcement mean that the technological managers of the MRP tool can see 
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user behavior, i.e. whether particular users have been entering data correctly or completely, or complet-
ing task flows in an acceptable manner. By ensuring that good data enters our MRP tool, GRO ensures 
that reports later generated will be reliable and actionable 

In addition to these on-site concerns, GRO’s MRP solutions allow us to orchestrate staff behavior as it 
pertains to external parties or vendors. Supply chain actions across an organization can be instantiated 
and enforced through one portal, by connecting all relevant sites to the appropriate group of digital SOPs. 
This means the organization-wide procedures regarding receiving visitors, receiving deliveries, rejecting 
deliveries, sourcing new vendors, reporting diversionary or nefarious vendor activity, etc. can be designed 
and normalized in one place and enforced at every connected site. For more information on visitors, 
please see Section 10 - Security and Surveillance; for more information on delivery protocols, please see 
Section 11 - Transportation of Medical Marijuana. 

Returns and Recalls 

Recall or return events can be trained against one normalized set of SOPs, as per §1151.42, and organi-
zational compliance can be extrapolated from consolidated user data across all sites, suggesting overall 
organizational compliance, with respect to procedural stipulations issued by the Department. Faulty poli-
cies, procedures, materials, or behavior that resulted in the recall or return event can be avoided in other 
sites by adapting shared SOPs held across all sites. In the event of a product recall, dispensaries which 
received the product will be immediately contacted and requested to return the products for a full refund 
or exchange. Dispensaries will from there contact their individual customers who acquired the product 
being recalled. A formal and effective recall policy helps build confidence with the community and regula-
tors. There will be SOPs for product recalls that define the factors that necessitate a recall, the personnel 
responsible for initiating it, the recall procedures, and notification protocols. Items that are returned by 
customers due to product recall or defects will noted in inventory and stored in the secure storage facility 
until they can be returned to GRO or distributed to appropriate parties as instructed by the Department of 
Health. Information regarding recalls, returns, or complaints will be held for no less than 4 years. All return 
and recall events will be recorded and analyzed by Quality Assurance personnel, before and after the 
event.  

Diversion Prevention 

When and if bad actors are discovered internally, we will disclose such behavior immediately to the De-
partment, as per §1151.38. As such, after an internal diversionary event, a full investigation will be con-
ducted; part of the completion of that investigation will be recommendations to avoid future diversions. 
For more information on our practices that will mitigate from diversion on Day One of operations, see Sec-
tion 16 – Diversion Prevention. 

Integration Management Process Overview 

By leveraging a MRP tool that is built on the principles of open software architecture, GRO remains confi-
dent that any and all desired or necessary electronic communication can be achieved without undue pain 
or cost. Initially, these software integrations will be modest and practical, but as our firm grows, we antici-
pate plugging into a community of vendors and clients, digitally and securely. 

At the opening of operation, there will be three critical integrations: the integration with Commonwealth 
APIs to electronically communicate required data, as per available electronic connection points; the inte-
gration with an Enterprise Resource Planning tool, enabling real-time consolidation of inventory data and 
accounting data; and, the integration with Internet-of-Things solutions, i.e. smart garden systems, allow-
ing managers to observe time stamped staff or equipment data chronologically associated with time 
stamped environmental data.  

Integrating with available Commonwealth APIs means a large degree of operational or compliance data 
can be sent, or ‘pushed’, to the Department’s software system; for more information on the sorts of rec-
ords being sent to the state over digital channels, please see Section 22 - Recordkeeping. As the medical 
marijuana market serving the Commonwealth grows and matures, GRO expects the degree of available 
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Responsibly disposing of medical marijuana waste is crucial to our business being a responsible and 
successful operator in the medical marijuana market here in Pennsylvania. Doing so prevents illegal di-
version, polluting our waterways, and unnecessarily burdening our community’s trash removal systems. 
To be in full accordance with both §1151.22 plans of operation and  §1151.40 of the management and 
disposal of medical marijuana waste, Global Resource Operations, LLC will implement a rigorous pro-
gram of safe and effective disposal of medical marijuana waste that will render it unusable and unrecog-
nizable. All medical marijuana waste that is unused, surplus, returned, recalled, contaminated, or expired 
shall be disposed of in accordance to the following protocols. 
 
The facility will establish written standard operating procedures for the handling of waste products and 
their control in order to promote good growing and handling practices. Included in the SOPs will be details 
regarding how the facility will deal with trash and medical marijuana waste. 
 
General Waste 
 
Medical marijuana waste, indeed all trash produced, must be regularly conveyed, stored, and disposed in 
order to: 

1. Minimize the development of odors. 
2. Minimize the potential for the trash to attract, harbor, or become a breeding ground for pests. 
3. Protect against the contamination of components, packaging components, in-process materials, 

marijuana, or marijuana-derived products, any contact surface, water supplies, and grounds sur-
rounding the grower/processor facility. 

4. Control hazardous waste to prevent contamination of components, packaging components, in-
process materials, marijuana, or marijuana-derived products, and contact surfaces. 

5. Ensure adequate operating systems for waste treatment and disposal so that they do not consti-
tute a source of contamination in areas where components, packaging components, in-process 
materials, marijuana, or marijuana-derived products, or contact surfaces are exposed. 

 
 
General Waste Standard Operating Procedures 
 

1. Solid and liquid wastes generated during medical marijuana production and processing must be 
stored, managed, and disposed of in accordance with all applicable Commonwealth and local 
laws, specifically 25 Ch. 285 of the Pennsylvania Code. 

2. Wastewater generated during medical marijuana production and processing must be disposed of 
in compliance with applicable Commonwealth and local laws and regulations, specifically 25 Ch. 
95.2 of the Pennsylvania Code. 

3. Wastes from the production and processing of the marijuana plants must be evaluated against 
the Commonwealth’s regulations on hazardous waste to determine if those wastes should be 
designated as hazardous. 

4. Wastes that must be evaluated against the dangerous waste regulations of the Commonwealth 
include, but are not limited to the following: 

a. Waste from marijuana flowers, trim, and solid plant material used to create an extract. 
This also includes immature marijuana plants, regardless of whether or not they have 
been used for processing. 

b. Waste solvents used in the manufacturing process. 
c. Discarded plant waste, spent solvents and laboratory wastes from any marijuana pro-

cessing or quality assurance testing.  
d. Medical marijuana extracts that fail to meet quality-testing standards. 

5. A marijuana plant, usable marijuana, trim, and other plant materials including immature marijuana 
plants are not considered hazardous waste unless it has been treated or contaminated with a sol-
vent or other toxic materials, including but not limited to harmful microorganisms. 

6. Medical marijuana waste, both hazardous and that is not designated as hazardous shall be ren-
dered unusable and unrecognizable prior to leaving the grower/processor facility for disposal. 
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a. Wastes that must be rendered unusable and unrecognizable prior to disposal include but 
are not limited to: 

i. Marijuana plant waste and immature marijuana plant waste, including roots, 
stalks, leaves, and stems that have not been processed with a solvent. 

ii. Processed medical marijuana products unsuitable for distribution or consumption 
by patients, including but not limited to: pills, nebulizers, creams, tinctures, loz-
enges, suppositories, and the like. 

iii. Labels, containers, packaging, and any other item that could be misused by an 
outside party for illegal and unauthorized purposes. 

7. We shall provide the Pennsylvania Department of Health with a notice of no more than 24 hours 
in the electronic tracking system prior to rendering medical marijuana waste unusable and unrec-
ognizable so as to properly dispose of it. 

 
 
Method of Disposal of Medical Marijuana Waste 
 
All medical marijuana waste, including and especially plant material, shall be made unusable and unrec-
ognizable using safe, nontoxic, and natural methods. We will employ two methods of doing so. The first is 
composting the plant material and the second is grinding up and treating the plant material. 
 
 
 
 
Composting 
 
Given our commitment to environmental protection and conservation, we will compost as much of the 
plant material as possible and use the resulting compost for our own growing purposes. As allowed and 
enumerated in §1151.40(3)(g), composting of the waste shall take place in secured and separate areas 
on the premises of the growing and processing facility. While it is preferable to compost outside, given the 
strict security measures that must be followed, we will be composting the waste plant material indoors to 
prevent diversion of any form of medical marijuana. The exact protocols and procedures that will be im-
plemented to prevent diversion are outlined in Section 16 - Diversion Prevention. The composting bins 
will be prominently labeled and locked and only the assigned employee(s) shall have the ability to unlock 
and lock the bins. The bins will have a write-on label that shall include the date and time of when it was 
last emptied. It will be a requirement of the responsible employees and their direct supervisors to ensure 
the label is filled out accurately and immediately upon emptying. Further, these records for tracking waste 
shall be similarly updated by the responsible employee(s) in our seed-to-sale tracking software to ensure 
accurate records are kept, and assigned supervisors of said employees shall ensure and document both 
methods of tracking. 
 
The method of indoor composting we will use is the Bokashi method as this is the best for indoor com-
posting given that it minimizes odors and space usage as well as is easily scaled up or down as the need 
arises. Bokashi composting is an anaerobic process that relies on inoculated wheat bran, molasses, and 
microorganisms to ferment the plant waste. The plant waste and the culture mix are put into a 55-gallon 
drum that is commercially available and specifically designed for the process. As with all acidic anaerobic 
fermented waste, the process requires two steps. First, the waste material is allowed to ferment for 7 to 
10 days in the fermenter with all oxygen excluded. The second step is mixing in the soil microbes and 
nutrients so they can rapidly metabolize. They will convert the fermented product to rich nutrient soil with 
an expanded microbial population ideal as a soil amendment in sustainable agricultural. Once the pro-
cess of composting is completed, the material shall be removed from these bins and stored separately to 
await their incorporation into the soil for feeding newer plants. 
 
All applicable laws and regulations regarding composting shall at all times be followed. In that spirit, when 
composting medical marijuana waste, per 25 PA Code §271.103(d)(5), we shall formally notify the Solid 
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Waste Manager of the Department of Environmental Protection’s regional office that has jurisdiction over 
our facility within 15 days of beginning the composting process.  
 
Grinding and Treating 
 
The second method of disposing plant material shall be grinding and treating. This method will be used 
less than composting as we want to minimize the amount of waste material that our facility produces. The 
grinding and treating method will be used especially in the case of plant material that has been contami-
nated or is otherwise unsafe or unsuitable for composting. In this process, the waste plant material will be 
inserted into a commercially-available machine suitable for the purpose such as a wood chipper. The 
grinding and mixing process for every batch of waste to be disposed of shall be recorded by video and 
stored as evidence of its destruction. The ground-up material will then be mixed with cat litter in a 1 to 1 
by volume ratio. The cat litter serves two purposes: Both to make the plant material unappealing and un-
usable as well as to absorb and minimize odors. The resulting mixture shall then be transferred to unla-
beled heavy-duty garbage bags that will not allow an individual to see the contents, properly and securely 
fastened so as to prevent spillage and seeing the contents, and stored in a controlled area to await se-
cure pickup by a local waste collector who will then dispose of it in the proper manner, whether transport-
ing to a municipal waste landfill facility and/or to an incinerator. 
 
Medical marijuana waste awaiting proper processing and disposal will at all times be stored securely and 
separately from other products in the grower/processor facility. Spent plant material awaiting disposal 
procedures shall be stored in a locked container that is labeled indicating its contents and will have a 
write-on label that shall include the date and time of when it was last emptied. It will be a requirement of 
the responsible employees and their direct supervisors to ensure the label is filled out accurately and im-
mediately upon emptying. Further, these records shall be similarly updated in our seed-to-sale tracking 
software to ensure accurate records are kept. 
 
Pills, Lozenges, and Other Products 
 
Disposing of and destroying processed medical marijuana in the form of pills, lozenges, creams, and oth-
er media can be a challenge to do on-site and would likely be inappropriate for us to do ourselves. There-
fore, any and all medical marijuana products that have been processed into such forms that require dis-
posal and destruction shall be disposed of by contracting with an infectious and chemotherapeutic waste 
transporter licensed by the Pennsylvania Department Of Environmental Protection. 
 
Prior to its pickup by a licensed waste transporter, the products shall be stored on-site and indoors in 
separate and locked areas from other waste products and will be properly labeled according to its con-
tents and method of disposal. It will be a requirement of the responsible employees and their direct su-
pervisors to ensure proper recordkeeping of the disposal. Upon depositing the material to be discarded 
via pick-up into the secured and separate area as well as upon pick-up of the same, the employee shall 
update both events in our seed-to-sale tracking software to ensure accurate records are kept. 
 
Labels, Containers, and Other Non-Medical Marijuana Items 
 
Properly disposing of medical marijuana waste must include proper procedures for disposing of labels, 
containers, and other physical items associated with the sale and distribution of medical marijuana. This 
prevents illegal diversion as well as potentially fraudulent activities by third parties, which could ultimately 
hurt the medical marijuana patient. To that end, we are adopting the following standard operating proce-
dures for disposing of these items: 
 

1. Prior to disposal, the responsible employee(s) shall determine and record the reason(s) for which 
labels, containers, and other associated items must be disposed of. This shall be recorded and 
reported to the Pennsylvania Department of Health and any other appropriate government agen-
cies and third-party organizations in a timely manner. 
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2. Once it is determined, recorded, and reported, the labels, containers, and other associated items 
to be disposed of shall be disposed of in a manner that is appropriate to the material(s) of which 
they are made and separated accordingly for disposal. 

3. Paper products, including but not limited to labels and boxes, shall be shredded and made unrec-
ognizable prior to leaving the facility for further disposal. The shredding process shall be done 
with machines and tools suitable for the process. The shredded and unrecognizable paper mate-
rial shall then be stored in receptacles that are suitable for recycling and other methods of waste 
disposal in separate and locked areas to be completed by a licensed local waste collector who 
will pick up this and other waste products at regular predetermined intervals and deliver them to 
municipal waste sites such as recycling facilities, landfills, or incinerators. 

4. Plastic products, including but not limited to bags, containers, and wrapping, shall be disposed of 
in a similarly thorough manner that makes them unrecognizable and unusable. In the case where 
there are visible markings indicating medical marijuana and/or the company logo, the plastic shall 
be shredded on-site in the same manner as paper products prior to leaving the facility for further 
disposal. In the case where the plastic products do not contain visible markings indicating medical 
marijuana and/or the company logo, they shall be disposed of by putting them with normal waste. 

 
 
Disposal of Wastewater and Spent Hydroponic Nutrient Solution 
 
In keeping with the ethic of minimizing external waste disposal, Global Resource Operations, LLC  is 
committed to similarly minimizing wastewater. 
 

1. The best and most effective way of minimizing wastewater is by reducing water usage as much 
as possible and by reusing as much water as is safe and possible. However, when wastewater is 
not recoverable or reusable, we shall safely and securely store it to await further disposition. 

2. Our grower/processor facility will be connected to the local municipal water and sewage system. 
During the construction process, we will meet with SUNNYSIDE ENERGY PARK CO-OP on-site 
to determine if this is an appropriate method. Given our methods of production, we do not antici-
pate that it would not be.  

3. In addition to being connected to the local water and sewage system, we will have a holding tank 
of appropriate size to store wastewater that is not suitable for disposal in the local water supply. 
This wastewater shall be stored in the holding tank to await pickup by a licensed waste disposal 
company. 

a. Any and all wastewater that is deposited into a holding tank shall be properly recorded in 
our electronic tracking systems. Information to be included: 

i. Date and time of discharge 
ii. Amount (in gallons) 
iii. Contents of discharge 

1. Contaminants shall be described as parts per million, parts per liter, or 
parts per milliliter as appropriate. 

2. Suspended solids 
3. Nutrients 
4. Priority pollutants 
5. Refractory organics 
6. Heavy metals 
7. Dissolved inorganics 

iv. Date and time of emptying 
4. Global Resource Operations, LLC strongly prefers to avoid disposing of wastewater into local wa-

terways and will take any and all steps to prevent this from happening. However, in the event that 
wastewater needs to be disposed of into a surface waterway, we shall acquire any and all per-
mits, including but not limited to the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System permit and 
follow any and all requirements, standard operating procedures, and safety protocols that come 
with their acquisition. This will of course require us to treat the wastewater on site prior to dis-
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B. PLEASE PROVIDE A SUMMARY OF THE PROCEDURES THAT YOU WILL IMPLEMENT AT THE PROPOSED GROW-
ER/PROCESSOR FACILITY AND SITE FOR THE PREVENTION OF THE UNLAWFUL DIVERSION OF SEEDS, IMMATURE MEDI-
CAL MARIJUANA PLANTS, MEDICAL MARIJUANA PLANTS, MEDICAL MARIJUANA AND MEDICAL MARIJUANA PROD-
UCTS, ALONG WITH THE PROCESS THAT WILL BE FOLLOWED WHEN EVIDENCE OF THEFT/DIVERSION IS IDENTIFIED: 

 

Please limit your response to no more than 5,000 words. 

 

Introduction to Diversion Prevention: Cutting-Edge Purpose-Built Technology Solutions 
 
Having operated grower/processors outside the Commonwealth, the senior management team at GRO 
takes a hardline view on the diversion of medical marijuana products, seeds, plants, waste, or any other 
materials that may have value in illegal, unregulated markets. No amount of diverted material will ever be 
considered minor. Our team has witnessed firsthand how the lax practices of a few can threaten an entire 
program by putting public health and safety at risk. This jeopardizes the investment of every business in 
the medical marijuana sector as well as the future of medical marijuana in other locations. For that rea-
son, we have adopted enterprise-grade, anti-diversion procedures on par with leading pharmaceutical 
manufacturers.  

In keeping with our larger security strategy, GRO will invest in overlapping redundant systems that pro-
vide physical, digital, and environmental security; by aggregating most of these systems through our inte-
grated ERP/MRP solution, we allow security personnel and managers to access and analyze real-time 
data across the organization to proactively identify diversionary behavior or emerging diversionary risks. 
In our experience, the key to successful diversion prevention has been and will continue to be the combi-
nation of human supervision with cutting-edge technology purposefully built for the medical marijuana 
industry, and addressing the extraordinary regulatory requirements unique to the space. 

The Commonwealth can count on GRO’s proactive cooperation with the Department of Health and law 
enforcement to prevent diversion at every turn. Operating under the mandate of the Commonwealth, 
GRO will take measures against even minor diversions of product. These diversions can occur at a num-
ber of phases during the growth, harvest, and processing of medical marijuana, as well as packaging, 
warehousing and transporting of end product. 

Our MRP will be tailored to our specific Statements of Procedure (SOPs) that will integrate with the 
Commonwealth’s designated chain of custody APIs as they become available. These SOPs will allow 
[ORGANIZATION] to constantly monitor staff behavior and enforce compliance across all staff action. For 
more detail on how our MRP will provide stringent inventory controls to ensure compliance throughout our 
entire operation, see Section 14 - Inventory Management. 

 

SUMMARY: In the narrative that follows, the advantages of GRO’s holistic approach to enforcing facility 
security and the compliance of our vendors will be demonstrated; ultimately, this holistic approach is 
tracked, analyzed, and recorded through our purpose-built MRP, ensuring that our zero-tolerance policy 
with respect to diversionary activity is enforced. The following examples will highlight the benefits and ef-
ficacy of our approach, which is specifically modeled after enterprise-grade security solutions currently 
deployed by global Fortune 500 companies in highly sensitive markets such as banking and pharmaceu-
tical manufacturing. By maintaining these high-quality, highly capable systems, we intend to take the 
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same approach to diversion prevention as we do to contamination prevention, we monitor and analyze 
the operational system early, often, and comprehensively in order to preventatively address problems, 
before they threaten our stakeholders, our clients, or the well-being of the Commonwealth.  

Securing Genetic Material: Pre-opening and During Operations 

The first stage at which diversion is considered is at the beginning of the plant’s lifecycle. Preventing the 
exfiltration of seeds and clones cut from mothers is crucial for GRO. Our competitive position as a busi-
ness operating in the Commonwealth’s medical marijuana community would be compromised if our ge-
netics are stolen. Such a theft is equivalent to the theft of critical intellectual property from a pharmaceuti-
cal company. As such, GRO is financially motivated to ensure that our competitive position is protected. 
The theft of clones and seeds will be a top priority for our compliance and security teams.  

GRO further recognizes that, as per §1151.24, whatever genetic plant material we desire to possess legit-
imately in inventory at the beginning of operations must be acquired and disclosed to the Department of 
Health (Department) within the first 30 days of operation. Any and all intakes of seeds, clones, plants, 
packages, or any other state monitored item that occurs after this 30 day grace period will be subject to 
an exceptional level of scrutiny and verification, both by the Department and by the staff of GRO.  

Automated, Real-Time Charting of Plant and Product Lifecycles 

The next area when theft is a distinct concern is during harvest. Because all harvest necessarily takes 
place in restricted areas of our facility, it is worth mentioning that GRO implements a very simple system 
of signage to ensure that individuals do not unwittingly wander into a restricted area. All areas containing 
medical marijuana in any state, medical marijuana products, or any other such material will be clearly la-
beled: “MEDICAL MARIJUANA GROWING AREA (or PROCESSING AREA or PRODUCTION STOR-
AGE AREA): DO NOT ENTER - LIMITED ACCESS AREA - ACCESS LIMITED TO AUTHORIZED PER-
SONNEL AND ESCORTED VISITORS”. All areas containing defective materials or packages meant for 
disposal will be clearly labeled: “DISPOSAL STORAGE AREA: DO NOT ENTER - LIMITED ACCESS 
AREA - ACCESS LIMITED TO AUTHORIZED PERSONNEL AND ESCORTED VISITORS”. All areas 
containing security equipment, personnel, and database hardware will be labeled: “SECURITY AREA: 
DO NOT ENTER - LIMITED ACCESS AREA - ACCESS LIMITED TO AUTHORIZED PERSONNEL AND 
ESCORTED VISITORS”. Rooms and areas that are meant for non-growing and non-processing, such as 
business offices and reception rooms, will also be clearly labeled. All rooms and area being clearly la-
beled will have signs that are no less than a foot wide and tall, and that possess lettering no less than ½ 
inches in height, as per §1151.23. Between these physical security measures and corresponding elec-
tronic tracking of facility area occupancy, we ensure that only authorized individuals are present to influ-
ence plant growth and product creation.  

By centralizing all authorized staff activity through the Task Management functionality of our MRP tool, we 
create a database of last record, meaning any potential disputes, discrepancies, or audits can be re-
solved efficiently through one interface and one database. This logic applies at every stage of our overall 
production strategy: to harvest a mature plant, the plants are cut from the base of their stem, hung upside 
down from a digital hanging scale, and automatically weighed and reported; to package a finished prod-
uct, finished goods are sealed, photographed, and reported as complete to the ERP system. Any defec-
tive product or missing products will be easily noticeable, isolatable, and immediately actionable.  

Our MRP will track our inventory from seed to transport of waste and packaged products, as per 
§1151.30; this system will identify which workers started the weighing process at what time, immutably 
recording the net weight of the plant. Camera timestamps will be matched with the Grow Journal Entry 
responsible for tracking the weight that was automatically recorded. Because the individual weight of eve-
ry plant will be tracked, our MRP software will show an accurate average weight by strain and harvest 
batch, even through the trimming and curing phase. With this data, we will be able to determine when a 
plant is visually underweight from the weight that was recorded – for example, in the event an employee 
were to pull on the scale to attempt diversion at a later time. Although these small-scale scenarios are 
less news-breaking than an on-site employee absconding with a small amount of plant material being 
grown, they constitute a larger threat as our team has seen how lax enforcement of on-site compliance 
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and low visibility into real, ongoing production processes has lead to public health issues and rampant 
diversion in existing territories.  

Our advanced real-time charting and reporting system allows GRO’s staff to work together with the De-
partment to identify diversion attempts in progress, and potentially even before they happen. Because our 
vision and control is so extensive within the SOPs themselves, GRO believes we are in an ideal position 
to identify, report, and address any diversionary activity taking place at our facility.  

Proper Waste Disposal 

GRO takes the responsibilities and obligations seriously that come with licensure to produce medical ma-
rijuana in Pennsylvania. GRO recognizes that, while our existence is to serve the public health of the 
Commonwealth, we are capable of doing great harm if we are not careful to ensure that absolutely no 
medical marijuana material is absconded with by odious employees, corrupt vendors, or villainous stick-
up-men. While strong policies and systems must be deployed to protect against the most predictable at-
tack vectors, GRO is not content with security until all blind-spots are covered and all systems are over-
lapping, seamless, and provide full visibility.  

At the grower/processor facility, strict procedures will be followed to ensure that all marijuana waste is 
disposed of properly and mixed with other materials to ensure that none of the materials are capable of 
being diverted to illegitimate channels. Execution of SOPs related to disposal are always conducted in full 
view of surveillance cameras, and tracked as Grow Journal Entries or Process Journal Entries, depending 
on the manufacturing stage of the medical marijuana product. This allows for correlation of time-series 
data logged within the MRP against recorded video captured in the grower/processor facility. For more 
detail on Waste Management, please refer to Section 15 - Management and Disposal of Medical Marijua-
na Waste. 

Regular reinforcement of our anti-diversion training will encourage employees to report diversion to man-
agement. The Security and Compliance teams will observe DVR footage and inventory counts, tracing 
the steps of potentially diverted inventory to determine exactly when the inventory went missing. If diver-
sion is identified as the root cause of inventory discrepancies, SOPs will guide GRO’s staff to contact both 
law enforcement and the Department, in addition to providing organization-wide visibility of the event. 

Preventing Diversion of Waste  

While the medical marijuana plant is being harvested de-fanned, de-stemmed, shucked, and ground in 
preparation for extraction, our harvesters will be instructed to wear nitrile gloves, as the medical marijuana 
plant is resinous, bleeding sap when it is handled and cut. The gloves will keep the hands of harvesters 
clean and free of resin, and will prevent workers from altering the sterility of the plant.  

After trimming for a few hours, the gloves will be covered in resin containing both THC and CBD, depend-
ing on the strain of the plant. It has unfortunately become an all-too-common practice within the industry 
for harvesters to rub their gloved fingers together to produce a rough, basic concentrate that  they can 
then exfiltrate from the facility and use for their own personal consumption. To combat this kind of diver-
sion, GRO will mandate that all gloves be thrown away and securely shredded. We will also conduct 
regular training and reinforce our message that such personal diversion is unacceptable. Promoting 
awareness of the laws of the Commonwealth during team meetings will be a regular topic of conversa-
tion. 

GRO recognizes that this is a nuanced problem, as harvesters could be tempted by the personal gain that 
comes from diverting small amounts of waste product. We will take a two-pronged approach towards di-
version prevention: 1) trimmers will be educated that no diversion is minor, and 2) enforcement of SOPs 
will ensure that this type of diversion is mitigated. GRO will never, at anytime, permit non-patients to re-
ceive medical cannabis at our facility, and we will never allow product to be opened and unsealed at our 
facility. Trimmers proven to have violated our compliance and public safety policies by diverting product 
will be immediately reported and subsequently terminated. GRO reserves the right to undergo basic due 
diligence and background check any employee or vendor that has access to the facility; GRO further re-
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serves the right to physically ban any person or group who has an established record of diversionary, fe-
lonious, or otherwise nefarious behavior.  

In order to ensure that all waste generated by GRO is disposed of in a way that prevents diversion, we 
will employ a dedicated contractor to assist with our waste disposal. As described in Section 10 - Security 
and Surveillance, our organization takes a consolidated approach to providing access to secure rooms 
through our Role-based Access Control (RBAC) system. Any vendors retained to assist with waste dis-
posal would be managed through our ERP system, associating particular permissions with specific, iden-
tified, and verified personnel, as per §1151.25. By tightly controlling vendor access to secure areas, as 
per §1151.31, we ensure that opportunities for diversion are few and exceptionally prone to being discov-
ered. As per §1151.26, a number of other security measures are deployed in conjunction with our RBAC-
enabled door access system; please see the aforementioned section for further information.  

 

Digitally Recorded Measurements of Uniquely Identified Entities 

Diversion can occur at any point in the production cycle; as a result, GRO has found a way to provide 
seamless tracking of any plant, through its life, until it becomes a package; while QR Codes are the indel-
ible way that our staff interacts with the central information repository, the MRP, these QR codes connect-
ing someone’s ‘doing something’ ‘with a something’ ‘to a something’. The ‘doing something’s’ constitute 
our organizational index of tasks, which will be ‘claimed’ and completed by individual staff members or 
groups of staff; the ‘with a something’s constitute equipment, materials, (chemical) solutions, and other 
physical items that staff can interact with to move an entity through the production process; and most im-
portantly, the ‘to a something’s’ represent our divertible goods and divertible byproducts.  

With the way our MRP system tracks the lifecycle of individual products and plants, it is especially im-
portant that, as seeds (or cuttings) become plants, plants become harvested materials, harvested materi-
als become works-in-progress, works-in-progress become finished goods, and finished goods become 
packaged goods ready for sale, our ability to digitally track the underlying physical products and the cor-
relative changes is extremely important. If we do not adequately seal the digital hand-offs between prod-
uct states, it leaves an opportunistic vector of attack for nefarious actors. Ergo, we will deploy a system 
that is capable of both uniquely identifying any labeled material or good in our facility, as per §1151.34, 
and structuring the collection of unique identifiers across a product's lifecycle as a lineage of tags and 
trackers. Our MRP tool will accomplish this and allow us to recall uniquely identified materials and goods 
that are now a part of a different good, or marked for disposal.  

With the lineage-based entity model (again, seed or cutting to plant to harvested plant material to works-
in-progress to finished goods to packaged goods ready for sale) allowing a seamless tracking of every 
tagged plant, container, or package at our facility, it is imperative that high quality information and data 
are associated with each entity. For the purposes of a grower-processor, the most important data input 
pattern is weighing and recording the entities at critical production stages. Per our standard operating 
procedure, weights will be unalterable and immutably tracked by digital scales that are connected to 
[ORG]’s operations network and audited by our cutting-edge MRP system. Additionally, the level of heu-
ristic analysis enabled by our innovative MRP platform will make it possible for [ORG] to analyze and vis-
ualize the average weight output from the extraction process by strain and quality of input product.  

For example, if a Process Ticket containing 150g of first-pour extract is logged against the system for a 
strain that typically yields 250g of extract, automated machine learning tools will flag an alert for the ex-
traction lab manager. As initial metrics are gathered, GRO will make these determinations by manually 
reviewing reports via a visual dashboard. 

To take the above-mentioned example further, immediately after the extraction phase, large containers of 
extract would be divided into single-use containers by a packager measuring out grams of product for 
manufacture of topicals, tinctures, suppositories, pills, sublinguals, patches, and vaporizer pens. Under 
our system, the packaging process will be monitored and controlled by three distinct electronic systems: 
video surveillance, software-based auditing of Process Journal Entries, and irrevocable digital scale rec-
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ords.  

Our MRP uses digital balancing scales connected to the operations network to enable analysis and audit-
ing of weights reported by scales. Scales will automatically report weight upon balancing, which means 
that every time the scale zeroes out, and every time the scale balances with a new weight, a message will 
be sent to our MRP software. This data is immutable. For example, if a product needs additional material 
added needs to be adjusted or is incorrect, this new weight is recorded after the original weight has been 
entered. This means that attempts to trick the scale are more likely to be thwarted. 

Cameras will be placed so that the work of the packager, in this example, is observed at all times. The 
data logged by the extraction team employee in the ERP software will show the date, time, and amount of 
marijuana product used, for example, in the preparation of a pen cartridge by package ID and employee 
ID. This data, entered as a Process Journal Entry, will be used to visualize and audit a number of metrics 
in a time-series histogram. This histogram will show the activity of a room over time, the activity of a par-
ticular employee throughout the day, as well as other pivot points. This will give GRO insight into employ-
ee performance and will spot red flags for potential diversion.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Visual Dashboarding 

The following histograms illustrate our hypothetical example of the Process Journal Entries of a packager 
measuring out grams of product throughout the day, with work starting at 9AM, lunch taken around 1PM, 
and work resuming shortly after 2PM.   

 

Preventing Diversion at the Warehouse 

Finished, packaged products will be stored in GRO’s Production Storage Area, that is directly connected 
to our extraction laboratory and the loading bay for shipping and receiving. Full details of the security of 
the warehouse can be found in our response to Section 10 - Security and Surveillance; details on policies 
and staff behavior can be found at Section 13 - Packaging and Labeling. One anti-diversion feature of 
particular interest for warehouse security is the ability of GRO’s MRP software to audit and compare the 
physical access of the warehouse via employee proximity card/PINs with time stamped camera activity 
and warehouse inventory audits.  

Our MRP will generate manual inventory audit requests. This allows warehouse staff to accurately pre-
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pare reports showing a point-in-time validation of the reported stock with the actual stock. Any deviation 
from reported stock will result in Security and Compliance staff investigating the path of any inventory de-
viations from start to finish, identifying where product may have been misplaced, or if diversion has actu-
ally occurred. 

 

Outside Theft Prevention 

Internal diversion has been discussed in-depth, but theft by an outside criminal actor must also be strong-
ly deterred. By operating a secure facility protected by trained security guards as well as enterprise-grade 
security systems, GRO will provide a significant deterrent for criminals attempting to exfiltrate inventory 
from our facility. Our deployment of cameras will deliver full coverage of the facility, both inside and on the 
perimeter of the facility. See Section 10 - Security and Surveillance for our in-depth response. 

 

Preventing Diversion of Medical Marijuana in Transport 

Medical marijuana products will be distributed to dispensaries via licensed and bonded third-party 
transport agents qualified to transport cash, jewelry and other high value cargo, as per §§1151.35 and 
1151.36. In the event of cargo theft, drivers will be trained to preserve their own safety first, and report the 
event when the transgression is done. The monetary value of medical marijuana and cash-in-hand are 
never greater than the safety of employees, contractors and citizens of the Commonwealth. A detailed 
examination of [ORG]’s transportation practices is available in Section 11- Transportation of Medical Mari-
juana.   
 
 
Theft Response Process 
 
Theft of medical marijuana products, plants, seeds and waste, regardless of amount, will be immediately 
reported to the Department and to local law enforcement. The following information will be obtained by 
GRO], including, but not limited to: 

1. Location of the theft. 

2. Identity of each stolen product as follows: name of the stolen product, strength, dosage infor-
mation, lot number, expiration date, NDC number and package description. 

3. Quantity of each stolen product. 

4. Quantity of related lot numbers currently in legitimate distribution. 

5. Contact information for GRO] representative(s) authorized to discuss product removal from the 
market, public notification etc. 

6. Type of product stolen - finished product, bulk product, or sample . 

7. Storage and handling requirements for the product. 

8. How much of the stolen lot was legitimately distributed before the cargo theft. 

9. Tampering protections included in product packaging. 

10. Risk posed by the products if mishandled. 

11. Potential for the product to reenter the legitimate supply chain. 

12. Mitigating factors and steps taken by GRO to specifically identify stolen lots or packages. 
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13. Mitigating factors and steps taken by GRO to prevent reentry into the supply chain. 

14. Notice issued to wholesale distributors, retailers, and their professional associations of the cargo 
theft for dissemination through the communication network created to provide such notice. 

Continuous Improvement of Anti-Diversion Practices 

GRO does not underestimate the reach of unregulated, illegal markets for medical marijuana, and we an-
ticipate that diverted plants, seeds, products and waste will readily find buyers on the black market. It is 
completely unacceptable for any license holder to wittingly ignore and thereby enable the diversion of 
medical marijuana.  

Our security philosophy includes the use of the Six Sigma-inspired “Five Why’s” iterative interrogation 
technique to discover cause and effect. An example of this technique applied to a theoretical diversion 
scenario is presented below: 

Hypothetical Problem: A lot containing 150 pen cartridges appears to have 14 cartridges divert-
ed from inventory by an employee. 

1. Why? – We didn’t notice that the containers had missing product in time to prevent diver-
sion. 

2. Why? – The packages appeared sealed, and upon initial inspection, their count seemed 
undisturbed. 

3. Why? Inside each package was a bundle of cartridges secured with a rubber band that 
made noticing a missing individual cartridge difficult. 

4. Why? The number of cartridges per bundle was variable, so the manual counting pro-
cess was prone to human error, and therefore we did not notice when a single cartridge 
was removed from a bundle among dozens. 

5. Why? Our packaging strategy did not adequately take into consideration the difficulty of 
auditing inventory. 

Solution: A foam grid that keeps each cartridge upright in a grid will enable early detection of 
missing cartridges through easy visual inspection. 

This strategy will enable Continuous Service Improvement (CSI) a practice borrowed from the Information 
Technology Infrastructure Library (ITIL). By enabling management to analyze the root cause of problems 
as they occur, and requiring them to submit their root cause analysis for any incident to management, we 
can ensure that GRO will always improve diversion prevention best practices by practicing CSI growing 
and learning as a community of professionals dedicated to the mission of the Commonwealth’s medical 
marijuana program. 

Conclusion 

GRO’s mission is to provide the highest quality medical marijuana to patients of the Commonwealth, and 
to be positive members of the community. Any activities that might compromise GRO’s mission and 
thereby threaten the integrity of the Commonwealth’s medical marijuana program, will be proactively and 
diligently thwarted.  

We believe it is a privilege to receive a grower-processor license from the Commonwealth, and as a li-
censee, we would have a solemn obligation to uphold all of the legal and moral responsibilities associated 
with this privilege. Having seen the success and failure of other diversion prevention strategies in other 
territories, GRO fully appreciates and demands an effective system of policies and procedures that miti-
gate and deter diversionary activity. By reducing the likelihood of all acts of diversion, great and small, we 
will ensure that patients in the Commonwealth – as well as the legitimate medical marijuana program that 
serves them – will remain healthy and active.  
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Please limit your response to no more than 5,000 words. 

 
Pesticides 
  
All pesticides to be used and applied by the GRO team will conform to the Pennsylvania Pesticide Control 
Act of 1973 and all regulations governing general commercial pesticide application with regard to medical 
marijuana as well as traditional agriculture. The only pesticides that will be used are those allowed under 
28 PA. code chapter 1151 Appendix A. Acceptable Pesticide Active Ingredients For Use. Additionally, the 
GRO cultivation operation will only use pesticides that are listed by the Organic Materials Review Institute 
to the USDA National Organic Program. Pesticides will never be used at our facility, unless they: are reg-
istered with the EPA, are used in accordance with the label instructions, and are associated with digital 
staff safety SOPs to protect against contamination.  
  
The GRO team’s SOPs specify that 25(b) pesticides will be utilized before Sec 3 products. The two main 
Sec 3 pesticides that will be used are Bacillus Amyloliquefaciens strain D747 and cold pressed neem oil. 
Bacillus Amyloliquefaciens strain D747 acts as a preventive fungicide and suppressant. The neem oil acts 
as a preventative as well as a control fungicide and insecticide. In addition, Thyme oil, Lemongrass oil, 
Geranium oil, and many other essential oils listed in Appendix A will be utilized to mitigate the risk of 
pathogen contagion. Other pesticides that are on the allowed list will be used as needed and when ap-
propriate. Pesticides will only be sprayed in the mother room and vegetative rooms one through four. 
There will be zero spraying of any pesticides in the flowering bays. 
 
 

C. PLEASE ALSO PROVIDE A DETAILED SUMMARY OF THE METHODS AND PROCEDURES THAT WILL BE USED FOR THE 

GROWING OF MEDICAL MARIJUANA AT THE PROPOSED GROWER/PROCESSOR FACILITY. FOR EXAMPLE: THE INCLUSION 

OF GROWING MEDIUMS OR HYDROPONICS, THE PHYSICAL CONDITION FOR MAINTAINING THE IMMATURE MEDICAL 

MARIJUANA PLANTS AND MEDICAL MARIJUANA PLANTS, NUTRIENT PRACTICE, PARTICULAR LIGHTING STRATEGIES, ETC. 

 

Please limit your response to no more than 5,000 words. 

 
Introduction to Sustainable Growing Practices 
  
Because the GRO team considers itself one of the best medical cannabis growers and manufacturers in 
the Commonwealth, we take special pride in our Growing Practices. By ensuring that only the best medi-
cal marijuana is grown and taking preventative steps to ensure its ongoing health and safety, we act as 
stewards of the well-being of the Commonwealth, a role we do not take lightly. 
  
First and foremost, and as discussed thoroughly in Section 20 - Sanitation and Safety, the GRO team 
institutes an Integrated Pest Management (IPM) strategy to effectively and persistently alleviate contami-
nation scenarios and produce the best raw materials for medicinal production. In essence, this IPM strat-
egy means the GRO team requires a high degree of visibility and recordkeeping throughout the entire 
growing process, and the GRO team puts emphasis on preventative tactics to avoid the need for costly 
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reactionary tactics. That is, we demand to catch contamination events early so that they do not compro-
mise an entire growing cycle and put patients at risk. 
  
In keeping with this holistic approach to healthy growing success, the GRO team only uses pesticides that 
meet our holistic, organic standards and that are approved by the Commonwealth. While a variety of sub-
stances will be utilized, the majority of our treatments and applications will be preventative, as per our 
IPM strategy. 
  
In the final sections below, all aspects of GRO’s growing practices are covered, including the greenhouse, 
the lifecycle of medical marijuana through the facility, the harvesting procedures, lighting plan, nutrient 
plan, the intelligent design of the facility, USDA organic methodology, good agricultural practices, inte-
grated pest management, and more. 
  
Throughout the design, implementation, and execution of this cultivation operation, GRO will build in re-
dundancies to eliminate any single point of failure. The process of cultivating medical marijuana within 
this facility will be built holistically, with each component being interdependent. This allows for synergistic 
benefits between all aspects of cultivating medical marijuana, resulting in an end product that is safe for 
patient consumption and of the highest quality. 
  
Integrated Pest Management 
  
The GRO team’s Integrated Pest Management (IPM) plan holistically prepares for, monitors, records, 
analyzes, controls, and eliminates all injurious fungus, bacteria, viruses, and insects. A daily log will be 
maintained that tracks the history of every action taken to discover any pests or pathogens along with the 
methods used to control them, recorded, aggregated, and reported through our Manufacturing Resource 
Planning tool. 
  
The IPM plan focuses on the dangerous pathogens to a medical marijuana crop and to a medical patient. 
In order to triage the relative danger of pathogens, a tiered system will be used, where the first tier will be 
hemp russet mites, two spotted spider mites, powdery mildew, botrytis, and root aphids. Subsequently, 
the second tier will be flying aphids, leafhoppers, thrips, while the third tier will be whiteflies, fungus gnats, 
and root rot. For the all the tiers, it will be critical to avoid the problem of pathogen contamination at the 
outset through excellent plant nutrition, induced systemic resistance, optimal climate and climate control, 
proper cultivar selection, preventative insecticide and fungicide sprays combined with beneficial microbial 
teas, and more. By executing this tiered strategy, GRO will have a very good chance of continuously pre-
venting contamination events due to pathogens. 
  
The GRO team recognizes that the foundation of a world class IPM plan is prevention, avoiding the need 
to take reactionary steps. By keeping healthy plants in an environment nonconducive to pest proliferation, 
the GRO team will avoid or ameliorate the effects of pathogens. Should a problem occur in any of the ti-
ers, it will be dealt with according to where the plant and the pest are their respective lifecycles. Then, the 
population of the pest will be monitored, and action will be taken according to the data gathered. 
  
In keeping with our vision towards sustainability, the GRO team will use beneficial and predatory insects, 
customized insecticide and fungicide routines, the implementation of a specific sanitation and hygiene 
protocol, adjustments to watering/fertilization routines, and customized microbial teas. Should a pest 
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problem become close to uncontrollable, every plant in contaminated rooms will be killed, sanitized, and 
disposed of appropriately. 
  
Employee Sanitation, Hygiene, Training, and Workflow 
  
While our IPM strategy is deeply concerned with the sorts of tools and solutions used to keep pathogens 
under control, the GRO team recognizes that proactive staff action and sanitation are some of our most 
powerful tools. Within the GRO facility, employees are trained extensively on commercial sanitation, per-
sonal hygiene, safety, and emergency protocols, proper medical marijuana cultivation, integrated pest 
management, and more. Additionally, GRO will train its employees on correct fungicide and insecticide 
application with each employee required to have a pesticide applicators license. For more details on em-
ployee sanitation and safety standards, please refer to Section 20 - Sanitation and Safety. 
  
In order to mitigate the spread of pathogens in the GRO facility, cultivation employees will be divided into 
mother and clone workers, vegetative workers, and flower workers with a cultivation director to oversee 
them all. This specialization of duties allows the GRO team to minimize any risk of contamination from 
one aspect of the production line to the next and to create specialists that deeply understand their allotted 
section of plant lifecycle. The clone and mother workers will focus on propagation within the mother room 
and clone room. The vegetative workers will focus on the early and middle growth of the plant within veg-
etative rooms, one through four. The flower workers will focus on the late growth and harvest of the plant 
in each of the eight flowering bays. Each of these specialized areas will adhere to the worker protection 
standards and the occupational safety and health administration's regulations. 
  
United States Department of Agriculture Organic Methodology 
  
The GRO team only uses cultivation inputs that are listed by the Organic Materials Review Institute to the 
USDA National Organic Program standards. An organic methodology will be a cornerstone of this opera-
tion, as it will align with our vision towards sustainability, quality, and safety. 
  
The use of organic inputs and methods allows the plants have a lower chance of disease susceptibility. 
Each GRO plant will have a vibrant soil ecology with beneficial microbes, metabolites, and microorgan-
isms, combined with fertilizers derived from natural sources, will facilitate induced systemic resistance, 
giving each plant an enhanced defense against a vast range of pathogenic bacteria, fungi, viruses, and 
insects. This induced systemic resistance lessens the need for any kinds of fungicide or insecticide along 
with reducing the risk of crop loss and product recalls. Furthermore, with organic inputs and methods the 
plants at the GRO facility will grow faster, taller, and wider in addition to yielding more with a higher can-
nabinoid and terpenoid content per pound of raw plant material. 
  
Growing Practices Overview 
  
GRO will propagate, cultivate, and harvest medical marijuana in compliance specifically with § 1151.27 
Requirements for growing and processing medical marijuana and generally with 28 PA. Code § 1151 
Grower/Processors. GRO will cultivate medical marijuana in a sustainable fashion with strict adherence to 
nutraceutical and pharmaceutical manufacturing standards. 
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The GRO team takes cues from larger industries with similar visions: our foundation of cultivation proce-
dures comes from the best of traditional and USDA organic agricultural. These methods create an lower 
operational cost than cultivating unsustainably in a warehouse, with lower operational costs eventually 
being passed on to the end patient. The GRO team is composed of individuals with years of experience 
inside and outside of the medical marijuana industry and who understand how to cultivate medical mari-
juana on a commercial level responsibly. 
 
Greenhouse Cultivation Facility 
  
GRO cultivates medical marijuana in a fully enclosed greenhouse that allows for five harvests a year due 
to its design. This greenhouse will be constructed by the Nexus Corporation which has over 50 years of 
experience building commercial greenhouses in addition to its recent involvement within the medical mari-
juana industry across the United States.   
  
The GRO cultivation facility will utilize sunlight to minimize energy costs and decreasing the risk of patho-
genic fungus due to the ultraviolet rays. The greenhouse will be equipped with light augmentation and 
light deprivation capabilities to allow the operators to control the sunlight hours for facilitating optimal veg-
etative and flower growth. The cultivation rooms within the greenhouse will be augmented with carbon 
dioxide at 1,500 parts per million to increase the plant growth rate and yields. The plants will be watered 
through a commercial grade drip irrigation system. 
  
The ventilation system ensures that the air within each cultivation room is constantly being circulated to 
ensure that there is zero stagnate air. The heating and cooling system balances the air being taken in 
from outside so that it will be the optimal temperature for the medical marijuana plants. The humidity will 
be controlled as well through humidifiers and dehumidifiers. All the above aspects will be controlled with a 
horticultural and building automation system. 
  
Medical Marijuana Plant Lifecycle 
  
At the GRO facility, the medical marijuana plant’s lifecycle begins in the propagation room. Seeds will be 
germinated on the day that the facility is declared operational. Seeds are chosen in lieu of clones at the 
outset, as it is highly unlikely for any of the seeds to be contaminated with a pathogen. 
  
Every single aspect of every medical marijuana plant’s lifecycle will be electronically and physically 
tracked both while it is alive and after it has been killed. This will help eliminate the chance diversion and 
increase the efficiency of the operation while complying with the Commonwealth regulations related to 
plant tracking. For more information, please refer to Section 14 - Inventory Management. 
  
When the seedlings have sprouted, they will be placed into seedling trays under a vegetative light spec-
trum. The seedlings will be tested for sex with the males being killed and females retained. The female 
seedlings will be monitored for virility, speed of growth, and hardiness. The strongest and healthiest fe-
male seedlings will be kept as the final genetic stock and the underperforming females will be disposed 
of. Proper genetic selection is the foundation of effective medical marijuana products and disease re-
sistance. The final female genetic stock will then be placed into mother rooms. Within these mother 
rooms, the females will be arranged by cultivar and the specific cultivars will be slowly up-potted to seven 
gallon pots over a period of eight weeks. There will be total of thirty-two phenotypes chosen to be the 
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main varieties cultivated for oil production by GRO. To protect against crop loss and safeguard the genet-
ics within the operation, there will be sixty-four mothers within the mother room with two mothers per culti-
var. 
  
These mothers will remain in the vegetative state so that clones can be taken from them. These clones 
will be exact replicas of the mother cultivar, ensuring that the end products will have a consistent and 
monitored chemical profile. The clones will then go to through four vegetative stages as they mature in 
size and age. In each of these five vegetative stages, the clones will be shaped to create an even canopy, 
inoculated with beneficial bacteria and fungi, and transplanted into larger containers to allow for greater 
aerial plant growth and root growth. After the fifth vegetative stage, the clones will be placed into eight 
separate flowering bays. They will remain in the flowering bays until they reach peak chemical potency at 
which point the clones will be harvested. 
  
When each batch of clones is moved from one room to the next, each clone will undergo five treatments. 
Within each batch and before being moved, all clones will be topped, thinned, trained, inoculated with 
beneficial microbes, and preventatively dipped in microbial teas against potential pathogens. 
  
The topping of each plant is to control the plant shape in terms of the branches and to ensure that enough 
light reaches the lower foliage. Topping is done to facilitate an even, manageable canopy while shaping 
the plants for maximum yield per plant. Each plant will be thinned to ensure even airflow through the up-
per, middle, and lower canopy reducing the chance of pathogens to accumulate in a stagnant area of the 
plant along with increasing yield. Finally, each plant will be preventatively dipped in an ORMI mixture of 
essential oils approved by the Department of Health under §1151 Appendix A. Acceptable Pesticide Ac-
tive Ingredients For Use such as Thyme oil and Lemon Grass oil which contain antibacterial, antifungal, 
antiviral, and insecticidal compounds. 
  
Given that each cultivar will have slightly different requirements for optimizing its growth patterns and 
yields, the environmental controls for the clone room, vegetative rooms one through four, and the flower-
ing bays, will be localized and specialized to local plant needs; in addition, nutrient inputs, and integrated 
pest management will be adjusted for the cultivation of the different cultivars. 
  
The mother room and clone room, along with vegetative rooms one and two, will be completely cultivated 
under artificial light. Vegetative rooms three and four along with all eight flowering bays will be cultivated 
under natural sunlight with supplementation of artificial light when necessary. During the vegetative stag-
es of a medical marijuana plants life cycle, the plants will be grown under sixteenth hours of artificial 
and/or natural sunlight and eight hours of complete darkness. This DLI control will manipulate the plants’ 
hormones allowing for the cultivation and harvesting of medical marijuana throughout the year. When the 
plants are placed into one of the eight flowering bays, they will be grown under twelve hours of sunlight 
and twelve hours of darkness. The first four rooms of the medical marijuana plants life will be cultivated 
under complete artificial light to ensure consistent supply of nursery plants. The medical marijuana plants 
will be exposed to natural sunlight filtered shade cloth to facilitate hardening off in vegetative room three. 
In vegetative room four, the plants will be exposed to unfiltered natural sunlight. Once they are in one of 
the flowering bays, they will continue to be grown under natural sunlight. For more information of DLI con-
trol strategies, please refer to Section 22 - Recordkeeping. 
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Vegetative rooms three and four along with the flowering bays will be equipped with blackout curtains in 
addition to artificial light supplementation. By deploying light augmentation and light deprivation, the GRO 
team can augment natural light with artificial light. For instance, should the photosynthetically active radia-
tion (PAR) levels fall outside the applicable spectrum, then the artificial lights will be triggered. This is 
done automatically through computer sensors and environmental control systems. This is especially use-
ful during cloudy days or during the winter time when there is less than twelve hours of daylight and PAR 
suffers. Second, the blackout curtains are used during the summer time when the daylights are longer 
than twelve and the flowering plants need twelve hours of darkness. 
  
The mothers will be started in soil for the first round of clonal propagation. These mothers will remain in 
soil for the first year of production, however, they will be moved into five gallon aeroponic containers on 
year two. This allows them to be easily managed and controlled while optimizing the plant shape for the 
production of clones. 150 clones will be taken from two mothers of the same cultivar every two weeks to 
sustain the supply chain of plants from the clone room to vegetative rooms one through four and the eight 
flowering bays. Those 150 clones will be cut from the mothers in the mother room with a height of six 
inches each. Each clone will then be dipped into a mixture of OMRI listed aloe vera, coconut water, and 
an indigenous microbe inoculation. This assists with the creation of new roots for each new clone, en-
hances immunity, and it promotes cell division along with wound healing. The 150 clones will then be tak-
en into the clone room. 
  
To prevent clone loss due to any form of system failure, 75 clones will placed into peat plugs within clone 
trays and 75 clones will be placed into aeroponic cloning machines, both of which are on racks. The 
clones will remain within the clone room for one week. At this point, the twenty weakest clones will be 
culled from the batch. After the twenty weakest clones are culled, the remained 130 clones are taken from 
the peat trays as well as the aeroponic cloning machines and placed into four inch by four inch square 
pots with soil mixture that is tailored to nursery plants. From this point forward each of clones in vegeta-
tive rooms one through four and in the flowering bays will be in living soil. 
  
The GRO team will use the nursery mix for the clones in vegetative room one. The main nutrient within 
the nursery mix will be nitrogen, with the necessary amounts of other macro and micro nutrients. The 130 
clones will remain in vegetative room one for exactly one week. At the end of that week, the five weakest 
clones will be culled with the remaining 125 transplanted into round two gallon pots with the vegetative 
mix. The vegetative mix is used for vegetative rooms two and three. The main nutrient for the vegetative 
mix is potassium with the necessary amounts of other macro and micro nutrients. 
  
The clones will remain in the second vegetative room for two weeks achieving an average height of one 
foot. At the end of those two weeks, the five weakest clones will be culled. Before each clone is trans-
ported from the second vegetative room to the third vegetative room, they will be staked with a three foot 
stake that will stay with them until they are harvested. Those 120 clones will then be moved into the third 
vegetative room.  They will remain in the third vegetative room for two weeks achieving an average height 
of two feet. Within vegetative room three, the plants will be exposed to sunlight for the first time, but they 
will be protected by a shade cloth to allow the clones to harden off and prepare them for full sunlight ex-
posure in vegetative room four and in the flowering bay. At the end of those two weeks, five more clones 
will be culled; the remaining 115 clones will be transplanted into seven gallon pots with the late vegetative 
mix and flowering mix. Those 115 clones will then be moved into vegetative room four which is the final 
vegetative room under full sunlight. At the end of two weeks, five more clones will be culled and 110 
clones will be moved into a flowering bay with an average height of five feet. 
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Within each flowering bay, there will be a total of 110 plants with every plant given a total space of twenty-
five square feet under full sunlight. During the entire cultivation process, plants will not touch each other in 
order to prevent any potential cross contamination and to reduce the chances of unhealthy microclimates. 
This is the most efficient use of space to maximize the total number of grams of raw plant material pro-
duced per square foot with each flowering bay being 3,600 square feet. Each plant on average will yield 
four pounds of usable raw plant material with this method. With a total of eight flowering bays, this opera-
tion is designed to harvest one flowering bay every week. Therefore, the total amount of usable raw plant 
material that will be harvested per year will be 17,600 pounds. With the greenhouse designed to allow 
further expansion of vegetative rooms and flowering bays, GRO is positioned to scale with the patient 
demand. It should be noted that this operation was designed with the goal of cultivating medical marijua-
na for the sole purpose maximizing the amount of oil extracted per plant. Since the sale of raw flowers is 
forbidden, GRO has chosen to cultivate larger plants with cultivars that are bred for oil production with a 
variety of cannabinoid and terpenoid ratios that assist in mitigating the damage of the seventeen qualify-
ing conditions. 
  
Harvesting Procedures 
  
Following the guidelines set forth by the American Herbal Products Association and the American Herbal 
Pharmacopoeia for the good collection of medicinal plants, the flowers will be harvested early in the day 
after any dew has evaporated and in dry weather. The plants will be harvested in a manner that avoids 
any contamination with the soil, water, fungi, or other foreign matter, and will be handled as to avoid 
touching the ground or other plants. The plants will expeditiously be taken from the flowering bay after 
harvest and given to the pre-processing team within the pre-processing room. The pre-processing rooms 
will be temperature and humidity controlled to reduce degradation of the critical plant compounds while 
the team gently removes the usable parts of the plants from the unusable parts. The usable parts will be 
tested for potency and contaminants, and placed into containers, labeled, and taken to the extraction 
room. The unusable parts will be placed into containers, labeled, and taken to the Disposal Storage Area. 
  
After each plant is harvested within a flowering bay, a team will enter the room and begin the decontami-
nation protocol. The entire room will be sterilized, including the floors, walls, ceiling, and any other tools, 
instruments, and physical surfaces. The pots with soil still in them will be transported to the soil and pot-
ting room where the soil is recycled and composted for future uses within the operation. Every pot will be 
cleaned, washed, sanitized, dried, and restocked in the soil and potting room. This protocol reduces the 
chances of any form of contamination post harvest. This decontamination protocol will occur after each 
harvest and when the clone room or a vegetative room moves plants transfers plants into another cultiva-
tion room. After an entire flowering bay has been harvested and decontaminated, it will be then refilled 
with 110 plants from vegetative room four creating a continuous cycle of harvesting. 
  
Lighting Plan 
  
To ensure the appropriate use of electricity with sustainably lighting strategies as well as an attention to 
quality, the GRO facility will implement the following lighting plan. For the mother room, there will PL met-
al halide lights. This is done so that the mother’s have a level of PAR and a spectrum that is compatible 
with their size along with their age. In the clone room and vegetative rooms one through four, Noribachi’s 
full spectrum LED lights will be used. The LED’s save power and when combined with the ability to do a 
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full lighting spectrum are the ideal choice for the early and middle vegetative stage. For vegetative four, 
PL metal halide will be used. Then in all of the flowering bays Gavita high pressure sodiums are used to 
cause the final maturation of the plants along with increasing the quality of the final product. 
 
 Intelligent Facility Design 
  
The GRO greenhouse has three major purposes. First, the greenhouse design produces large yields to 
meet patient demand. With only 28,800 square feet of flowering bays, this greenhouse will yield 17,600 
pounds a year. We use a butler style building so more flowering and vegetative bays can be added on as 
the patient base expands. Second, the design is sustainable both economically and environmentally. It is 
environmentally friendly and greatly reduces operational costs to produce a pound of flower for extraction 
as opposed to an indoor warehouse. This operational cost reduction is passed on to the patients who will 
be able to buy their medicine at a more affordable price. Third, a greenhouse is engineered to create and 
maintain the optimal environment for supporting plant growth. By using a greenhouse design that was 
fabricated specifically for medical marijuana cultivation, GRO reduces the risk of a negative insect, bacte-
rial, fungal, or viral outbreak. This reduction in disease threats allows for a more safe and consistent pro-
duction of medical marijuana products for patients by decreasing all forms of product contamination. By 
ensuring each of these points, our team creates the physical space necessary to maintain the equipment 
and moving pieces of our operation, to package finished products in a closely monitored and safe man-
ner, to label packaged goods with perfect accuracy and recordkeeping, and to ensure good sanitary prac-
tices to maintain good site cleanliness.  
 
Furthermore, the floor plan of our facility is intentionally conceived and built to ensure a steady, safe 
stream of processes that take cuttings (or seeds) to packages of medicine ready for transit. This means 
the placement of rooms such that: potential cross-contamination events are minimized or ameliorated; 
mix-ups of production materials are rare, isolatable, and a matter of chance, not ineptitude; and, that staff 
are specialized and occupy predictable areas of the facility, allowing for a degree of monitoring for diver-
sion prevention and contamination avoidance.   
 
Good Agricultural Practices 
  
Good agricultural practices and good handling practices will be implemented by the GRO team to reduce 
water waste, avoid over fertilization and nutrient runoff, and ameliorate microbiological contamination, 
along with promoting worker safety and hygiene. Watering of the plants will take place on a customized 
schedule that will adapt to the plants needs whereby the soil will never completely dry out nor will it reach 
its full carrying capacity of water. The GRO water conservation strategy means that the plants always 
have exactly what they need, without creating waste. 
  
The GRO strategy of conversation will be used for determining fertilizer application rates and times. The 
OMRI fertilizers will only be applied in rates that meet the minimum effective dose for virile, fast growing, 
and large yielding plants. Each plant has a genetic limit on how much it can yield, which means the GRO 
team must understand each of the cultivars’ genetic capacities for yield combined with each cultivars’ nu-
trient preference; therefore, the amount of fertilizer applied by the GRO team can be vastly reduced to 
match the minimum of what is necessary to create the greatest results. 
  
Microbiological contamination will be reduced through environmental sanitation, effective climate control, 
and employee sanitation. The temperature, humidity, and airflow will be consistent within each cultivation 
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� Records of the type and amounts of fertilizer and any growth additives used will 
be maintained. 

X ☐ 

� No additional active ingredients or materials will be added to the medical mariju-
ana that alters the color, appearance, smell, taste, effect or weight of the medical 
marijuana, unless the grower/processor has first obtained the prior written ap-
proval of the Department. 

X ☐ 

� Excipients will be pharmaceutical grade, unless otherwise approved by the De-
partment. 

X ☐ 

 
 
 

PLEASE PROVIDE AN EXPLANATION OF ANY RESPONSES ABOVE THAT WERE ANSWERED AS A “NO” AND HOW YOU WILL MEET 

THESE REQUIREMENTS BY THE TIME THE DEPARTMENT DETERMINES YOU TO BE OPERATIONAL UNDER THE ACT AND REGULA-

TIONS: 

 

Please limit your response to no more than 5,000 words. 

 

B. PLEASE PROVIDE DETAILS OF ALL NUTRIENT AND GROWTH ADDITIVES THAT WILL BE UTILIZED AT YOUR FACILITY: 

 

Please limit your response to no more than 5,000 words. 

 

Introduction to Safe and Sanitary Nutrient and Additive Practices 
  
Because the medical marijuana being grown by the GRO team on behalf of Commonwealth patients will 
necessarily become a concentrated form of medication, it is especially important that grower-processors 
take time and devote energy to determining the best practices to consistently produce high-quality and 
safe medicine. 
  
With the concerns of staff behavior, recordkeeping, and pesticides thoroughly discussed in ancillary sec-
tions, this section will explicate the variety of materials, strategies, and policies that GRO uses to ensure 
healthy plant growth and safe growing conditions. 
  
Overall Nutrient Plan 
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Every GRO input will be ORMI listed according to the USDA organic certification program and will be ob-
tained locally whenever possible. The main constituents of the soil will include the following but the ratios 
will vary depending on cultivar and stage of growth: kelp, molasses, earthworm castings, manure, com-
post, humus, green sand, bone meal, crab shell meal, blood meal, and leonardite, azomite, and dolomite 
lime which will be inoculated with beneficial compost teas and funguses. When Ph up is needed potassi-
um bicarbonate will be used and when Ph down is needed citric acid will be used. As a final note rainwa-
ter will be collected and stored within aerated cisterns to use within the cultivation processes. This prac-
tice is done because it is environmentally sustainable and reduces operational costs. Rain water elimi-
nates the need for reverse osmosis due to the chlorine in the public water which kills both beneficial and 
pathogenic microorganisms. The reverse osmosis process also creates a great amount of waste water 
which is undesirable. With the rainwater collection process, the reverse osmosis process becomes obso-
lete as the rainwater does not kill beneficial microorganisms. In the event the rainwater cistern reaches 
capacity, no further rainwater will be stored until an adequate amount is consumed from the cistern. In the 
event of drought or perpetual shortage, the rain water cistern will be tested for microbes as it is con-
sumed, to avoid microbial stagnation. Compromised rainwater will be disposed of immediately. 
  
Every nutrient, fertilizer, foliar spray, and growth additive employed by GRO will be listed by Organic Ma-
terials Review Institute to the USDA National Organic Program standards. USDA organic methodology is 
employed for the selection of nutrients and creation as well as the implementation of the nutrient program. 
Any in-line fertigation program would fully comply with state and local agricultural regulations. 
  
With the emphasis on organic methodology for fertilization and nutrient uptake, the plants will be cultivat-
ed in individual pots of custom amended soil. Within the nutrient plan, nitrogen, phosphorus, and potassi-
um are regarded as primary nutrients. Sulphur, magnesium, and calcium are regarded as intermediate 
nutrients. Iron, boron, manganese, copper, cobalt, zinc, molybdenum, chlorine, and nickel are regarded 
as micronutrients. The three methods of plant feeding that this operation uses are physical uptake 
through the soil, soil drenches, and foliar sprays. 
  
Nutrient Mixes 
  
Every nutrient, fertilizer, foliar spray, and growth additive used by GRO will be ORMI listed, according to 
the guidelines set forth by the USDA organic certification program. GRO will have three nutrient mixes 
which are for the nursery stage, vegetative stage, and flowering stage. The nursery mix utilizes nitrogen 
as the main nutrient with the necessary amounts of other macro and micro nutrients. This mix is for early 
growth of the plant along with emphasizing cell wall strength. The vegetative mix potassium nitrogen as 
the main nutrient with the necessary amounts of other macro and micro nutrients. This mix is for increas-
ing and solidifying the plant structure with maximizing the branch growth and shape along with the root 
structure. The flowering mix utilizes phosphorus as the main nutrient with the necessary amounts of other 
macro and micro nutrients. This mix is for increasing the size of the inflorescences in addition optimizing 
the levels of cannabinoids and terpenoids. 
  
The above three mixes change in ratios due to what is needed at each stage of growth. They will be fur-
ther customized depending on the cultivar being cultivated. When GRO begins cultivating medical mariju-
ana in this facility, it will purchase outside soil amendments, compost teas, and so forth. However, after 
the first batch has been harvested GRO will begin making its own custom soil blends in house within the 
soil and potting room. Through doing custom in house blends, GRO will never run the risk of over or un-
der fertilization. The soil used will always be a living soil filled with an ecological balance of beneficial fun-
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gi, bacteria, microbes, soil organisms, etcetera. Any nitrate-based, or other oxidizing fertilizers, will be 
stored in an area away from solvents, fuels, and pesticides.  
 
As an important point of procedural emphasis, the GRO team will strictly enforce the policy that no un-
used nutrient, once taken from its original vessel or packaging, will be returned to its original vessel or 
packaging; these materials, if unused and not meant for immediate usage, will be placed in a sterile, ade-
quately sized container. This container will be affixed with a QR tag and digitally recorded in the MRP 
tool, storing the date and time of opening and the ostensible reasons for being opened and not being 
used. Said labeled container would then be stored until usage or disposal.  
 
Soil Constitution 
  
The main constituents of the soil will include the following but the ratios will vary depending on cultivar 
and stage of growth: kelp, molasses, earthworm castings, manure, compost, humus, green sand, bone 
meal, crab shell meal, blood meal, and leonardite, azomite, and dolomite lime which will be inoculated 
with beneficial compost teas and funguses. When Ph up is needed potassium bicarbonate will be used 
and when Ph down is needed citric acid will be used. 
 
Growth Additives 
  
Growth additives will be aloe vera flakes and juice, coconut water, potassium silicate, neem cakes, and 
compost teas. The aloe vera flakes will be added into the soil along with being placed onto of the soil to 
be watered in as a maintenance procedure. The aloe vera juice will be used for assisting in root growth 
for freshly taken clones from mother plants. The aloe vera is used for its salicylic acid content which as-
sists in general plant growth and development. Coconut water will be applied via foliar feeds and soil 
drenches. The coconut water is used as it contains cytokines which aid in cell division to mending dam-
aged plants and it contains gibberellic acid, a beneficial plant growth hormone. The potassium silicate will 
be applied via foliar feeding to strengthen the plant cell walls against potential pathogens. The neem 
cakes will be added to the soil as a form of nitrogen along with improving the rhizosphere which affects 
fertility soil and plant growth in addition to improving the soil’s texture, aeration, and water holding capaci-
ty. The compost teas will be made from a variety of source and methods such as anaerobic bokashi fer-
mented teas and aerobic earthworm casting teas. They will be applied as foliar feeds and soil drenches 
as they function to increase the beneficial microorganism on the aerial parts of the plant in addition to in-
crease the beneficial populations within the soil which modulate plant hormones along with nutrient up-
take. 
  
Extensive and detailed records will be maintained of the fertilizers and growth additives used along with 
the type and amount used during the cultivation process. Every input will be of pharmaceutical grade to 
ensure the highest quality of medical marijuana is produced. Zero additives will be used that will alter the 
color, appearance, smell, taste, effect, or weight of the medical marijuana. For more information on the 
collection of these metrics, please refer to Section 22 - Recordkeeping. 
  
GRO is dedicated to sustainable, OMRI listed, and efficient nutrient and growth additive applications. 
GRO understands that every input used in the cultivation process will affect each patient that consumes 
the extracted product. Just as with any living creature, what it consumes determines how effectively it will 
function. GRO takes a scientific and pressure tested approach to every aspect of its medical marijuana 
cultivation. Through this close monitoring, the GRO team will ensure that no extra additives or substances 
will be added to change the medical marijuana’s color, appearance, smell, taste, effect or weight. 
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Conclusion: 
  
By adhering to our vision about sustainably grown medical marijuana, the GRO team ensures that healthy 
plants will become healthy medications to help brings about healthy patients. GRO is committed to the 
idea of all excipients being pharmaceutical grade or better.  

 

Section 19 – Processing and Extraction 

PLEASE DESCRIBE THE TECHNOLOGIES, METHODS, AND TYPES OF EQUIPMENT YOU WILL EMPLOY TO EXTRACT THE CRITICAL 
COMPOUNDS FROM MEDICAL MARIJUANA PLANTS TO PRODUCE THE MEDICAL MARIJUANA AND MEDICAL MARIJUANA 
PRODUCTS, AND THE TYPES OF MEDICAL MARIJUANA PRODUCTS THAT WILL BE PRODUCED: 

 

Please limit your response to no more than 5,000 words. 

 
 
 

 

Introduction to Patient-centric Processing and Extraction 
  
The GRO manufacturing team uses a superior process for the harvesting, preparing, extracting, and 
manufacturing of medical marijuana products. This process was formulated through years of medical ma-
rijuana industry experience, medicinal botanical extraction methodology, good manufacturing practices, 
pharmaceutical as well as nutraceutical manufacturing procedures, herbal product handling, formulation, 
and fabrication, and extensive quality assurance protocols. 
  
Processing and Extraction Workflow 
The pre-processing, extraction, storage, and shipping rooms at the GRO facility are designed so that the 
workflow is efficient, sanitary, secure, and consistent. After harvest, the medical marijuana plants are 
brought first into the pre-processing room. The whole plant will be weighed and recorded along with 
weights taken of the usable and unusable raw plant material. The usable raw plant material will be further 
separated by cultivar as certain products require specific cannabinoid and terpenoid ratios present with 
each unique cultivar. 
  
The unusable raw plant material will be dealt with according to what is outlined in Section 15 - Manage-
ment and Disposal of Medical Marijuana Waste. The usable raw plant material will then be taken to the 
extraction room. The extraction room is a Class 1A explosion proof room to ensure employee, product, 
and facility safety. These three methods are utilized because they employ safer solvents than mixed hy-
drocarbon extraction. The raw plant material will be extracted through one of three processes depending 
on the cultivar and the product being manufactured. Each cultivar and plant with that cultivar is given a 
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batch ID number and then the usable raw material is homogenized through a grinding process. After-
wards, the homogenized medical marijuana is into one of the three extraction processes. 
  
The three processes used by the GRO team are carbon dioxide, lipid, and ethanol based extraction with 
each being optimal for the creation of specific product categories. Essential plant compounds are extract-
ed from the raw plant material in the extraction room into an oil form. This refined medical marijuana oil is 
placed into the appropriate assembly line based on the extraction methodology and the specific product 
that needs to be created. Carbon dioxide extraction is used for the formulation of oil for vaporizers. Etha-
nol extraction is used for the formulation of oil for tinctures, sublingual strips, suppositories, transdermal 
patches, and pills. Lipid extraction is used for formulation of oil for topicals and balms. Each of the prod-
ucts manufactured are designed and formulated by Ph.D. formulation scientists. The scientists’ product 
formulations are designed for efficiency, dosage consistency, ingestion variety, and safety. 
 
Carbon Dioxide Extraction 
  
The assembly line for carbon dioxide extracted oil creates portable vaporizer pens. The extraction ma-
chine that will be used will be a close loop carbon dioxide extraction machine. Carbon dioxide is a non-
toxic and environmentally friendly solvent that produces a clean oil from the plant matter suitable for med-
ical applications. After the extraction process the carbon dioxide is completely purged from the oil, leaving 
behind zero residue, and is recaptured for further use. Carbon dioxide extraction is an ideal process to 
produce oil that is vaporized by patients. Vaporizer pens provide instant relief with regards to specific pa-
tient conditions and are favored among a sizable patient demographic. 
  
The vaporizer varieties that will be manufactured are Sativa, Indica, Hybrid, and CBD. They will come in 
300 mg and 1000 mg of medical marijuana oil sizes. These varieties are for patient to be able to chose 
cannabinoid and terpenoid ratios that work best for their condition. Patients who consume medical mari-
juana typically have co-morbidity and negative symptoms accompany their official diagnosis. The GRO 
team understands this and is formulating products that will address the official diagnosis along with the 
symptoms and potentially co-morbidity of the patients’ conditions. 
  
For example, a patient may have a patient certification for stimulating their appetite during cancer treat-
ment, but they also have severe stomach pain due to the radiation. The products and product lines are 
formulated to address co-morbidity of multiple symptoms within patients. The Sativa cannabinoids and 
terpenoids alleviate nausea, migraines, elevate mood, increase focus, and improve appetite among other 
benefits. The Indica cannabinoids and terpenoids reduce muscle spasms and generalized pain, assist in 
sleeping, and relieve intraocular pressure among other benefits. The Hybrid cannabinoids and terpenoids 
are a mixture of the Sativa and Indica cannabinoids and terpenoids. The Hybrid is meant to provide a 
balance of the benefits of Sativa and Indica to patients who want both products in one solution. The CBD 
formulation has the cannabinoid cannabidiol as the main compound, with supporting cannabinoids and 
terpenoids to increase efficacy. The CBD formulation is for reducing epilepsy, seizures, and involuntary 
movement along with controlling intractable and neuropathic pain. 
  
Lipid Extraction 
  
The assembly line for lipid extracted oil creates topicals and balms. The lipid solvents bind to the active 
ingredients within the medical marijuana plant pulling the chemical compounds into the lipids themselves. 
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This makes the lipid extracted oil ideal for use on the patient’s skin. The lipids extract products are formu-
lated with pharmaceutical penetrating agents to easily absorb into the skin which allows patients to target 
specific areas of the body for localized usage. The topicals that will be manufactured are THC and CBD. 
The THC and CBD topicals are for inflammation, neuropathic pain, muscle spasms, and generalized pain. 
They will come in packages of 300 mg and 1000 mg of medical marijuana oil. 
  
The lip balms that will be manufactured are THC and CBD. They are used for alleviating pain and inflam-
mation on the lips such as blisters. They will come in packages of 100 mg of medical marijuana oil. 
Ethanol Extraction 
  
The assembly line for ethanol extracted oil creates tinctures, sublingual strips, suppositories, transdermal 
patches, and pills. The extraction machine that will be used will be a closed loop ethanol extraction ma-
chine. Food grade ethanol is a superior solvent for medical marijuana oil that needs to be ingested orally. 
The tincture varieties that will be manufactured are Sativa, Indica, Hybrid, and CBD. They will come in 50 
mg and 250 mg of medical marijuana oil sizes. 
 
Tinctures are absorbed through the mucosal membranes within the mouth, bypassing the liver and allow-
ing a separate pathway for the cannabinoids and terpenoids to travel. The sublingual strips that will be 
manufactured are Sativa, Indica, Hybrid, and CBD. They will come in a single pack and a 10 pack with 
each strip having 10 mg of medical marijuana oil. 
  
The suppositories that will be manufactured are Sativa, Indica, Hybrid, and CBD. They suppositories are 
ideal for patients who have difficulty swallowing or have nausea such as cancer patients. This method of 
delivery allows for the medical marijuana oil to be absorbed into the patient's body relieving pain, nausea, 
increasing appetite, and more. They will come in a single pack and a 10 pack with each suppository hav-
ing 10 mg of medical marijuana oil. 
  
The transdermal patches that will be manufactured are Sativa, Indica, Hybrid, and CBD. The patches ab-
sorb directly into the skin and provide relief through a slow release of cannabinoids and terpenoids over 
time. They will come in a single pack and a 10 pack with each patch having 10 mg of medical marijuana 
oil. The pills that will be manufactured are THC and CBD. The pills are crafted for patients who want sim-
ple dosing of their medical marijuana oil. 
  
The THC pills have delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol as the main compound with supporting cannabinoids 
and terpenoids. The THC pills are for alleviating nausea and reducing neuropathic pain among other 
benefits. The CBD pills have cannabidiol as the main compound with supporting cannabinoids and terpe-
noids. The CBD pills are for reducing muscle spasms, involuntary movement, and seizures. They will 
come in a single pill package and a 10 pill package with each pill having 10 mg of medical marijuana oil. 
  
Packaging, Storage, and Shipping Medical Marijuana Products 
  
On each of the assembly lines, once the general container has been injected with the formulated medical 
marijuana product, the container is sealed according to good manufacturing standards then packaged 
and labeled according to what is outlined in Section 13 - Packaging and Labeling of Medical Marijuana. 
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The medical marijuana products are then moved from the extraction room into the vault and stored ac-
cording to what is outlined in Section 12 - Storage of Medical Marijuana. Once an order is placed from a 
dispensary, the medical marijuana products are moved from the vault to the shipping room where they 
are securely transported from the grower-processor facility to a dispensary or a laboratory according to 
what is outlined in Section 11 - Transportation of Medical Marijuana. 
  
The entire process from plant harvest to product shipping is prevent diversion and maintain product secu-
rity as outlined in Section 16 - Diversion Prevention and Section 10 - Security and Surveillance. 
  
Good Manufacturing Practices 
  
Throughout the extraction procedures, the GRO team will implement good manufacturing practices, fo-
cused around the World Health Organization’s guidelines for herbal medicines. The first tenant is a total 
commitment to workstation sanitation and operator hygiene. Because this is a herbal product there is a 
natural risk of microbiological contamination from pathogenic bacteria, fungus, viruses, and so forth. All of 
the excipients that create the final product in combination with the specific medical marijuana oil will be 
tested for microbiological contamination. Each of the extraction machines and any tools used during the 
product manufacturing and packaging process will be tested regularly as well for any kind of contamina-
tion. 
 
Throughout the production process, Quality Assurance personnel will inspect goods at their various pro-
duction checkpoints to ensure an adequate quality; if any goods fail these inspections, QA personnel can 
decide whether the production batch should be disposed of or repurposed via a treatment, process ad-
justment, reprocessing, or other deviation from the normal production process. Any QA related deviation 
will be recorded in the MRP tool, including subjective justification for the production process deviation. 
When the works-in-progress under discussion complete each production stage, these inspections are 
performed; if approved the batch is released to the next production cycle or to packaging, when the pro-
duction cycle is complete.  
  
The pre-processing, extraction, vault, and shipping rooms will be constructed out of materials that do not 
attract contamination, are easily cleaned, and are ergonomically designed for employee workloads. Any 
production materials that are brought into the facility will be quarantined depending on the specific mate-
rial and will be tested for contamination as well as its base components. 
For further quality control of the medical marijuana plants and products produced within the facility, four 
major tests for potency, contamination, and efficacy will occur upon harvest of the plants, extraction of the 
oil, before the final product is packaged, and after the product is packaged. 
  
The GRO team has seen medical marijuana extraction facilities that have made simple mistakes with re-
spect to to improper quality and temperature control, causing botulism within their medical marijuana 
products. Therefore, as a specific examples of quality control for preventing one form of contamination, 
i.e. botulism, all of the instruments, tools, packaging materials, medical marijuana oil, and excipients will 
be room temperature. The personnel who are within the assembly line doing the extraction, product for-
mulation, excipient handling, packaging, and storing of the medical marijuana products will be required to 
have a high degree of hygiene and will be trained formally trained on such matters. 
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The personnel will be required to wear manufacturing uniforms, hair nets, face masks, and gloves all of 
which will be sanitized or regularly replaced. All forms of waste will be routinely removed from the assem-
bly line and the extraction room. The pre-processing room, extraction room, vault, and shipping room will 
be cleaned in totality at the end of each work day. 
  
The personnel working on the assembly will be required to have significant experience and training in bi-
ochemistry, phytochemistry, pharmaceutical formulation, botanical extraction, herbal product manufactur-
ing, quality control protocols, and more. Each of the personnel will be given specialized training for their 
individual position and all will be given foundational training. 
  
The pre-processing, extraction, vault, and shipping rooms will be climate controlled with even distributions 
of airflow, temperature, humidity, and so forth to minimize the chances of product degradation, contami-
nation, and infestation. Each room is designed, constructed, and maintained for the purposes of pharma-
ceutical medical marijuana production. During each step of the process, production materials will be 
weighed, labeled, organized, stored, and disposed of for efficiency, safety, and cleanliness. 
  
To ensure that all of that each of the extraction machines are accurate and in perfect working order, quali-
fication and process validation will occur in varying forms daily, weekly, monthly, and yearly. Should an 
extraction machine be found to be inaccurate or improper the machines will be calibrated according to the 
standards set forth by the manufacturer. Qualification and process validation will be implemented on dur-
ing the general formulation, packaging, and storage of the products. This is to ensure ingredient and dos-
age consistency of each product along with the efficacy, safety, and general quality of each product that 
is manufactured, shipped, and sold. 
  
In compliance with the WHO’s guidelines, this operation has SOPs for receiving and investigating patient 
complaints about a specific product or batch of products. Each of the dispensaries that purchases this 
operations products will be trained on the specific protocol for accepting complaints, recording them, in-
terviewing the patient or patients, and then sending that information to this operation for further investiga-
tion and evaluation of their validity. 
  
Should those complaints be valid in terms of product safety or efficacy, this operation has a standard op-
erating procedure for implementing a product recall for a batch of products or a specific product. This re-
call procedure with entail informing and working with the Commonwealth, the dispensaries, a state ap-
proved laboratory, and the appropriate individuals within this operation. The product will be recalled to 
discover what caused this defect and all of the product will be destroyed or recycled back into the assem-
bly line depending on the circumstances of the recall. 
  
Throughout the process of good manufacturing practices records will be kept both electronically and 
physically to serve as historical proof. In addition, the GRO team realizes a wealth of data, capable of be-
ing referenced for quality control or iterative process improvement. 
  

Processing and Extraction Conclusion 
  
GRO uses the best practices from the medical marijuana industry and the pharmaceutical industry writ 
large to extract, formulate, and manufacture the safest and highest quality medical marijuana products. 
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The GRO team places emphasis on extracting medical marijuana in way that is compliant with and ex-
ceeds pharmaceutical standards. With efficient design, a foundation in botanical extraction methodology, 
and cutting edge formulation science, the GRO team’s medical marijuana extraction processes and prod-
ucts will be the de facto standard for all other grower-processors in the Commonwealth.  
 

 

Section 20 – Sanitation and Safety 
PLEASE PROVIDE A SUMMARY OF THE INTENDED SANITATION AND SAFETY MEASURES TO BE IMPLEMENTED AT YOUR PRO-
POSED FACILITY AND SITE. THESE MEASURES SHOULD COVER, BUT ARE NOT LIMITED TO, THE FOLLOWING: A WRITTEN 
PROCESS FOR CONTAMINATION PREVENTION, PEST PROTECTION PROCEDURES, MEDICAL MARIJUANA HANDLER RE-
STRICTIONS, HAND-WASHING FACILITIES, AND INSPECTION SCHEDULES TO ENSURE THE ACCURACY OF OPERATIONAL 
EQUIPMENT. 

 

Please limit your response to no more than 5,000 words. 

 
 
Introduction to Comprehensive Sanitation and Safety 
 
Global Resource Operations, LLC (GRO) considers itself a steward of healthy living, serving patients and 
protecting employees. For this mission to be lived out, GRO commits itself to a comprehensive strategy of 
best practices to ensure the safety of our products while maintaining the safety of our grower/processor 
facility and the patients of the Commonwealth. This strategy includes: procedural insurance of strict sani-
tary policies and processes; holistic, site-wide appraisal of operational cleanliness; and, detailed, granular 
Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) for daily sanitation compliance and best practices.  
 
By adhering to a public health goal of providing patients of the Commonwealth with the most safe and 
effective medicine available, GRO commits itself to extremely high levels of sanitation and site safety, 
both to meet Department guidance as required by §1151.33, but also to meet the high operational stand-
ards of GRO’s stakeholders.  
 
In order to implement this vision and meet all Department regulations and guidance, GRO will prioritize 
three strategies; each is meant to eliminate or radically reduce the chance of contamination or adultera-
tion through the meticulous enforcement of sanitary and safety standards. These three strategic areas of 
GRO interest include: pest mitigation and elimination, safe product handling procedures, and standard-
ized day-to-day safety and cleanliness staff policies. By performing well in all of these areas, GRO hopes 
to prevent or ameliorate the occurrence of contamination and, more importantly, hopes to prevent avoid-
able contamination events throughout our facility indefinitely.  

 

Pest Mitigation and Elimination: Integrated Pest Management 

In order to ensure that GRO’s safety and sanitary standards are met across our facility for the duration of 
our service to the patients of the Commonwealth, GRO first and foremost prepares for the worst case 
scenarios with respect to contamination: infestation and prolonged operational downtime. This kind of 
ongoing, painful operational risk must be addressed at the very outset and mitigated effectively over the 
course of production; otherwise, the patients will suffer from a lack of medication, or, what’s worse, a fun-
damental distrust of the quality or purity of medication produced by GRO. Ergo, the management of pests 
and pathogens is the most critical factor in our ongoing success.  
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GRO will use a number of tactics and policies to prevent infestation or biological contamination events; 
any pesticides used will be in compliance with Department guidance, as per §1151.43 and Appendix A.  

 

Integrated Pest Control Policies and Process 

Managing pests and pathogens is fundamental to the success of a grower/processor. Proper growing ar-
ea sanitation is a key component in reducing those costs and improving plant quality. Investing our time 
and money into grow area sanitation is much less expensive over time than paying for the repeated pesti-
cide applications and crop losses associated with unsanitary conditions, in terms of profits and public 
health. To this end, we will use a number of solutions to ensure a pest-free production area, including in-
sect screens on vents to keep insects out, sticky cards that help assess the presence of insects, and any 
other non-intrusive, consumable equipment that GRO’s Quality Assurance staff deems necessary.  

Proper sanitation requires growers and grow area managers to develop a “clean” mindset. Insects and 
pathogens are ubiquitous and may easily enter grow areas, therefore lax standards at the managerial 
level only exacerbate the risk of oblivious contamination by production staff. Properly training anyone us-
ing the grow area to recognize pest and pathogen problems is one of GRO’s operational mandates.  

Staff are also trained on the statistically significant, known sources, transmission mechanisms, and habi-
tats of grow area pests, including but not limited to: floors, benches, weeds, tools, containers, trash, cloth-
ing, new plants that have been introduced into the grow area, and any other equipment. Specific staff pol-
icies around these concerns will be thoroughly discussed in the following sections of this document. In 
addition, staff are trained to report any leaks or cracks in caulking around the grow area. Visual inspec-
tions to discover these leaks will be carried out weekly.  

Ultimately, insects can be managed chemically; such reliance on reactionary chemical-based policies 
goes against our vision of operational sustainability, however. Ergo, it is absolutely necessary that out-
breaks are discovered and resolved in as timely and effective a manner as possible. But, the better and 
more sustainable course of action is to help curtail outbreaks by preventing insects from entering the 
grow area on a continuous and iterative basis. By taking a strict, enforced stance in maintaining our Inte-
grated Pest Management Plan, GRO will ensure that these kinds of catastrophic contamination events 
can be mitigated thoroughly or prevented entirely.  

Integrated Pest Management Plan 

GRO’s Integrated Pest Management (IPM) plan holistically prepares for, monitors, records, analyzes, 
controls, and eliminates all injurious fungus, bacteria, viruses, and insects before they can cause produc-
tion stoppages. A daily log will be maintained that tracks the history of every action taken to discover any 
pests or pathogens along with the methods used to control them.  
 
Integrated Pest Management: Staff Training and Safety 
 
While pesticide use will depend on the severity and life-stage of the discovered infestation, any time pes-
ticides are used, the GRO team is trained to adhere to a strict safety protocols. Specifically, all incoming 
staff members are trained on how the GRO team ensures and enforces the EPA Worker Protection 
Standard. These policies and processes include, but are not limited to: 
 

- Ensuring that all staff are at least eighteen years of age, provided with the protections required by 
the WPS, are trained completely on how to clean, repair, or adjust any equipment that contacts 
pesticide annually, have access to appropriate PPE in the event of early-entry into a Restricted 
Entrance Interval and are consistently collecting all necessary data to provide compliance data to 
the EPA, the Department, or any other appropriate regulatory authority.  

- Ensuring that all pesticides being used at the GRO facility are consistent with their respective 
pesticide product labels, are labeled with a QR label that correlates to a digital representation of 
that container of pesticide, and are consistently being tracked to ensure total disclosure to ven-
dors servicing equipment, and to ensure good compliance with the EPA, the Department, and any 
other appropriate regulatory authority.  
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- Ensuring that all information regarding the pesticide safety, application, and hazard information is 
centrally posted and up-to-date, that such information is easily accessible and time stamped, and 
that all posted emergency medical information is accurate, within 24 hours of any respective 
changes. Additionally, any entry restrictions will be clearly and legibly delineated, and staff will be 
trained about these restrictions and associated information whenever the conditions for Restricted 
Entrance Interval change, or once a year at minimum.  

- Ensuring that all equipment necessary for staff and vendor safety is present, including using 
chemical-resistant materials for personnel equipment, such as aprons, shoe coverings, headgear, 
full-body suits, coveralls, gloves, protective eyewear, etc. All equipment will be inspected before 
use for any holes or structural compromise; any damaged equipment will be immediately re-
paired, or disposed of and replaced. Respirators will also be used compliantly, if and when nec-
essary. 

 
 
Tiered Approach to Pest Management 

The IPM plan focuses on the dangerous pathogens to a medical marijuana crop and to a medical patient. 
The first tier of dangerous pathogens that are prioritized for prevention, control, and elimination are hemp 
russet mites, two spotted spider mites, powdery mildew, botrytis, and root aphids. The second tier is flying 
aphids, leafhoppers, thrips. The third tier is whiteflies, fungus gnats, and root rot. GRO’s tiering system is 
iterative and liable to change as our understanding of prevalent pests increases.  
 
For the all the tiers, it is critical to avoid the problem in the first place through excellent plant nutrition, in-
duced systemic resistance, optimally controlled climate, proper strain profile selection for site conditions, 
preventative insecticide and fungicide sprays in conjunction with beneficial microbial teas, and any other 
proactive solutions deemed necessary by the GRO cultivation managers or the Department.  
 

In terms of physical security against pests, all mechanically propelled air ventilation systems will be con-
structed with a grate or filter to prevent rodents and insects from invading. No pets or animals, besides 
furry agents of the Department or other law enforcement agencies performing their duties or registered 
service animals of visitors, will be permitted; in the case of visitor service animals, occupancy of said visi-
tor would be limited to non-secure areas, ceteris paribus.   

 
 
Prevention over Reaction 
 
The foundation of GRO’s world class Integrated Pest Management plan is prevention and early detection. 
Having healthy plants in an environment non-conducive for pest proliferation is the key to the ongoing 
success of medical production. Should a problem occur in any of the tiers, it will be dealt with according to 
where the plant and the pest are in their respective lifecycles. The population of the pest will then be 
gathered and appropriate action will be taken, according to the most recent information.  
 
The integrated pest management plan is an overall strategy for dealing with pests as a whole. However, 
within the IPM plan are specific protocols for individual pests and pathogen elimination scenarios. Those 
elimination scenarios are customized to deal with the pest and issue at hand greatly increasing the 
chance of success and denying the possibility of a recurrence.  
 
Should a contamination event unfold, GRO will first introduce non-noxious, predatory insects, customized 
insecticide and fungicide routines, the implementation of or adjustment to a specific sanitation and hy-
giene protocol, adjustments to watering/fertilization routines, and customized microbial teas. Should a 
pest problem become dangerously untenable, every plant in the contaminated rooms will be killed, sani-
tized, and disposed of, as per §§1151.40 and 1151.44, in combination with all of the affected rooms and 
tools used in the cultivation of those contaminated plants.  
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This notion of preventative action to prevent the necessity for reactionary action extends to our vendors 
as well, as per §1151.35; vendor staff on-site are held to the same personal hygiene and sanitation 
standards as any other employee. Additionally, all vehicles contracted to deliver our packaged goods will 
be equipped with temperature control and screening from direct sunlight. Goods being delivered are dou-
ble checked for proof of tampering or signs of compromised tamper-proof packaging, as well as complete 
labeling, as per §§1151.34 and 1151.36; for more information on policies and procedures around protect-
ing the public health during delivery, please refer to Section 11- Transportation of Medical Marijuana.  
 
In addition, all equipment and utensils used in the production process are maintained in a way that mini-
mizes the accumulation of dirt, organic material, in-process materials, and any other extraneous material 
or contaminants. Equipment will be regularly disassembled and reassembled through SOPs to achieve 
this level of cleanliness.  

 

Safe and Sanitary Site Maintenance Procedures 

With the catastrophic scenarios of contamination and infestation thoroughly discussed, GRO turns to 
maintaining the basic levels of cleanliness that prevent such contamination events from happening, that 
provide a healthy and enjoyable workspace for GRO’s staff, and that ensures that the medicine in produc-
tion will make it to dispensary shelves and into patients’ hands.  

In order to ensure this preventative strategy is successful, GRO trains our staff on a number of policies, 
procedures, and processes that are meant to keep a clean shop and keep pests and pathogens out; 
these actions are monitored and recorded to ensure staff adhesion and task success, as per §1151.32. 
This strategy takes effect as soon as new plants reach our facility, but ongoing staff expectations are ex-
haustively described to ensure site sanitation.  

 

New Plants 

New plants are excellent avenues for pests, diseases, and other noxious contaminants to enter GRO’s 
grow area. To prevent and minimize this issue, we will turn away shipments of plants that appear to have 
insects or appear sickly, diseased, or otherwise physically compromised. We will train all personnel, re-
gardless of whether they work in the grow area or the warehouse to recognize disease and injury symp-
toms. The proper protocols for discarding any plants suspected of harboring these pathogens, which will 
include sending the suspicious plants or tissues to evaluation labs for further inspection and identification, 
will be digitally mandated through our MRP tool. For more information on staff sanitation procedure moni-
toring and enforcement, please see Section 14 - Inventory Management. 

 

Floors and Benches  

The grow area floor is a major source of pests and pathogens for any grower/processor. Many pathogens 
can survive in soil and residue for extended periods of time. As such, GRO has strict policies requiring a 
thorough contaminant scrub for any staff member moving from an insecure space into a secure space, 
contaminant-wise.  

From the beginning, benches are food-grade and stainless steel, as per §1151.27, allowing proper and 
effective sanitation with standardized procedures.  

In the grow area, pathogens can spread to container-grown plants through splashed water, after which 
they come in contact with plant roots and growing media when watering nozzles are placed on the floor. If 
benches are not an option, we will use plastic sheeting or landscape cloth placed on the ground to pre-
vent the unwitting introduction of soilborne pests and pathogens into the containers of plant media.  

 

Routine Cleaning  
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Enforcing strict and comprehensive policies and procedures for the routine cleaning of staff, space, and 
equipment ensures that the risk of contamination remains minimal. In keeping with GRO’s managerial 
experience at grower/processors outside the Commonwealth, it is best to thoroughly clean and sanitize 
the grow area between crops, every time, no exceptions. All plants, soil, and items will be removed from 
the grow area prior to the commencement of sanitation tasks; the MRP system will literally prevent staff 
from moving forward in the sanitation process until they indicate that these basic, rote sanitation tasks are 
complete. Power washers will be employed to remove dirt and algae; sanitizing agents will clean walls, 
benches, tables, floors, and other surfaces. Once clean, we will close all vents and doors and allow the 
grow area to sit for as long as needed to ensure all contaminants are deceased or nullified and that staff 
can safely reenter the area.   

In addition to physical cleaners and solvents, several hours of biologically inhospitable grow area temper-
atures, around 110°F, can effectively reduce pest populations and may adversely impact some patho-
gens. All procedures and policies enacted in this way will not adversely affect or compromise the warranty 
of any piece of equipment, fixture, or other immobile equipment in the grow area. Great care will be taken 
to ensure none of GRO’s equipment or staff is adversely affected by this relatively disruptive sanitary pro-
cedure, but heating a room to inhospitable temperatures for pathogens and pests well remain a low-
frequency, high-impact tool in our Integrated Pest Management plan.  

These sanitation patterns also apply to our secured storage areas, as per §1151.31; for more information, 
please refer to Section 12 - Storage of Medical Marijuana.  

 

Air Sanitation 

GRO will require strict adherence to all manner of sanitation protocols, notably and emphatically including 
ongoing air sanitation. Growing medical marijuana requires a strong commitment to preventing plant 
pathogens and diseases, and many microorganisms that negatively impact plant health are airborne fun-
gal spores. Unfortunately for GRO, fungal spores can easily and quickly spread throughout a grow room. 
This constant circulation of spores puts plants at a significant risk of infection or worse and presents a 
more difficult problem with respect to sterilization. The best way to prevent an outbreak of fungus is to 
invest in air sanitation technology on day one and maintain indefinitely. Successfully maintaining high lev-
els of air sanitation ensures that our crops will be safe from blight and infection. Antecedently, the GRO 
team also ensures the trust and safety of the neighboring public by ensuring that air sanitation solutions 
minimize unnecessary visual, auditory, and olfactory evidence of medical marijuana operations.  

Traditional approaches to marijuana disease control focus on inexpensive, non-sustainable chemical 
sprays or highly corrosive fungicides. In line with GRO’s commitment to sustainable production of medi-
cine for the Commonwealth, patients and caregivers in more established markets are becoming increas-
ingly educated regarding the quality and character of purchased medical marijuana. We intend to treat the 
patients and caregivers of the Commonwealth with the same dedication to sustainable production prac-
tices that have proven efficacious in other territories. GRO staunchly believes that the age of the base-
ment grower is drawing to a close; patients are the consumers now, and this special group of consumers, 
who deserve our absolute protection and support, is directly benefitted by responsible production practic-
es.  

Because GRO eschews the use of corrosive chemicals and detrimental pesticides, whenever and wher-
ever possible, possessing a robust, preventative air sanitation system is absolutely critical. An effective air 
sanitation system captures and neutralizes fungal spores and other pathogens from the ambient envi-
ronment, continuously with maintenance and non-intrusively. Investing in air sanitation for growing mari-
juana is a continuous, ongoing preventative process to keep plants free of disease and contaminants. 
Considering this, we are partnering with 3C medical marijuana consulting to ensure that the practices we 
follow regarding air sanitation are medical marijuana industry best-practices, for GRO and for the patients 
of the Commonwealth.  

In terms of the particular air sanitation system that GRO will install, it is important to point out first and 
foremost that possessing an air sanitation system does not absolve a grower/processor from following 
sustainable practices. Some air purification systems rely on toxic chemicals or organic compounds to 
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neutralize plant diseases, which can cause harmful compounds to be released into our growing environ-
ment, potentially compromising our plants with the very preemptive tools meant to alleviate compromising 
events. Because of this challenge, we will source aerosolized contagion neutralizers that avoid or mini-
mize the likelihood of compromise. At present, GRO is considering using AiroClean420, which effectively 
neutralizes 99.999987% of organic matter that enters its bioreactor without producing other dangerous, 
corrosive compounds.  

Also, growing medical marijuana is an energy-intensive process, making it important to become as ener-
gy-efficient as possible. When choosing air sanitation for growing medical marijuana, GRO evaluates the 
energy usage of all available units; energy efficiency will weigh heavily on the particular air sanitation so-
lution for our grower/processor. Not only is a high energy-using technology wasteful and likely to intro-
duce other potentially harmful substances into the growing environment, but it also needlessly adds to our 
monthly expenses.  

 

Standardized Day-to-Day Safety and Cleanliness Staff Policies  

All of GRO’s employees are responsible for ensuring their work areas are clean and sanitary at all times. 
Supervisors are responsible for assigning cleaning and sanitization tasks, both on a regular schedule and 
as the need arises, which is initiated and monitored through our MRP tool. All operational areas will be 
adequately lighted to achieve these goals.  

Such tasks include, but are not limited to: Routinely sweeping and washing grow area floors to remove 
soil and debris, conducting transplanting and seeding in a location separate from the grow area, hanging 
up watering hoses so they do not contact residue, soil, or potting media on the floor or benches, and dis-
carding any plants or growing substrate that falls on the floor. In the grow area, if any soil or other growing 
medium falls to the ground, it shall be immediately disposed of and under no circumstances allowed to be 
put back in the container.  

In addition to sanitation, day-to-day safety will include decontamination stations for pesticide exposure, 
eye-wash stations for airborne irritants, and clearly labeled fire extinguishers spread throughout the site. 
Training on appropriate use of all of these pieces of safety equipment will occur annually; records of these 
trainings will be kept for no less than 2 years. 

 

Site Debris Inspection and Removal  

GRO will ensure that grow area floors are free of exposed soil or plant debris at all times. The grow floor 
manager shall be responsible for ensuring that such debris will be swept up immediately upon discovery. 
The concrete and gravel flooring we will be using in the grow area will help minimize issues of this nature. 
At a minimum, we will cover floors with plastic sheeting or landscape cloth and change such coverings 
frequently. In these cases, the grower will focus on preventing pests and pathogens from entering the 
grow area; removing weeds from the grow area floor and area immediately outside of the grow area; and 
properly sanitizing tools, boots, and other equipment used in the grow area.  

In addition, the area surrounding our facility, such as the road, parking lot, and yards, will be adequately 
and regularly cleaned to prevent any outbreaks of pests in the immediate area of the facility.  

 

Cleaning and Disinfecting Benches  

GRO will use raised benches to reduce or eliminate the risk of contamination from the grow area floor. 
Although they are more expensive, metal benches are easier to clean than wooden benches. Wood sur-
faces are difficult to adequately sanitize and can harbor pathogens and problematic organisms such as 
algae. Therefore, we will be installing raised aluminum benches in the grow area to avoid inadvertently 
creating a habitat for unwanted organisms. 

GRO grow staff will clean benches regularly to remove substrate, soil residue, and any visible, potential 
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contaminants. There are many chemicals that can be used to clean benches and other grow area zones, 
but we intend to start with OxiDate®, which is approved for use in certified organic grow areas. Samples 
of micro-organisms will be taken regularly to determine if a more efficacious bench cleaner can be found. 
All benches will be washed of all dirt and debris prior to using sanitation chemicals, as organic matter can 
inactivate the sanitizing compounds.  

In addition, GRO will also use chlorine dioxide (Selectrocide®) to effectively sanitize surfaces. Chlorine 
dioxide is gaseous, so it can penetrate and permeate grow area surfaces better than liquid products. 
Chlorine dioxide is also toxic, hence limits on exposure to it are needed to ensure its safe use. GRO staff 
will use the proper protective gear and follow product labels when applying any sanitation chemical. 
When necessary, plants will be covered during sanitation to provide a physical barrier.  

 

Tools, Containers, and Other Equipment  

GRO staff will regularly clean tools and equipment with soap and water, in order to sanitize them on a 
regular basis; additionally, tools will be cleaned with 99% isopropyl alcohol, an inexpensive, reliable, and 
frequent safeguard. Since many plant pathogens such as viruses or bacteria are easily spread from un-
sanitized tools and reused gloves, we will sanitize cutting tools immediately after they are used for prun-
ing or taking cuttings of plants, effectively reducing the likelihood of diseases and other unwanted patho-
gens in the grow area. Our staff will clean plant containers by washing them thoroughly with soap and 
water, and disinfecting them with a product labeled for that purpose (initially, OxiDate®). If we have is-
sues with diseases such as Fusarium, Pythium, or Rhizoctonia, we will perform a thorough inventory of 
used plant containers, destroy them, and replace them with uncompromised vessels.  

Semi-permanent waste disposal will never take place in the grow area: trash bins can harbor pathogens 
and pests, and used soil and substrate create conditions for contamination. It is particularly important to 
monitor and enforce the removal of discarded soil and plant material from the grow area for this reason. 
Waste bins will be disposed daily and rigorously cleaned upon any emptying event.  

Fire extinguishers will be placed such that there will be at least one extinguisher per every 10,000 watts of 
lighting in a room, while following all other local fire codes. Additionally, fire extinguishers will be placed in 
every hallway and will be accessible from any room in the facility. Maintenance of fire extinguishers will 
occur at least once a year, unless otherwise specified by the manufacturer; documentation of these in-
spections will be kept alongside the other site equipment records.  

All lighting will be centrally monitored and controlled through the MRP system; cleaning of light depriva-
tion curtains will be enforced and recorded via SOPs through the Task Management system. Additionally, 
the Task Management system will enforce SOPs around changing bulbs of artificial lights, according to 
manufacturer recommendations. 

Any equipment or surface that is found to contain extraneous contaminant material, such as perspiration, 
hair, cosmetics, chemicals, or skin applications will be immediately flagged in the MRP system to halt any 
incipient processes and initiate the cleaning protocol.  

 

Clothing  

Referring to the experiences and horror stories found in the legitimate marijuana markets of other territo-
ries, GRO must take great care in ensuring proper staff sanitation and cleanliness when entering the facil-
ity or any grow areas. Everyone entering the grow area must complete protocols to remove soil and de-
bris from their shoes and boots. Cleaning stations will be placed at every physical entrance to our facility 
and outside every secured grow room; as well, there will be special disinfectant mats that sanitize shoes 
and boots upon crossing the threshold into the grow area. Usage of the sanitation station will be manda-
tory for any person entering the grow area, including all visitors and law enforcement officials. Staff will 
indicate their adhesion to these strict protocols by completing the appropriate tasks on the MRP interface. 
In addition to loose particulates, protective clothing shall be required to be worn prior to entering a grow 
area. This includes but is not limited to Tyvek suits, hair nets, and face masks; any staff member in or 
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outside of a grow area will be required to report any and all staff infractions of this nature. Failure to do so 
may lead to termination. Security personnel will also be trained to watch for and recognize a GRO staff 
member skipping the sanitation station.  

 

Hoses 

All hoses will be visually inspected for imperfections, defects, abrasions, or any other threatening property 
before being used in any and every case. Quality Assurance staff will oversee and enforce the appropri-
ate cleaning regimen for the different types and lengths of hoses; hoses will be tested to avoid aggrega-
tive saturation over time by a reputable testing service, whenever deemed necessary. This same ap-
proach will be used for irrigation channels; a visual inspection will be required before and during use; 
proper cleaning procedures will be decided by Quality Assurance personnel and maintenance will be per-
formed on an ad hoc and a regular basis to ensure the safe flow of fertigation.  

Whenever hoses are installed, the GRO team will perform due diligence and ensure that the hose select-
ed is appropriate for dedicated use in a cultivation setting. Data around hoses will be gathered, aggregat-
ed, and reported by our MRP tool, allowing us to swap poorly functioning hoses before they fail. 

 

Organizational Personal Hygiene and Sanitation Policies 

As part of a comprehensive, systemic approach to sanitation, the personal hygiene and sanitation of em-
ployees, vendors, and other authorized persons in GRO’s facility will be of utmost importance. Therefore, 
the following rules will be put into place effective on the first day of operation: 

Staff are passively screened for any signs of illness, open wounds, or open infections, as these could 
compromise the ongoing production processes. Staff are encouraged to promptly and honestly disclose 
any contagious illnesses that could spawn a contamination event and are not punished for responsibly 
avoiding exposing the facility to such contagions. Furthermore, staff are forbidden from consuming any 
food or beverage anywhere besides the kitchen area or the non-secure areas; there will be no gum chew-
ing permitted on-site by staff or vendors.  

Additionally, the GRO team trains each employee on proper personal hygiene in a grower-processor envi-
ronment, especially with respect to habitual handwashing to avoid accidental microbial contaminations; 
good habits include, but are not limited to, washing after using the lavatory, kitchen areas, and the like. 
Signs will be displayed both informing and illustrating this in those respective, microbially susceptible are-
as; all signs will incorporate all primary languages of employed staff indefinitely, to ensure comprehensive 
adhesion.  

Staff will also be required to remove any jewelry that is capable of contaminating the production process 
in any way, such as hanging necklaces or rings. All unsecured personal accessories, or personnal acces-
sories of any kind, will be removed at the beginning of the work day, stored in a personal vehicle, person-
al locker, or secure area, and only put back on at the end of the work day. Any non-removable jewelry will 
be secured by sterile, impermeable gloves.  

Toilet facilities shall at all times be maintained in a sanitary condition, adequately stocked with toilet pa-
per, soap, and single use paper towels or other hand-drying devices, and be kept in good repair at all 
times. As per §1151.33, these lavatory facilities will be kept in sanitary conditions and in good repair 
through staff SOPs. Lavatory areas will also display a visible sign that instructs staff never to use the 
lavatory for any operational, cleaning, or maintenance task where a utility sink should be used. All ventila-
tion of lavatory areas will be such that inadvertent contamination of production processes is physically 
impossible via the vent; all lavatories will possess a negative airflow, ensuring no particulate debris es-
capes from cracks in the door.  

There shall be adequate and convenient hand-washing stations located throughout the facility, especially 
at points where they are most needed to maintain good sanitary practices. They shall have running water 
of suitable temperature, stocked at all times with effective hand cleaning or sanitizing preparations and 
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single use paper towels or other hand drying devices. Since we are effectively operating a greenhouse, 
we will also be providing hand-washing stations in growing areas. The potable water supply at GRO’s 
facility will always be enough to sustain operations and ensure sanitary working conditions.  

All staff policies and SOPs will adhere to OSHA standards and any other applicable state or local regula-
tions.  

Returns and Recalls 

While GRO prides itself as the premier producer of medical marijuana products in the Commonwealth, we 
strictly adhere to policies and processes that facilitate and simplify the process of recovering compro-
mised product; critically, GRO will leverage its electronic tracking system, via ERP, to: easily aggregate 
and contact clients associated with any lot or batch of products; immediately and comprehensively send-
ing said clients and the Department any necessary information on how to initiate the return process; a 
proceduralized and digitized way of reaching out to affected dispensaries, both in an automated email 
form and in a staff member physically calling; and, conditions to contact the media and notify the public of 
a contamination event. Received contaminated products will be stored until disposal; more can be found 
in Section 12 - Storage of Medical Marijuana; all recalled or returned products will be digitally accounted 
for and analyzed to reduce the likelihood of future incidence, as can be found in Section 14 - Inventory 
Management.  

 

Conclusion 

By instilling and enforcing good habits and practices regarding healthy site sanitation and safety from 
day-one, GRO will strive to prevent and mitigate events that cause site or grow area contamination. By 
taking a strict preventative stance early and adopting an Integrated Pest Management strategy, we will be 
able to claim one of the cleanest, safest grower/processor facilities in the Commonwealth. By adhering to 
our beliefs regarding sustainable production of medicine supporting patients, GRO stands apart as a true 
force of public health in the Commonwealth's medical marijuana market.  

 

Section 21 – Quality Control and Testing for Potential Contamination 

By checking “Yes,” you affirm that quality control measures and testing efforts must be 
in place to track active ingredients (THC and CBD) and potential contamination of medi-
cal marijuana products. 

  X 
Yes 

☐ 
  No 

 
 

 

Section 22 – Recordkeeping 

PLEASE PROVIDE A SUMMARY OF THE RECORDKEEPING PLAN THAT WILL BE IN PLACE AT YOUR PROPOSED FACILITY AND 
SITE. THE PLAN SHOULD COVER, BUT IS NOT LIMITED TO, THE FOLLOWING: A SYSTEM FOR MONITORING, RECORDING, AND 
REGULATING TEMPERATURE, HUMIDITY, VENTILATION, WATER SUPPLY, AND LIGHTING THAT AFFECTS THE GROWTH OF 
MEDICAL MARIJUANA PLANTS, AN EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE LOG, AND RECORDS OF INVENTORY AND ALL TRANSAC-
TIONS. 

 

Please limit your response to no more than 5,000 words. 
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Introduction to End-to-End Recordkeeping and Compliant Disclosure 

GRO seeks to become the premier provider of medicinal marijuana and medicinal marijuana products in 
the Commonwealth; strict organizational adherence to recordkeeping and actionable information is crucial 
for ensuring this vision comes to fruition. By maintaining a tightly coordinated, real-time understanding 
and accounting of all materials consumed throughout the industrial process of creating medicine, GRO 
will meet and exceed all Department recordkeeping stipulations and iteratively improve our offering to the 
patients and caretakers of the Commonwealth. 

GRO takes a strict approach to recording operational, environmental, and transactional information; by 
ensuring accurate monitoring, control, and actionable reporting across the aforementioned records cate-
gories, GRO will compliantly and consistently produce the best medicine for the patients and caretakers 
of the Commonwealth. Whenever a discrepancy is found across all recorded information, staff are trained 
to strictly enforce quality assurance and/or diversion prevention SOPs; any unlawful, noncompliant, or 
otherwise questionable behavior is immediately reported to the Department, in accordance with §1151.42 
and §1151.38, respectively.  
 
Ensuring Recordkeeping with Enterprise-grade Electronic Systems 
 
In order to streamline and tightly control the gathering of this operational, environmental, and transaction-
al information, GRO deploys a number of cloud-based enterprise solutions. By investing in integrated so-
lutions that ‘talk to each other’, GRO ensures that issues are discovered before they compromise the 
health of the public or the health of GRO. When discrepancies are found, the use of integrated systems 
enables us to take immediate action, whether that is adjusting a temperature threshold on a storage 
room, or immediate calling the Department to report observed diversionary behavior.  
 
To consolidate the valuable information generated by the breadth of our operations, GRO tracks all staff 
behavior, production materials, and inventory on our Manufacturing Resource Planning (MRP) tool. This 
allows GRO to easily see all information associated with any individual batch of medical marijuana prod-
ucts or any individual marijuana plant, stored as an immutable electronic record. As staff SOPs change 
and industrial processes evolve, GRO can easily change the prescribed staff action by changing the digit-
ized library of GRO’s SOPs, stored in the MRP tool.  
 
As per §1151.27, GRO’s greenhouse facilities will be constructed with a sophisticated environmental con-
trol system that monitors, controls, alerts, and records all important greenhouse data. GRO recognizes 
that it will take time and effort to arrive at the best set of policies and staff procedures, but the factors and 
forces of successful agriculture are no secret. GRO takes great pride in crafting SOPs and managing 
supply-chains in a responsible way. Our mission is to provide the best medicine available in the Com-
monwealth, and as such, we keep a close watch on the factors that ensure healthy plant growth and 
healthy manufacturing environments. As per §1151.27, the variables that will answer these critical ques-
tions are: temperature, humidity, ventilation, lighting, and water supply. GRO exceeds these Department 
requirements by also measuring, recording, and reporting CO2 levels, local vapor pressure deficit (VPD), 
photosynthetically active radiation (PAR) and photosynthetic photon flux density (PPFD), and daily light 
interval (DLI) readings. GRO will be able to quickly implement sensors to record a direct measurement of 
current electric consumption, on a per-equipment basis. GRO takes this broad approach to ensure that 
the standards and mission of the Commonwealth, the Department, and the stakeholders are upheld and 
achieved.  
 
The constant, reliable interconnection of critical operational metrics is critical for GRO; therefore, GRO’s 
smart-garden technology will be integrated with our MRP tool. In this way, information pertaining to a par-
ticular batch of medical marijuana or medical marijuana products can be acquired and acted upon in the 
MRP interface, which becomes a central dashboard for GRO’s G-P Operations. Recalled or retired prod-
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ucts can be analyzed along environmental lines, in conjunction with standard process and supply-chain 
analysis.  
 
Finally, GRO’s MRP tool only allows two outcomes for any medical marijuana package or medical mariju-
ana product: a selling event or a destruction event. In the event of the latter, our staff members indicate 
that a particular plant, product, batch, or group of any has failed to meet the Department criteria or GRO 
criteria for healthy medicine. Such products are flagged for disposal, and subsequent disposal SOPs are 
initiated. When the disposal is complete, the appropriate staff member will indicate as such in the MRP 
tool, and that product’s life-cycle will end. This can be correlated with the on-camera destruction of the 
product via the timestamps on both the MRP-generated Grow Journal Entry (Cultivation) or Process 
Journal Entry (MIPS) and the camera footage on the DVR. More information on the security system can 
be found in Section 10. 
 
By design, a medical marijuana package or product is most likely to become ‘finished goods’ in the MRP. 
This state means that, ceteris paribus, the product or package will stay in the MIPS Vault until a sales 
order is approved and a third-party bonded transport agent arrives to deliver away the packages, as per 
§1151.35. The purchase order is considered completed by the successful and reported delivery of the 
goods and transport manifest, and by the collection of the transaction's printed receipt from the receiving 
dispensary, as per §1151.36. At this point, the sales order is invoiced and the medical marijuana packag-
es are removed from warehouse inventory in the MIPS vault. As GRO invoices on delivered quantities, 
the product’s life-cycle ends within the ERP system, and the revenue in the Accounting module within our 
ERP increments according to the invoiced price. Dual-entry accounting practices reconcile this sale with 
bank statements imported into the system. 
 
Process for Recordkeeping of Operational Information 
 
As per §1151.30, GRO’s MRP tool will monitor and record all daily operational information, through the 
immutable collection of inventory data and staff task data associated with any individual plant or product.  
 
Our MRP tool tracks the lifecycle of the manufacture of medical marijuana in the following stages: 
 

1. Cultivation 
a. Immature (Seed / Clone) 
b. Vegetative 
c. Flowering 
d. Curing 

 
2. Manufacturing 

a. Process Runs 
i. Source Flower 
ii. Pour #1 
iii. Pour #N 

b. Packaged Extractions 
3. Storage 

a. Sellable and Sold Inventory (Sales Orders and Invoices) 
b. Returned Inventory (Invoices for returned inventory) 

 
In addition to these operational fields, our MRP tool allows us to capture the following for persistence and 
analysis: 
 

- Nominal batch size 
- Each associated component used in the batch, per batch 
- Weight or measure of each component used in batch, per batch 
- Unit of measure, range, and variation in weights and measures, per batch 
- Name and amount of each ingredient in anticipation of the product labeling, per batch 
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- Theoretical yields for a particular cultivar, across each production-state transition 
-  Projected amount of finished medicinal goods based off a cultivar of a certain yield 
- Automated raw material yield and finished yield threshold alerting for deviations above or below 

set, expected thresholds 
 
For more information on how we collect a wide variety of operational metrics, please see Section 14 - In-
ventory Management. 
 
In addition to the operational information gathered and stored by the GRO team, our process for testing 
our finished goods and works-in-progress allow for a high level of transparency with both the Department 
and our valued dispensary clients. Upon request, our team is prepared to provide the Department with the 
following information obtained from bona fide, third party testing services: the type of test, analysis, or 
examination; the quantitative levels of contained constituents; and, the the relative quantitative absence 
of sought contaminants. Any testing regarding contaminants will contain information regarding pesticides, 
yeasts, molds, and any other microbiological contaminants. While our lab will be fitted with testing equip-
ment to perform scheduled and ad hoc Quality Assurance spot checks, all information disclosed to the 
state will be produced and vetted by a trusted third party laboratory. 
 
Procedural, Non-invasive Quality Assurance through Recordkeeping 
 
As per §1151.27, visual inspections by staff of the health and progress of growing plants is a crucial task 
to ensure the cultivation of healthy medicine. To this end, GRO’s MRP tool allows our staff to record their 
visual spot-quality checks through supported macro-photographic recording functionality. The macro na-
ture of this process is essential: to understand the quality of a plant being used for processing, one must 
look at the trichomes of the plant material, which contain the active ingredients, THC and CBD. Captured 
with an iPhone 6S and a 20x Macro Lense, our QA pictures show the clear spheres at the tip of the tri-
chome (or “hair”), indicating a plant that has matured and cured for the appropriate amount of time, in ad-
dition to being handled properly. 
 
You can see this directly in the picture below:

 
 
These photos are required as part of the manufacturing process, and are by design easy to capture and 
record. This provides a living, visual history for each plant at GRO; and, managers have uncompromised 
vision into daily operational progress and higher-level production-cycle progress in both real time and in a 
retrospective, archival view available for four years and beyond. 
 
Ensuring that managers have a non-intrusive means of closely monitoring staff progress and behavior, 
such as with QA photos, allows GRO address concerns or problems before they present a costly prob-
lem. Additionally, with GRO’s MRP tool, a high level of report configuration is possible. Managers can 
easily generate the Department mandated reports, including the Monthly Inventory Report and Compre-
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hensive Annual Inventory Report as per §1151.30, which can easily be sent to Department agents upon 
request.  
 
In addition to these commercial concerns, GRO’s MRP tool allows us to seamlessly send the state infor-
mation at appropriate, predictable times, or upon request. These automated Department-facing reports 
include: the ongoing commitment to reporting changes in the six-month commerce projections, when and 
if such changes occur, as per §1151.29; any time GRO needs to affix new content associated with labels 
affixed to packages being finished and prepared for sale, as per §1151.34; our daily delivery schedule, 
including routes and delivery times, as per §1151.35; and, any time a dispensary returns product due to 
expiration, defection, or noncompliance, as per §1151.42. Any such return event report would include an 
investigated severity level and a correlative recommended course of internal action.  
 
External to the MRP tool, GRO will hold and securely store: all daily visitor logs; vendor records, including 
but not limited to inspections, servicing events, alterations, or upgrades; and copies of transport manifests 
and printed receipts for any deliveries sent or received by GRO, as per §§1151.25, 1151.26, and 
1151.36.   
 
Lastly, the MRP tool serves as a one-stop-shop for information regarding equipment maintenance and 
staff completion of QA objectives to this end, as per §1151.32. Because all equipment maintenance will 
be implemented and enforced through the Task Management functionality of our MRP tool, our managers 
can easily create reports and find information that clearly reveals our staff’s adhesion to maintaining, de-
contaminating, and preserving our equipment, so that the patient is never exposed to compromised prod-
ucts. Any applications of pesticides, accelerants, or other such topical solutions will also be designed, 
enforced, and recorded through our MRP tool, as per §1151.43. Such records about equipment tasks or 
pesticide, etc. application tasks will be kept for at least four (4) years.  
 
 
 
 
Process for Recordkeeping of Environmental Information 
 
Recall, GRO’s approach to environmental information recordkeeping conforms to the stipulations of the 
Department, including temperature, humidity, ventilation, lighting, and water supply. These pieces of in-
formation and collected and stored as such to satisfy the requirements of producing medicine in the 
Commonwealth. 
 
However, when it comes to GRO’s internal environmental recordkeeping, a more fundamental approach 
is taken. We want to measure the metrics that plants require to thrive: the matter they breath, eat, and 
respirate.  
 
Temperature 
 
GRO monitoring and controls temperature in an automated way backed by exacting scientific probes and 
procedures. Uncontrolled temperature can have a variety of adverse consequences. Temperature levels 
are maintained in a way that deters pests, funguses, and diseases, when and where possible. However, 
as GRO is an expert in growing the finest medicine possible, we also recognize that the temperature of 
an environment can help or hinder plant transpiration, and consequently plant growth via Vapor Pressure 
Deficit (VPD), by affecting the potential level of water vapor saturation the air itself can stand.  
 
In addition, correlative staff events have effects on environmental recordkeeping; that is, when a staff 
member moves from a cool hallway to a warm room, we can expect a small delta down in temperature at 
that moment (based off rigorous initial sampling and experimentation). Such robust recordkeeping can 
help elucidate or inform other audits regarding staff behavior or suspected diversionary activity.  
 
Humidity 
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When the temperature information is recorded and stored, the nominal humidity information can be col-
lected as well, but more importantly, it can be analyzed in real-time as a measurement of relative humidity 
as it relates to temperature, garnering the Vapor Pressure Deficit. This VPD metric tells our staff exactly 
how well the plants are breathing. Because the Commonwealth is a territory with seasonal extremes in 
temperature, especially low extremes in temperature, it is especially important to watch VPD closely, en-
suring our plants don’t suffocate, affecting the yield of our crop and the quality of our medicine.  
 
With the temperature and humidity information accounted for, set to generate automatic alerts at manag-
er-defined thresholds and immutably persisted in the cloud, GRO ensures that these ideal growing envi-
ronments, and our employee stewards of these environments, are protected from contagion and sick-
ness. We electronically monitor and control a number of ventilation devices. Visual inspections of these 
devices are conducted no less than once a month; problems are immediately flagged for analysis, and a 
repair professional is hired when necessary.  
 
Ventilation 
 
As per the recommendations of the Americans for Safe Access Patient Focused Certification guidelines, 
ventilation will be ensured in separate and defined areas physically containing plants that are prone to 
dust, vapors, and odors. Equipment including but not limited to filters, fans, exhausts, dust collection solu-
tions and the like will be used to reduce the likelihood of contamination. Filters, fans, exhausts, and other 
moving-part blowing systems will be maintained and cleaned regularly; such actions will be assigned to 
an appropriate staff member as part of their daily tasks via the task management interface of our MRP 
tool. Any ventilation solutions designed in such a way will be designed, located, and operated in a manner 
that minimizes the potential for microorganisms and particulate matter to accumulate and will be ensured 
through professional, indoor air quality assessors. All ventilation maintenance action taken in this manner 
will be stored in the MRP for at least four years.  
 
In addition to collecting data on and controlling the temperature and humidity of a growing zone to ensure 
a stable VPD and healthy plant transpiration, GRO monitors the CO2 levels in each growing room. If lev-
els fall below a certain threshold, on-site growers can be alerted and take immediate action. As our firm 
grows and with the blessing of the Department, equipment local to growing room or zone can be automat-
ically and electronically activated to bring CO2 levels into a permitted and programmed band. Critically, 
levels are monitored and never allowed to approach 2,000 parts per million, as this threshold starts the 
unhealthy levels for staff occupation. If this unhealthy level is unavoidable, appropriate safety precautions 
will be taken, such as adequate personal protective equipment (PPE).  
 
Lighting 
 
With the concerns of environmental variables affecting the air covered, GRO addresses the critical need 
to ensure the healthy growth of plants by correct lighting conditions. While a number of ostensible data 
can be collected, GRO wants to collect information that is suggestive of healthy plant growth: that is, that 
the plants are receiving enough of the right kind of light at the appropriate times.  
 
In order to ensure that our plants are receiving enough of the right kind of light to promote steady and 
healthy plant growth, our light sensors measure Photosynthetically Active Radiation (commonly abbrevi-
ated “PAR”), which is, as the name implies, the spectrum of light that allows plants to complete photosyn-
thesis. This spectrum of light wavelengths lies between 400nm and 700nm; should the monitored wave-
length given off by any light or bank or lights exceed or fall below this allowed spectrum, cultivation man-
agers will be alerted immediately, and the light can be investigated and the problem resolved.  
 
As GRO continues to grow and serve patients, critical industrial performance records can be gathered by 
our MRP tool; as we gather information of particular lighting solutions or particular lighting materials (such 
as bulbs), we can begin to include predictive reports about likely operational fatigue on lights being used 
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in production environments. This will allow GRO to replace critical equipment before a failure can disrupt 
the medicine production pipeline.   
 
As the PAR spectrum is not itself a measurement, it represents a safeguard against faulty lights compro-
mising medicine in the production cycle. In addition to this very practical safeguard, GRO wants to ensure 
that enough light is reaching the plant to encourage steady and healthy plant growth. The first measure-
ment taken to this effect is Photosynthetic Photon Flux Density (PPFD), which acts as a spot-check for 
how much light is reaching a particular place. While GRO cannot detect how much light is actively being 
received by the plants, we can place a number of sensors throughout our growing rooms that are meant 
to sample the average amount of light reaching plants in a given space. These sensors measure the 
number of photons reaching a surface in micromoles per square meter per second, the very particles 
used in photosynthesis.  PPFD sensors will deployed such that each growing zone contains adequate 
sensors to sample ten-percent (10%) of the aggregated plant surface area in that zone.  
 
In addition to the passive measurement of PPFD, GRO will utilize local fan appliances to agitate the 
plants, allowing for healthy stalk and plant superstructure growth, as well as ensuring that light is more 
equitably distributed between high level canopy and low level canopy. These appliances will be controlled 
in the same smart-garden system as our other sensors and monitors, meaning if PPFD levels fall below a 
set threshold, the fans will automatically activate to facilitate more even light dispersal; fans are also au-
tomated to activate daily at certain times, for a certain base level of healthy plant agitation.  
 
This close monitoring of PPFD allows GRO to calculate the most important variable in the grower’s ability 
to communicate with the plant: the Daily Light Interval (DLI). DLI is effectively the PPFD values aggregat-
ed over the course of the day. However, by setting the DLI through the smart-garden solution, the grower 
effectively tells the plant what season it is and, as a result, how the plant should be growing. GRO starts 
with a 18 on, 6 off hourly light cycle for plants in a vegetative state; when the move to flowering occurs, 
the DLI of the flowering zone is set hourly to 12 on, 12 off, effectively telling the plant that it is later in the 
season and that the plant should hurry and finish any reproductive efforts. This results in a shift in the 
economy of internal plant resources from growing to reproduction, moving resources from expanding to 
flowering. Because different strains of marijuana have very different cultivation profiles, this DLI schedule 
can be adjusted, augmented, or replaced to fit the particular plants’ needs.  
 
Since all of GRO’s medical marijuana production will take place in greenhouses, steps must be taken to 
block sunlight at certain times to control the plant’s flowering cycle and harvest times. Sunlight is blocked 
using light deprivation curtains installed in the greenhouse, which are retracted or expanded as needed to 
control the amount of sunlight being exposed to the plants. These curtains will be physically moved by 
staff members, but task assignment and SOP enforcement of moving these curtains stems from the MRP 
tool. All of the data regarding curtain use is logged and recorded in the same MRP solution. In the future, 
GRO may find a way to make the entire curtain-moving practice an end-to-end automated solution, hav-
ing the smart-garden system dictate the degree of curtain movement, checking the realized PPFD to en-
sure a perfect balance is struck, without needing direct staff involvement.  
 
Water 
 
With GRO’s plants breathing nicely and receiving enough light for healthy growth, GRO’s concerns turn to 
the last plant-life input variable: water. Because GRO uses in-line fertigation systems, local to each grow-
ing zone, we have a high degree of oversight and control over water usage in our facility. Across GRO, 
ten-percent (10%) of all medical marijuana plants are planted in media with a Water Content Sensor; 
these sensors allow our smart-garden system to see the moisture levels of sampled plant containers. 
From these sampled containers, extrapolated patterns can be predicted and observed. For instance, if we 
place a water content sensor in the first plant container along a row of plants connected by fertigation line, 
as well as a water content sensor at the end plant container, we can reasonably predict the behavior of 
the moisture levels as fertigation moves down the line. If we were to see that the last vessel’s moisture 
level did not change, but the first sensor operated as expected, we could reasonably predict that the ferti-
gation line ruptured between the two sensors; such data patterns in the smart-garden data can be pro-
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grammed to generate alerts for managers and tasks for on-site employees to immediately investigate and 
resolve.  
 
For our cisterns, and for vessels storing and mixing water and nutrients, GRO tracks the solution pH, 
conductivity, and temperature. If the first two should garner information that breaks our expected levels of 
each, our staff can be alerted, and check what the problem is. If the temperature should fall outside a 
manager dictated band, the dilution of nutrients into the water solution might be adversely affected or 
compromised. If temperatures should exceed or fall below a manager directed band of temperatures, an 
alert will be generated and staff sent via MRP SOPs to investigate.  
 
In addition to the planted sensors, embedded in sample plant media, GRO Quality Assurance staff are 
equipped with handheld water content monitors; should an area be flagged and a close survey of mois-
ture levels be determined to be necessary, staff can be directed, via the MRP solution, to investigate and 
collect a higher sample amount for further investigation.  
 
 
Holistic Environmental Appraisal 
 
In addition to our cultivation areas, GRO utilizes similar sensors in appropriate rooms to ensure and rec-
ord environmental quality best practices. Industrial production and storage areas will need to be at a pre-
cise, steady temperature. The same smart-garden technology used to facilitate healthy plant growth will 
be leveraged to execute healthy industrial production practices and healthy storage environments. Local 
environmental variables in these rooms will be controlled with the same smart-garden system, with devia-
tions from preset norms triggering both managerial alerts and automated equipment responses.  
 
Process for Recordkeeping of Transactional Information 
 
In order for GRO to keep the tightest control over inventory possible, all received production materials, 
nutrients, and consumables, as well as mothers, seeds, and immature medical marijuana plants, is en-
tered into the MRP tool in the same way, through the same interface. All entities put in the system this 
way will be immutable and traceable to a legitimate source in the Commonwealth, with the exception of 
starting inventory, as per §1151.24.  
 
This inventory is held until it is sold, disposed of due to expiration, or disposed of according to other quali-
ty control SOPs. Changes to the inventory in these ways is immutably tagged to a particular staff employ-
ee at the time of the change. All transactions will necessarily be populated by this back-end inventory da-
ta; this tight deployment means both inventory and transaction metrics can be tracked and acted upon in 
real-time. For a full understanding of the quality control mechanisms at GRO’s G-P facility at time of de-
livery receipt, please refer to Section 11 - Transportation of Medical Marijuana.  
 
Once materials are in the inventory system, there are only two events that can remove it. Previously in 
this section, we have described that by entering all received materials into our MRP tool, we are simulta-
neously populating an Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) tool, which tracks all inputted inventory as 
either raw materials, works-in-progress, or finished goods. The only events that can remove inventory 
from this state is disposal or sale. Either way, the value in the appropriate inventory would go down and 
either cost of defection or revenue would tick up, respectively.  
 
By having this tight integration between GRO’s Manufacturing Resource Planning tool and our Enterprise 
Resource Planning tool, we can rest sure that all transactions occurring at time of delivery are properly 
accounted for before any transaction is possible.  
 
As per §1151.29, GRO will use our ERP tool to continuously and iteratively generate 6-month production 
forecasts; in the event our forecast changes, as revealed in the analytics of the ERP tool, managers will 
be alerted to present the state with a written summary of the discrepancy and the new forecast.  
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PA Department of Revenue Tax number (if 
applicant is currently doing business in Penn-
sylvania): N/A 

PA Workers’ Compensation Policy Number (if appli-
cant is currently doing business in Pennsylvania): 
N/A however Pa 100 has been filed in March 
2017 

 

 

 

The applicant affirms that workers’ compensation insurance will be obtained by the 
time the Department determines you to be operational under the Act and regulations. 

X 
Yes 

☐ 
No 

 

 

 

SECTION 24 – BUSINESS HISTORY AND CAPACITY TO OPERATE 
DESCRIBE YOUR BUSINESS HISTORY AND YOUR ABILITY AND PLAN TO MAINTAIN A SUCCESSFUL AND FINANCIALLY SUSTAIN-

ABLE OPERATION: 

 
Please limit your response to no more than 5,000 words. 

 
Introduction to Business History and Capacity to Operate 
 
Global Resource Operations (GRO) is a company founded on key life lessons shared by the son of a Co-
lombian immigrant, a woman who saw first hand the struggles caused by illicit drugs, and a disabled vet-
eran who all came to understand the power of medical cannabis. Nick Palacios, the founder of Global 
Resource Operations, earned a spot on a USA ice hockey team, and represented the USA in Europe. 
After numerous hockey injuries and 3 surgeries resulting in uncontrollable pain, his pain management 
physician recommended medical marijuana. Palacios owes a debt of gratitude to the cannabis plant for 
removing pain pills, opioids, and NSAIDs from his life. He shares a personal mission toward helping other 
patients through those life-changing medicinal possibilities with GRO’s CEO and General Counsel, cele-
brated litigator Mary Parker. Parker’s 30 years of practice included a post as an assistant district attorney 
in the 21st Judicial District of Tennessee. More than 50% of her case assignments were drug-related 
charges. She saw first-hand the devastation to lives and families caused by illicit drug use, and is ada-
mant about implementing medicinal use of marijuana within the strictest of standards. Parker believes 
what Palacios has himself experienced, and what Nic Easley has dedicated his life’s work toward: medi-
cal cannabis saves lives and restores communities. Easley, a disabled veteran who learned of the bene-
fits of medical cannabis after an injury in the service, has spent the last nine years building Comprehen-
sive Cannabis Consulting (3C), which combines the decades of entrepreneurial business expertise of his 
staff with a bevy of knowledge about the cultivation, extraction, and sale of medical cannabis. 
 
This diverse team of founding partners forms a core around which the impact of medical cannabis can be 
maximized: increasing access to positive patient outcomes, reducing opioid use in their local Pennsylva-
nia communities, and driving the success of a multi-million dollar business that’s ready to get to work in 
Jefferson County. The GRO team has extensive roots in Pennsylvania, and the desire to create local im-
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pact is strong within the founding team. For the GRO team, that local impact must not only include medi-
cal benefit, but long term impact for sustainability and renewable energy practices as well. Pennsylvannia 
has an abundance of homegrown natural gas, and GRO believes that more people, businesses and gov-
ernments can turn to compressed and liquified natural gas to serve its industrial needs. As such, GRO 
intends to build its facility in the Sunnyside Energy Park located in Ringgold Township. It makes perfect 
sense to use our homegrown resource to fuel the production of our industrial facility. 
 
The nature of planning, fundraising, and executing on the capital for any venture is complex and challeng-
ing, but it takes a special level of seriousness, drive, and passion to create an enterprise-grade, pharma-
ceutical-quality, sustainable medical cannabis business. GRO is uniquely position to execute on the funds 
it has raised, and the funds waiting in reserve, with the right leadership that can cut through the fog and 
execute on our vision. With multiple current and former CEOs employed by GRO, in addition to multiple 
doctors, teachers, renowned public figures, and thought leaders on staff, GRO has the business acumen 
and experience to ensure success. 
 
Medical cannabis requires an entrepreneurial spirit, with rapidly evolving rules and regulations creating 
challenging new business problems that many old-guard executives are not equipped to solve  speed 
necessary for success and compliance. With multiple enterprise software and open source experts joining 
the executive team, GRO has the technology to make our vision into a safe, compliant, profitable reality. 
We’ve worked extensively with Americans for Safe Access (ASA) and have some of the first certified 
practitioners of the Patient-Focused Certification (PFC) Program. With the power of 3C’s cannabis exper-
tise, and with multiple executives decades of experience operating in Colorado’s regulated cannabis mar-
kets, GRO will make the science, medicine, and research of medical cannabis shine a light in the lives of 
patients.  
 
Senior Management Team 
 
Mary Parker, Esq. Chief Executive Officer 
Mary Parker, Global Resource Operations (“GRO”) CEO, brings a wealth of unique experience to her po-
sition.  She has been the chief executive officer for her firm, Parker & Crofford, for the past 30 years.  Dur-
ing that time, she also was an active member, sitting on the Board, serving as an executive officer for 5 
years, and ultimately being elected President of Public Justice (f/k/a TLPJ).  As the President/CEO of the 
non-profit national public interest law firm, she managed the multi-million-dollar annual budget, as well as 
overseeing its litigation efforts.  On behalf of TLPJ, she served as lead counsel in a highly technical and 
scientific Clean Water Act case (TEC v. Dana Corp), which involved her immersion in scientific data, co-
ordinating scientific research, testing and presentation.  The TEC case was one of the largest environ-
mental cases in the southeast, setting the standards for corporate compliance with regulations in clean 
water.  Throughout her legal career, she has taken on significant cutting edge issues involving engineer-
ing, medical research and scientific analysis.  She is well suited for managing the rigorous compliance 
and auditing requirements of GRO as well as managing the scientific operations. 
 
Mary Parker is a lifetime member of the National Cannabis Bar Association (NCBA). She is from Oil City, 
PA graduating from Venango Christian High School, and subsequently obtaining degrees from the Uni-
versity at Buffalo School of Management and the University of Tennessee School of Law. Mary is eager 
to spend far more of her time in her home state as an executive of GRO and its in-house counsel, re-
sponsible for all legal issues and compliance. During her stellar 30+ years at the Bar, she received nu-
merous honors and accolades, among them: being featured as one of the nation’s 10 top litigators by the 
National Law Journal. She holds the AV rating by Martindale-Hubbell, which is the gold standard in the 
legal world for lawyers possessing the highest ethical standards and professional ability, as judged by the 
judiciary and other members of the Bar.  
 
Parker now directs a significant portion of time, legal talents and energies to the world of medical canna-
bis law. Over the past year, she has concentrated on working with lawmakers drafting expanding legisla-
tion, researching comparative marijuana laws, and advising GRO.  She will assure constant adherence to 
all legal requirements and compliance, from first shovel of dirt to construction completion, and from seed 
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to sale of all products. 
 
Nicholas Easley, Chief Operations Officer 
Nic, Founder and President of Comprehensive medical marijuana Consulting (3C), has helped more than 
75 clients design, start, build, and optimize their commercial medical marijuana cultivation operations. 
With Nic’s visionary leadership, 3C uses science, research, and education as guiding principles to maxim-
ize ROI, profitability and shareholder value while recommending socially and environmentally responsible 
business practices. Nic's scientific background combined with his hands-on agricultural and biological 
experience spans 15 years and includes dozens of highly successful business ventures aimed at enhanc-
ing client productivity, optimization and compliance.  
 
Over the past nine years, Nic has accrued extensive experience in the medical marijuana industry in Col-
orado and nationwide. His rich history in commercial medical marijuana operations gives him the 
knowledge and perspective needed to advise entrepreneurs and farmers on critical areas of their busi-
nesses. Nic’s thought leadership is reflected in his many speeches and keynotes at multiple industry con-
ferences. He has been quoted by major media outlets and he contributes to numerous industry publica-
tions including The medical marijuana Business Times and The Hemp Connoisseur (THC). Nic also 
serves as a resource for regulatory agencies in Colorado, including the Department of Agriculture. Nic 
holds degrees in Environmental Studies and Biology, and he is a Veteran of the United States Air Force. 
 
Skip Sanzeri, Chief Financial Officer 
Skip Sanzeri, head of corporate development for 3C, is responsible for company branding, PR, marketing 
and partnerships. Recently, Skip raised $7.6M in capital for MyDx, a medical marijuana sensor company, 
and he spearheaded the effort to take the company public. Skip is a Silicon Valley entrepreneur who, 
throughout his career, has helped a variety of startups launch, grow and exit. Skip started his entrepre-
neurial career at an early age and has funded and launched a few of his own companies, including found-
ing and funding the first open source strategy firm – Open Source Group. Skip earned his bachelor’s de-
gree from Claremont McKenna College and his Master’s degree in Public Administration from the College 
of Notre Dame. 
 
Moshe Ben-Roohi, M.D., Chief Medical Officer 
Moshe Ben-Roohi, M.D. specializes in advanced non-surgical orthopedics and regenerative treatments 
for sports injuries, degenerative joint disease, and conditions of the spine. He works with clients who have 
tried everything else and failed and with professional athletes looking to improve their game. He is double 
board certified in both Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation, and in Pain Medicine. He obtained his medi-
cal degree at Tel-Aviv University’s Sackler School of Medicine and completed his residency at NYU Medi-
cal Center and Hospital for Joint Diseases where he served as Chief Resident. After residency he com-
pleted a fellowship in Pain and Interventional Orthopedics. Dr. Ben-Roohi maintains his role in academic 
medicine through his continued pursuit of ongoing research. He has published numerous scientific papers 
in PM&R and other peer reviewed journals. He is a frequent speaker on the subjects of Sports Medicine, 
Pain Management and Regenerative Orthopedics. Dr. Ben-Roohi is a member of the Spine Intervention 
Society (ISIS), American Academy of Orthopedic Medicine (AAOM), Institute for Functional Medicine 
(IFM) and the American Academy of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation (AAPMR). Dr. Ben-Roohi 
earned his M.D. from Tel Aviv University in Israel, and his B.A. in both Anthropology and Biology from 
University of California, Santa Cruz. 
 
 
Jay Palmere, Chief Technology Officer 
Jay received a Bachelor of Arts in Business Administration with concentrations in Business Economics 
and Finance from the Albers School of Business at Seattle University, and was chapter President of 
Gamma Omega chapter of Alpha Kappa Psi and coordinated chapter activity as an undergrad. Jay re-
ceived a Master of Arts degree in Humanities from the University of Chicago, and used it to teach History 
of Western Thought, Academic Reading and Writing, and Principles of Microeconomics at Calumet Col-
lege of St. Joseph over the last year. Jay is currently Chief Financial Officer of Compliant Cannabis, 
where he currently provides Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN) expertise alongside enter-
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prise-grade resource planning skills to meet the unique and complex needs of the legal cannabis industry. 
He joined Compliant Cannabis in 2015, whose mission is to provide real-time inventory management from 
seed to sale, automating inventory reconciliation and compliance reporting, as well as optimizing opera-
tional excellence with real-time, data-driven insights. Compliant Cannabis makes high tech affordable by 
providing cloud-based software solutions as a monthly subscription service, a.k.a. Software-as-a-Service 
and Platform-as-a-Service. Jay’s proven skills applying logical systems to the often disorganized world of 
the nascent cannabis industry through his special expertise in business process management and enter-
prise resource planning helps him provide the best of breed technology to GRO. 

 
Harry Parker, Director of Sales 
Harry Parker owns and operates his own small business in Seneca, PA. Parker Furniture and Carpet 
produces annual revenues of $1 million to $2.5 million and employs a staff of 9 salespeople. He earned 
his B.S. in Business Administration from Michigan State University. 
 
Nickolas Palacios, Director of Operations 
Nick Palacios, the founder of Global Resource Operations, LLC (“GRO”), brings organizational strengths 
to GRO, one of which is his ability to pull together amazing and varied expertise and capital, along with 
their contacts to create an incomparable and expansive team. Nick will be onsite, participating in the day-
to- day operations of the cultivation/extraction operations at Sunnyside Energy Park while GRO hires ex-
perienced industry managers to run each department. 

 
Nick earned Patient Focused Certification (PFC), being one of the first 50 people in the US to be awarded 
that certification. PFC, which required passage of 4 examinations, following an intensive course in all dis-
ciplines in the field, is provided by Americans for Safe Access, a national organization promoting safe 
medical marijuana patient care and access. Americans for Safe Access Patient Focused Certification is 
an innovative, comprehensive program, preparing the medical cannabis industry for excellence, providing 
patients, healthcare providers and regulators the ability to identify reliable, high-quality medical marijuana 
products and services, preparing those who are certified in all disciplines to adopt high quality, safe, rea-
sonable, high-level standards for growers, processors and distributors from seed to consumption. 

 
While at the Carey School of Business at Arizona State University, Nick studied marketing with an em-
phasis on entrepreneurialism and sustainability. He expanded his knowledge and experience during an 
internship in Romania at a fully sustainable resort development, where soil studies, land development and 
energy sustainability were critical components of his responsibilities.. 

 
Prior to turning his full efforts toward this industry, Nick owned an internet marketing company for 5 years, 
including his final year in college and 4 years thereafter, selling his company and putting all assets into 
the GRO start up in late 2015. He represented a wide variety of clients, and brings those marketing skills 
to GRO. 
 
Jean Dugan, Pharm.D., Director of Pharmacy Services & Education/Clinical Laboratory Pharmacist 
Jean Dugan holds a Doctorate in Pharmacy and is Board Certified in the States of Pennsylvania and  
California, pending Colorado. Following graduation from the Philadelphia College of Pharmacy in 2010, 
Jean worked in California with CVS until early 2015, when she made the leap into the medical marijuana 
industry. She was among the first of many healthcare professionals to migrate into the medical marijuana 
sector. She took on the role of Director of Education, with one of Colorado’s first manufacturing & re-
search facilities, Ebbu, teaching dispensary employees. The pharmacology of cannabis compounds, the 
potency and bioavailability and impact on various medical conditions. Thereafter, she assumed the role of 
Director of Quality Control & Assurance at Tradiv, an online wholesale distribution platform. To promote 
consumer safety, Jean worked with Colorado cannabis testing labs to facilitate a pesticide-testing pro-
gram. Jean’s work with Tradiv pushed necessary measures to promote pesticide-free product quality, 
which at the time was a step ahead of the state. While at Tradiv, Jean became active in the Colorado De-
partment of Public Health Pesticide Committee and was part of the California Quality Control Committee. 
Because of her experience and unique stance as a pharmacist, Jean was invited to serve as an adjunct 
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professor for the University of Maryland School of Pharmacy, in which she provided curriculum to educate 
students on cannabis as medicine. 
 
Nicholas Wydock, Director of Quality Assurance 
Nicholas Wydock, or “Nicky”, as he is affectionately known to his friends and colleagues, is Patient-
Focused Certified by Americans for Safe Access. He therefore has a deep understanding of reliable, 
high-quality medical marijuana products and services. PFC comprehensively addresses product and dis-
tribution safety in the industry. The program provides components for operators, growers and processors 
to promote the adoption of safe and reasonable industry standards from seed to consumption. Previously, 
Nicky was a Supervisor of Quality Assurance at a Nissan production plant in Tennessee, where he su-
pervised employees on ensuring the safety and quality of the products and cars to meet all safety re-
quirements. Nicky is another former professional ice hockey player on the MEDGANICS team.  

Robert Beatty, Jr, Site Manager 
Robert H. Beatty, Jr. has 33 years’ experience in the natural gas and compression industries with 17 
years as the president of “O” Ring &amp; Associates, Inc. as well as 9 years as CEO of “O” Ring CNG 
Fuel Systems, L.P., (&amp; Affiliated Entities) which he founded in 2008. Additionally, Mr. Beatty is the 
CEO of Sunnyside Energy Park, LLC in Ringgold, Pennsylvania, a clean energy facility, creating a sus-
tainable and profitable market for stranded natural gas supplies and resource isolated markets where 
conventional transportation and/or utilities are not a readably available option. Sunnyside Energy Park 
strives to demonstrate indigenously sourced, as well as cost-effective energy, with minimal environmental 
impact; therefore, creating high-efficiency energy use that enhances the local economy. Mr. Beatty has 
extensive experience with compressed gases as a technician, system designer, consultant, sales man-
ager, and distributor for several major international compressor brands.  From assessing the best plan for 
each customer, designing, building, and installing individualized equipment, to both routine and emergen-
cy service and maintenance, Mr. Beatty has the expertise and technical knowledge to diagnose and solve 
any compression, natural gas, or CNG challenge. He was awarded the 2013 Pittsburgh Business Times 
Energy Leadership Award for his efforts in revolutionizing the US transportation industry 

Lucius Edward Burch III, Financial Backer 
Lucius E. Burch, III, chairman and CEO of Burch Investment Group, has enjoyed a nearly 50-year career 
in venture capital, specializing in management consulting, corporate finance and mergers and acquisi-
tions. After earning a degree in English from Carolina in 1963, Burch began his career at Morgan Guaran-
ty Trust Company, and in 1968 joined Massey Investment Company, predecessor to Massey Burch In-
vestment Group.  

3C Team 
The 3C team leverages over three decades of proven experience in agriculture and farming, architecture 
and engineering, project management, facilities management, development of best practices, education, 
strategy, marketing, legal compliance, and, of course, medical marijuana cultivation and processing. 
Comprehensive medical marijuana Consulting helps clients to navigate the legal complexities of state 
licensure while also being a trusted advisor on critical business functions like marketing, advertising, dis-
tribution and more. Because of the broad nature of our expertise, we can craft the optimal business solu-
tion specifically for medical marijuana ventures. 
 
3C routinely demonstrates how high-quality medical marijuana can be produced cost effectively using 
organic methods. We advise on practices that are profitable, sustainable and responsible, relentlessly 
driving higher standards for the industry. We help our clients create a platform for medical marijuana and 
hemp that will showcase its amazing potential and value to the world. Our mission is to help guide and 
grow this industry responsibly and sustainably. To be stewards for our clients, for the world and for the 
plant itself. To share and disseminate our methods and approaches across the nation. To set the highest 
standards of quality and responsibility. 
 
We will lead both the conversation and conversion to profitable practices that are better for all. We will 
help the world realize the power and potential of this plant—changing entrenched ways of thinking, keep-
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First Name: N/A Middle Name: N/A Last Name: N/A Suffix: N/A 

Occupation: N/A Title in the applicant’s business: N/A 

Also known as: N/A Date of birth: N/A 

Address Line 1: N/A Address Line 2: N/A 

Address Line 3: N/A City: N/A State: N/A Zip Code: N/A 

Phone: N/A Fax: N/A Email: N/A 

Nature, type, terms and conditions of the interest in the applicant: N/A 

 

 
IF MORE SPACE IS REQUIRED, PLEASE SUBMIT ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ON OTHER PERSONS HOLDING AN INTEREST IN THE 

PROPOSED SITE OR FACILITY IN A SEPARATE DOCUMENT TITLED “OTHER PERSONS HOLDING AN INTEREST IN THE PROPOSED 

SITE OR FACILITY (CONTD.)” IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE ATTACHMENT FILE NAME FORMAT REQUIREMENTS AND INCLUDE IT 

WITH THE ATTACHMENTS. 
 

SECTION 27 – CAPITAL REQUIREMENTS 
PROVIDE A SUMMARY OF YOUR AVAILABLE CAPITAL AND AN ESTIMATED SPENDING PLAN TO BE USED FOR YOU TO BECOME 

OPERATIONAL WITHIN SIX MONTHS FROM THE DATE OF THE ISSUANCE OF THE PERMIT: 

 
Please limit your response to no more than 5,000 words. 

 
  
GRO has, through its owners and principals, submitted a capital sufficiency document in Attachment I-1, 
demonstrating available capital of $28,785,589, all of which is liquid, ready to implement its grower-
processer operations. 
 
Proper management of working capital is essential to a company’s fundamental financial health and op-
erational success as a business. Working capital is a daily necessity for businesses, as they require a 
regular amount of cash to make routine payments, cover unexpected costs and purchase basic materials 
used in production of goods.  Working capital is a prevalent metric for the efficiency, liquidity and overall 
health of a company. It is a reflection of the results of various company activities, including revenue col-
lection, debt management, inventory management and payments to suppliers.  
 
GRO is extremely well organized, positioned and capitalized to become operational within six months 
from the date of issuance of a permit from the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.  Our team is comprised of 
high net worth individuals, all of whom have extensive business experience in the Commonwealth of 
Pennsylvania.  In addition to the state requirements of $2,000,000 in capital with at least $500,000 on 
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deposit with a financial institution, the founders have raised an additional $1.5 Million to date to fund our 
start up operations, as well as provided the necessary capital to build, operate, and maintain cultivation 
operations until the business is cash flow positive.   These funds will be placed into an escrow account 
and drawn upon for each stage of the application. Of the funds available in escrow, approximately $400 
Thousand is at risk capital, which does not guarantee a grower-processor license but will be used for ini-
tial land deposits, permitting and application fees.  In the event the application submitted by GRO is not 
selected the balance of the paid in capital account will be returned to the investors after any appeals or 
other actions are taken.  At all times the investors will have access to the account and are entitled to an 
accounting of funds during the entire process. In the event GRO is chosen for a grower-processor license 
the investment capital will be used to finalize the land purchase and begin construction of the grower-
processor facility. We have determined our initial capital budget, which we believe will be sufficient to pro-
vide patients of Pennsylvania with the highest quality medical marijuana cultivated in the most technologi-
cally advanced, safest environment possible, is at a reasonable price.  
 
The cultivation methodology for our grower-processor facility will be to construct and operate a state of 
the art, four season hybridized greenhouse, which will consist of approximately 49,000 square feet. Initial 
capital expenses are included in the pro forma financial statements included below.  We have determined 
through multiple bids and working with local contractors that in order to build the cultivation facility to our 
specifications, it would cost approximately $3.7 Million.  These figures include costs for land purchase, 
architecture and engineering services, pre-construction site preparation, direct construction, general con-
tractor contingency and fees.  We have established this figure through our long-standing relationships 
with architecture and engineering firms, construction contractors, specific vendors and providers of 
equipment specific to the wholesale agriculture industry.   
 
In addition, we have calculated our necessary furniture, fixtures and equipment (FF&E) costs, to include 
items such as administrative office, cloning, processing and extraction, and locker room build outs, securi-
ty systems, flower lights, grow rack systems, plant care equipment, environmental controls, ventilation 
systems, beginning inventory, and other cultivation tools and equipment.  We estimate the total cost for 
FF&E and ancillary expenses to be $960 Thousand.  In addition, consulting and legal fees, as well as ini-
tial operating costs have also been estimated and included in our overall budget.  Costs for legal and 
consulting fees, along with hiring and training employees, direct onsite labor, insurance, site security, san-
itation and utilities have been estimated at $1.55 Million. The grand total for GRO’ initial construction, start 
up, outfitting and operational expenses are estimated at $6.1 Million.   
 
GRO has completed a business plan that provides pro forma financial budgets and expected revenue for 
our initial 5 year period.  GRO has also prepared a capital budget that includes additional funds for con-
tingent expenses, overruns during construction, interior work, and growing equipment and expenditures.  
Our business plan includes specific information for: 

1. Site Planning and analysis including costing for legal fees, permits, engineering, site preparation, 
construction, and general operating expenses for our proposed grower/processor facility.   

2. The pro forma financials have been prepared based on estimates taken from other similar states 
that publish revenue figures based on sales tax estimates. 

 
In preparing pro forma financial statements, there are number of assumptions factored into income items 
and balance sheet items.  The cultivation facility will be using state of the art equipment to insure the most 
cost efficient product, and certain variable costs are based on current pricing such as electricity and wa-
ter.  The pro forma statements are based on the original anticipated capital budget and the income state-
ment for the first five years.  We have created pro forma figures that explain revenues and costs, as well 
as estimates that demonstrate what we expect sales to be in the first five years, along with assumptions 
on product demand, overall market and future products we hope to provide.  Utilizing these metrics, we 
believe that GRO will be cash flow neutral within 12 months of permit issuance.  Our budget also has a 
contingency factor built in for delays, rising prices for materials, and declining prices paid for wholesale 
products based on the current average prices posted in a number of trade journals for different forms of 
medical marijuana. 
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Our team was formed to provide the patients of Pennsylvania with the highest quality medical marijuana 
and related marijuana infused products at a reasonable price in a safe, welcoming, and healing environ-
ment.  In order to meet this high standard we have prepared pro forma financial statements that will re-
flect the operational and financial challenges of establishing a new cultivation facility that will be the high 
water benchmark for others entering the business.   
 

Part F – Community Impact 
(Scoring Method: 100 Points) 
 
SECTION 28 – COMMUNITY IMPACT 

PLEASE BE ADVISED, LETTERS OF RECOMMENDATION OR SUPPORT WILL NOT BE CONSIDERED WHEN EVALUATING THIS SEC-

TION. 

 
PROVIDE A SUMMARY OF HOW THE APPLICANT INTENDS TO HAVE A POSITIVE IMPACT ON THE COMMUNITY WHERE ITS OP-
ERATIONS ARE PROPOSED TO BE LOCATED: 
 
Please limit your response to no more than 5,000 words. 

 
 
Introduction to Community Impact: Engage, Listen, Educate for the Greater Good  
  
For decades, the criminalization of the marijuana plant has resulted in pervasive and persistent misinfor-
mation, dividing public opinion and thwarting medical research. Meanwhile, countless patients – those 
finding little or no relief with conventional medicines – have needlessly suffered intractable pain that could 
have been managed effectively by medical marijuana. 
  
ACT 16 provides an opportunity to end this suffering, but only for as long as citizens of the Common-
wealth deem the Medical Marijuana Program beneficial. To be clear: the future of the program will rely 
heavily on the response of the people in our communities. The first medical marijuana license holders in 
the Commonwealth bear a special responsibility to demonstrate how the positive impacts of the program 
will outweigh any perceived negative impacts. This will secure the future of the program and protect the 
sizeable investments of all stakeholders. 
  
Likewise, the Department of Health bears a heavy responsibility to select permit holders who can and will 
carry the burden of their responsibility, ever mindful of the patients they serve, and their obligation to pro-
tect the health and safety of the community at large.  
 
Global Resource Operations, LLC (hereinafter “GRO”) is entirely committed to act on its community re-
sponsibility to engage, listen and educate.  GRO has built upon existing Jefferson County business and 
personal relationships through our Director of Marketing, Harry Parker of Venango County.  Furthermore, 
GRO has already earnestly begun building new relationships and forming partnerships within our Jeffer-
son County community.  Some of this work was started when we began our due diligence 7 months ago, 
and those relationships have been consistently building since, as set forth below. 
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Our experience, particularly of our COO, Nic Easley, outside the Commonwealth has taught us that there 
are effective ways to engage the community and methods that will surely fail in MMJ.  In a nascent indus-
try, such as medical marijuana, entrepreneurs often bombard community interest groups with information 
and promises to donate large portions of their profits to charitable causes. This approach is paved with 
good intentions, but it is fundamentally flawed. Without the proper engagement, attempts to educate the 
public can come across as propaganda; likewise, generous contributions to community charities can be 
misconstrued as an attempt to “buy” goodwill.   
 
GRO enters the Pennsylvania market, with strong community ties, with its CEO an Oil City, PA native, 
with strong motivation to have a positive impact on all levels of community in which its grower-processor 
operation exists, including, state, county and local.  Being situated in the midst of a green energy park in 
Jefferson County was crucial to GRO’s decision to apply for a medical marijuana grower-processor permit 
in Pennsylvania.  The ability to merge green energy with organic farming methodology in the most effi-
cient state-of-the-art greenhouse will result in GRO earning respect as an industry leader, resting in the 
foothills of the Allegheny Mountains.  The quality of operations, away from any residential impact at all, 
with no public access to the operation, no visibility to passersby, isolated in the energy park’s 400 acres, 
protects the community from any concerns regarding this actual operation location in this emerging indus-
try. 
  
Commonwealth Impact.  In 2005, the Commonwealth Economic Development Cabinet adopted the 
Keystone Principles to foster sustainable economic development and conservation of Pennsylvania’s re-
sources, with the objective to measure the extent to which particular projects accomplished the enumer-
ated goals..  The grower-processor operation of GRO is inextricably merged with the objectives of the 
Keystone Principles, and those interagency principles are integrated with the impact on the state commu-
nity.  Through its strategic partnership with Sunnyside Energy Park, which was developed and organized 
based upon the Keystone Principles, GRO supports and benefits an important project of the Common-
wealth.  Some of the main Keystone Principles applicable to GRO’s operation are the following:  reuse 
and redevelopment of “brownfield” in rural communities for economic activity that creates jobs (KP#1);  
retaining and attracting a diverse, educated workforce through the quality of economic opportunity and 
quality of life (KP#4); strengthen natural resource based businesses that use sustainable practices in en-
ergy production and use, agriculture (KP#5); reduce consumption of water, energy and materials to re-
duce foreign energy dependence and address climate change (KP#5); support conservation strategies, 
clean power and innovative industries (KP#5);  construct and promote green buildings and infrastructure 
that use land, energy, water and materials efficiently (KP#5);  support economic development that in-
creases or replenishes knowledge-based employment (KP#5);  promote development that respects and 
enhances the state’s natural lands and resources (KP#6);  ensure that fair consideration is given to rural 
projects that may have less existing infrastructure, workforce, and jobs than urban and suburban areas, 
but that offer sustainable development benefits to a defined rural community (KP#10).   By adhering to 
the Keystone Principles in every possible way, GRO’s operations provide a positive impact on the Com-
monwealth. 
 
County and Township Impact.  GRO has already become a part of the Jefferson County community. As 
a platinum member of the Jefferson County Development Council, GRO’s first major project involves ac-
tive participation on a committee co-chaired by Jefferson County Commissioner Herb Bullers, to develop 
and fund a new Veterans’ Transportation Program to provide access for veterans who require transporta-
tion assistance to medical appointments and other comparable needs in Jefferson and Clearfield Coun-
ties. 
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When GRO started making plans to put its operations in Jefferson County in September 2016, the princi-
ples of GRO made strong efforts to get to know the members of the community, meeting with all of the 
local Ringgold Township supervisors, fire department chief and an assistant chief, the Jefferson County 
Sheriff and the three commissioners of Jefferson County, and received the unanimous support from all of 
them to enter their community.  As a part of GRO’s organizational plan, GRO will utilize a minimum of 5% 
of GRO’s annual income for charitable purposes, dedicating a large portion for local projects.  
 
Our CEO and our Director of Marketing know personally that, first and foremost, people within the rural 
communities of Pennsylvania, want to be heard and understood, often feeling overshadowed by the 
needs and desires of Philadelphia and Pittsburgh. Every new business creates both positive and negative 
impacts – whether a restaurant, a veterinary clinic or a grower/processor. True engagement happens 
when we reach out to groups impacted by our business with a genuine desire to understand their per-
spectives and identify mutual concerns. We will engage by listening first, creating goodwill and finding a 
basis for solving problems and forming partnerships. 
  
SUMMARY: GRO is convinced that our mission to meet the needs of patients and the medical community 
cannot be achieved without a thoughtful and detailed plan for managing community impact. Our plan 
acknowledges that communities are complex, with many segments representing diverse interests and 
perspectives. The following narrative describes our plan of action for continuing and expanding our en-
gagement of important segments of the community and identify the positive impacts we will work to 
achieve. 
 
Patients, Medical Community, and Research Institutions 
  
Although, our grower-processor facility will not directly interact with patients or their doctors, the focus of 
our community outreach will be to share what we know and provide forums for patient education by creat-
ing and hosting forums accessible to the general public. 
 
The science of medical marijuana is rapidly-expanding as researchers continue to make new discoveries. 
There is a complex arrangement of cannabinoid chemicals that interact with the human body in an elabo-
rate system of receptors called the endocannabinoid system that rivals the nervous system in complexity. 
Numerous cannabinoid chemicals in medical marijuana bind to these endocannabinoid receptors all over 
the body as the basis for the medicinal interactions and benefits. The global research science community 
is only beginning to understand these complex interactions, while the general public lags behind with out-
dated information, often riddled with myths and even outright falsehoods.  
 
Illnesses and conditions such as epilepsy, digestive issues, PTSD, chronic pain, nausea from chemother-
apy, and others can be treated with medical marijuana offering great benefits to the patients who struggle 
with expensive and sometimes ineffective conventional medicines. Our mission is to not only grow and 
process the best and safest medical marijuana in the Commonwealth, but also to help educate the public 
on how and why these medicines work so well.  A problem that exists is that while patients were deprived 
of this essential medicine, decades of misinformation was released.  GRO intends to help bridge that gap 
with educational seminars provided by our highly trained scientists and medical team. 
 
At the higher education level, we will be proactive in reaching out to and establishing working relation-
ships with the eight medical schools in Pennsylvania that will have Clinical Registrant licenses. GRO will 
assist with designing research studies by contributing our comprehensive knowledge of the marijuana 
plant, its biology, chemistry, growing and processing methods, and methods of medicinal administration. 
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To successfully explore the full therapeutic potential of cannabinoid profiles, research institutions will rely 
on consistent, high quality medical products that GRO is qualified to deliver. Collaboration with other re-
search organizations, as they are identified, will be an important and ongoing component of our business 
plan. This will help secure the future of the Commonwealth’s Medical Marijuana Program and enhance 
return on investment for our stakeholders.  
  
Demonstrating positive impacts within this segment of the community is not without its own set of 
challenges: 
  

● The rapidly expanding science of medical marijuana. 
● The need for quantitative studies demonstrating patient outcomes. 
● The lack of training for doctors and healthcare professionals in medical marijuana. 
● The potential misuse of certain forms of medical marijuana for recreational purposes. 
● The lack of patient education on the benefits and proper use of medical marijuana. 
● The ability of research institutions to access consistent, pharmacological grade medical marijuana 

products for testing. 
 
  
Our plan of action will include: 
  
1.  Community Outreach 

GRO will engage the medical community with surveys and online forums to identify areas of in-
terest and concern, to assess the level of understanding and perceptions of medical marijuana 
among healthcare professionals. We will extend invitations for collaborative dialogue and main-
tain an open-door policy encouraging transparency in our products, manufacturing processes, 
and quality and safety control procedures. We will inform the medical community, dispensaries 
across the state, and patients, of pertinent research, plans for medical trials, and other relevant 
information. 
 
By advancing a plan for networking and partnering with other medical marijuana businesses in 
Pennsylvania, we believe we can create a broader, longer-lasting impact on the community. Our 
partnerships may include other grower-processors, dispensaries, or laboratories that share the 
goal of enhancing the community through active involvement and advocacy. 
 
We financially support an international non-profit advocacy and education organization of stu-
dents, Students for Sensible Drug Policy (SSDP), and have committed to financing a local chap-
ter in any county in which we do business, specifically, now, in Jefferson County.    

 
Additionally, based upon conversations with members of the Education Program Outreach team 
at Penn State Dubois, our company has confirmed its willingness to work with them on develop-
ing a curriculum and providing educators from within our legal and scientific team to assist in ed-
ucational seminars regarding legal and medical compliance in the field of medical marijuana, in-
cluding agriculture, processing and patient access.  As further educational services, we will partic-
ipate with educational programs that will be made available to assist the medical community in 
raising their awareness of the benefits of cannabis medicine. 
 
As a platinum member of Jefferson County Development Council (JCDC), GRO is working hand-
in-hand with Brad Lashinsky, the county’s economic development director, to hire employees for 
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our operation locally.  Along with Mr. Lashinsky, we have coordinated with PennState Extension 
and the North Central Pennsylvania Regional Planning and Development Commission (repre-
senting Cameron, Clearfield, Jefferson, McKean and Potter Counties) to further extend our com-
munity reach.  While many applicants for permits in the Commonwealth are bringing a complete 
team from outside of Pennsylvania to run and work their operations, we have committed to hiring 
locally and only have the critical positions, requiring experienced MMJ agricultural and scientific 
experience from outside of Pennsylvania.  
 
Our COO, Easley, will be overseeing much of GRO’s efforts on hiring locally. He has worked in 
the legal medical marijuana industry for over 10 years which is virtually unheard of in this indus-
try.  He has consulted with over 70 clients, overseeing construction of 10-12 similar greenhouse 
operations to GRO’s, all of which are still operational and successful. His knowledge and experi-
ence will now be focused on making GRO a success.  Easley will be investing his efforts, on the 
ground, on a day-to-day basis, hiring the most qualified staff, knowing where industry experience 
is required and when teaching and advising will bring new hires up to speed quickly.   
 
Easley’s experience alone allows GRO to place its high emphasis on employing locally, while he 
oversees the entire operations.  
 
Easley sees the incredible benefit of merging the grower-processor operation with the green en-
ergy park cooperative, within which we will be operating, and plans to make this company the in-
dustry leader in the Commonwealth and a national example. He will coordinate with our experi-
enced managers and PFC (Patient Focused Certification) trained personnel, to provide special-
ized training for those hires that are new to the industry.  Easley wiil facilitating an educational 
program that includes PFC certification training that will encourage rapid promotion to  manageri-
al positions for local Pennsylvania residents as soon as they are properly trained. 

 
Further, as an example of our management plan, we have hired a local security company, 
Sunnyside Acres Security, that will be providing security services in combination with an experi-
enced marijuana industry security leader, ETG Systems, Inc.  That will ensure that the most sup-
portive community involvement, with the experience and knowledge of the industry, is infused into 
the security operations.  That same operational plan will be incorporated into all levels of our 
business operations. 
 

  
2.  Hosting Quarterly Medical Marijuana Roundtables 

Once every three months, GRO will host workshops on medical marijuana, establishing a regular 
conduit between our industry and the medical community. Medical Marijuana Roundtable Work-
shops will be opportunities for patients, caregivers, members of the community, and other people 
in the Pennsylvania medical marijuana industry to come together and discuss the state of the in-
dustry and the communities in which they serve. Topics will range from scientific forums exploring 
the latest research to basic introductions on medical marijuana and its benefits. Furthermore, by 
networking with other medical marijuana industry professionals from other parts of the state, we 
can learn what is working best to evolve and improve our impact on the community in which we 
operate and serve. 

 
3.  Supporting Medical Research 
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GRO will take a frontline position on delivering the most effective medical marijuana products 
available in the Commonwealth. We will develop partnerships with the eight medical schools in 
Pennsylvania licensed as Clinical Registrants, helping them design research studies and sharing 
our comprehensive knowledge of the marijuana plant:  its biology, chemistry, growing and pro-
cessing methods, and methods of administration. GRO will support research topics that will ad-
vance the Commonwealth’s Medical Marijuana program, including product development, plant 
breeding, genetics, health and safety, energy efficiency, and more.  

  
4.  Developing and Distributing Educational Materials 

Beginning with our website, GRO will disseminate accurate information that will help patients, 
caregivers, healthcare professionals, medical retailers, and members of the community under-
stand the facts about medical marijuana, the conditions it treats, and its proper use. Fact sheets 
describing the strain, cultivation method, and any other relevant information about the history of 
the seed will be included with every shipment. Management will review these sheets for accuracy 
before every shipment. Current news regarding MMJ, including research results, studies, plans 
for medical trials, and other related information will be made available to our customers through 
portals including our website and other partner organizations. 

  
 
Positive impacts within this community sector will be measured in the following ways: 

  
Increased awareness of the facts, benefits and proper use of medical marijuana as evidenced 
by periodic community surveys 
  
Increased attendance and participation at Quarterly Medical Marijuana Roundtables across all 
targeted audiences and the collaboration these workshops spark 
  
The quantity and quality of partnerships developed with Pennsylvania medical schools and 
the advancement of medical marijuana these partnerships produce. 
 
Increased funding and support for medical marijuana research for illnesses and diseases. 
  
The prevention of misuse and the enhancement of public safety as evidenced by public rec-
ords. 

  
GRO will designate a qualified employee to function as a Brand Ambassador to the medical community. 
This person will be responsible for planning, organizing, and implementing the outlined plan of action. 
GRO will allocate the proper resources to fund community initiatives, create sponsorship opportunities 
where prudent and necessary, and support fundraising activities and grant writing to advance medical 
research. 
 

Families and K-12 Schools 
  
Parents and schools face particular challenges educating teens and preteens on the facts about medical 
marijuana. Adolescents may misinterpret the legalization of medical marijuana as unofficial endorsement 
of recreational use, even though this is strictly prohibited by law. There may be parents and educators 
who feel the legalization of medical marijuana has made their jobs harder. GRO will partner with area 
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schools to create ongoing educational programs, given the importance of protecting children and securing 
the rights of patients to access medical marijuana. 
  
GRO believes in reaching out to families, k12 schools, educators, and the community to build goodwill 
and allay fears. Demonstrating positive impacts may face some of the following challenges: 
  

● Adolescents constitute a vulnerable population that must be protected. 
● Emotions run high whenever families feel the health and safety of their children may be at risk. 
● Educational materials for students must be age-appropriate and approved by parents and school 

officials. 
● Educational materials for parents must address their concerns about diversion. 

  
Our plan of action will include: 
  
1.      Community Outreach 

GRO will engage parents and educators with surveys and online forums to identify areas of inter-
est and concern. It will also assess their level of understanding and perceptions of medical mari-
juana. We will extend invitations for collaborative dialogue, and will maintain an open-door policy 
encouraging transparency in our products, manufacturing processes, quality and safety control 
procedures, and anti-diversion tactics. We will emphasize the benefits of medical marijuana, in-
cluding the treatment of disorders that sometimes occur in adolescent populations. We will keep 
families and schools updated with pertinent research and other relevant information. 

  
2.     Developing Educational Materials 

GRO will partner with educators to create appropriate educational materials for teachers, parents 
and students. 

  
3.      Supporting Local Youth 

GRO will donate time and resources to local organizations that serve youth in a variety of ways. 
GRO will expect employees to participate, unless exigent circumstances prevent it.   

  
4.      Supporting Research on Substance Abuse 

GRO will collaborate with institutions engaged in researching substance abuse among youth as 
well as medical marijuana treatments appropriate for adolescent conditions. 

  
Positive impacts within this community sector will be measured in the following ways: 
  

Increased levels of awareness of the facts, benefits and proper use of medical marijuana as 
evidenced by periodic parent/teacher surveys. 
  
Increased attendance at educational events. 
  
The quantity and quality of partnerships developed with educators. 

  
Continued voter support of the Commonwealth’s Medical Marijuana Program. 
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GRO will designate a qualified employee to function as a Brand Ambassador to families and K-12 
schools, and educational organizations. This person will be responsible for planning, organizing and im-
plementing the outlined plan of action. GRO will allocate the proper resources to fund community initia-
tives, donating and creating sponsorship opportunities where appropriate, and supporting fundraising ac-
tivities and grant writing to advance research. 
 

Law Enforcement 
  
Routinely ranked as one of the most stressful jobs in the country, police departments are often strapped 
for time and other resources, and GRO is committed to its operation not adding another layer of stress to 
an already difficult job. We will be operating strictly within the confines of Pennsylvania law, including 
working closely with local law enforcement to ensure legal compliance. To this end, we will schedule 
regular meetings with local law enforcement officials to discuss issues of mutual concern, offer tours of 
the property, and provide education in addition to training for law enforcement personnel regarding medi-
cal marijuana and its legal use. 
 
We are working with Sheriff Carl Gotwald of Jefferson County, who has already reviewed and approved 
all of our planned security measures.  He will be facilitating the fingerprinting and background checks on 
all of the GRO employees as well.  Having a positive and transparent relationship with law enforcement is 
critical to our operations and to the safety and comfort level for the members of the community and our 
own employees.  We have picked a remote location for our operations, to be far removed from residential 
neighborhoods, schools, and churches, with the hope that we are far from any misguided thieves, as well, 
but will be prepared to avert any inappropriate conduct.   
 
Demonstrating positive impacts within this segment of the community may face a number of challenges: 
  

● Medical marijuana is “new territory” for law enforcement and lacks baselines and precedents. 
● De-stigmatizing medical marijuana may be personally difficult for police officers to achieve. 
● Officers need help identifying the rapidly growing number of medicinal products. 
● The discrepancies between state and federal laws create legal “grey” areas 
● Evidence on acceptable levels of THC while operating motor vehicles needs more research. 

 
Our plan of action will include: 
  
1.  Community Outreach 

GRO will engage law enforcement with open forums where officers can share the questions and 
concerns regarding medical marijuana. We will maintain an open-door policy with law enforce-
ment, addressing anti-diversion tactics and encouraging transparency throughout our entire chain 
of custody. 

  
2.    Conducting Officer Training Sessions 

We will partner with the Department of Health, Department of Justice, medical retailers, and other 
stakeholders to maximize collaboration and the exchange of ideas, while conserving the limited 
time police officers have. 
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3.    Supporting Local Law Enforcement 
GRO will donate time and resources to support law enforcement initiatives in a variety of ways. 
Such as generously sponsoring local police officer organizations, including but not limited to the 
local chapter of the Fraternal Order of Police. 

  
4.   Supporting Research on the Effects of Medical Marijuana and Motor Vehicles 

GRO will collaborate with institutions conducting studies on how various forms of medical mariju-
ana affect patients while operating a motor vehicle: response time, eye-hand coordination and 
cognitive function. This research will help to establish baselines for acceptable levels of THC in 
the bloodstream for driver operating motor vehicles. This information will be shared and used in 
partnership with local law enforcement. 

  
Positive impacts within this community sector will be measured in the following ways: 
  

Increased levels of awareness and the ability to differentiate legitimate medical marijuana prod-
ucts from counterfeits as measured by training exercises. 
  
Improved ability to prevent diversion of medical marijuana as evidenced by numbers of ar-
rests and thwarted attempts. 
  
Fewer complaints by patients against law enforcement for unnecessary search and seizure of 
legitimate medical marijuana. 
  
Positive feedback from law enforcement on training programs as documented by exit surveys. 
  
Continued voter support of the Commonwealth’s Medical Marijuana Program. 

  
GRO will designate a qualified employee to function as our Brand Ambassador for the law enforcement 
community. This person will be responsible for planning, organizing, and implementing the outlined plan 
of action. GRO will allocate the proper resources to fund law enforcement initiatives, donating and creat-
ing sponsorship opportunities where appropriate, and supporting fundraising activities. 
  

Neighborhoods, Municipalities, Community Leaders, and Civic Organizations 
  
Easley, our COO’s experience in Colorado in the MMJ industry and Parker, our CEO, who has been an 
activist all her life, have equipped the senior management team at GRO with the necessary skill set to 
work collaboratively with elected officials, neighborhood associations, Chambers of Commerce, communi-
ty leaders, and civic organizations. It is important to respect the bylaws of these organizations as well as 
the municipal code that governs their decision-making process. 
  
Within this aspect of the community, demonstrating positive impacts may face a unique set of challeng-
es: 
  

● Medical marijuana is “new territory” for municipalities; baselines and precedents will take time to 
establish. 

● De-stigmatizing medical marijuana may be difficult for elected officials for political reasons. 
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● Neighborhoods and business will have concerns about environmental impacts. 
● The belief that medical marijuana facilities may negatively impact property values and revenue 

streams can fuel a “Not In My Backyard” sentiment. 
● Concern that a grower/processor facility sets a precedent for the influx of other medical marijuana 

businesses. 
● Fears that a grower/processor facility will attract criminal activity, transients, vagrants and addicts. 
● Information about medical marijuana facilities and grower/processor facilities tends to be highly 

technical and not readily accessible to the general public.   
  
We will develop and execute a community education program that will empower patients, caregivers, and 
citizens of the community with knowledge and insight. Our programs will be open to all interested parties 
and led by a designated brand ambassador. Our plan of action will include: 
  
1.  Community Outreach 

GRO will engage elected officials, neighborhood associations, school boards, business owners, 
Chambers of Commerce, community leaders, organizers, and civic organizations with open fo-
rums where concerned citizens can share their questions and concerns regarding medical mari-
juana and its impacts. We will extend invitations for collaborative dialogue, addressing environ-
mental impacts, anti-diversion tactics, and measures taken to mitigate negative impacts. We will 
also provide case studies highlighting positive impacts of medical marijuana in communities out-
side the Commonwealth. We will encourage transparency and maintain ongoing communications 
for the life of our business. 

  
2.   Joining Civic Organizations 

We will continue pursuing new partnerships with philanthropic organizations who are involved in 
the area of GRO’s operation. As a disabled US Air Force veteran, our COO, Easley, learned the 
personal pain relief benefits of MMJ, after settling in Colorado when released from the service. 
GRO will honor Easley’s service by having veterans organizations top our list.  We will also en-
gage with: The Salvation Army, the Red Cross, children’s programs, food pantries, and other 
community service groups and organizations. We will strongly encourage our employees to vol-
unteer their time with these groups, and meaningful participation with one or more of these will be 
strongly considered should that employee apply for a higher position or seek greater compensa-
tion. Going beyond that, GRO shall donate 5% of income per year to charitable causes, primarily 
focused on those that are based in or primarily serve the region in which we operate. This chari-
table initiative and its provisions are included in our organizational plans.   

 
3.    Establishing a Code of Ethics 

GRO will clearly define its Code of Ethics for employees and managers, holding ourselves ac-
countable to the highest standards for personal and professional integrity, including but not lim-
ited to upholding the law.. GRO will ensure that every employee understands and accepts the 
special responsibility our company will bear as one of the first license holders in the Common-
wealth’s Medical Marijuana Program. 

  
4.      Being Good Neighbors 
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GRO will conduct operations in Sunnyside Energy Park with consideration for neighboring busi-
nesses. We will periodically check in with our neighbors, giving them the opportunity to tell us 
how we are doing instead of waiting for them to complain.  
 
Positive impacts within this community sector will be measured in the following ways: 

  
Providing local jobs and the ancillary effects of reducing unemployment 
  
Increasing tax revenues and the community improvements this may allow 
  
Stimulating a local economic multiplier effect from wages paid to and spent by our employees 
  
Potential of reducing opioid addiction resulting from conventional pain management treatment 
plans and the associated social and human costs that addiction brings 
  
Continued voter support of the Commonwealth’s Medical Marijuana Program 

  

GRO will designate a qualified employee to function as our Brand Ambassador for neighborhoods, munic-
ipalities, civic organizations. This person will be responsible for planning, organizing and implementing 
our outlined plan of action. GRO will allocate the proper resources to fund civic initiatives, donating and 
creating sponsorship opportunities where appropriate, and supporting fundraising activities. 
  
 
Reputation Management 
  
Should GRO be granted licensure in the State of Pennsylvania, we understand that our company’s repu-
tation could be seen as a reflection on the Commonwealth’s Medical Marijuana program, the patients it 
serves, and on the industry as a whole. GRO will protect our company’s reputation by adhering to ethical 
practices, with sensitivity to rights of all members of the community. In addition to surveying various seg-
ments of the community, we will encourage our employees to share their own perceptions of how others 
describe our community impact. Leveraging the relationships we build with our employees is an important 
method of staying in touch with the community. 
  
Under the rubric of public service, we believe every single area of our operations should contribute in 
some way to the general betterment of the communities around us. That is why we will factor into our an-
nual business reviews time reserved explicitly for discussing matters related to community engagement. 
During these reviews, we will address various aspects of our reputation management program:   
  

● Annual budget review for charitable giving 

● Current quarterly goals for community engagement. 
● Staffing and resourcing community initiatives  
● Year-in-Review and goal setting 
● Identifying and exploring new opportunities 
● Quarterly community impact evaluations 
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Positive impacts within this aspect of community impact will be measured by: 
 
 Ability to increase funding for charitable organizations year-after-year 
 
 Meeting and exceeding quarterly goals established for community engagement 
 
 Exceeding staffing requirement by exceeding staffing requirements 
 
 Inclusion of new initiatives year-after-year 
 
 Open and honest communications with key segments of the community 
 

Unbiased community impact evaluations completed quarterly 
  
We know that not every community-related initiative will produce the kind of positive results we’re looking 
for which is why we will maintain strict adherence to an ongoing schedule of evaluations and possible re-
visions to our various community focused programs. 
 
 
Conclusion 
  
GRO will work tirelessly to protect and advance the Commonwealth’s Medical Marijuana Program by 
partnering with all segments within our communities, including other medical marijuana businesses in 
Pennsylvania, to serve the best interests of Pennsylvania’s patients, our employees, and stakeholders. 
Our commitment to demonstrate positive impacts in our communities is essential to this mission, and it 
gives our employees a sense of purpose essential to creating health and happiness.  
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A. Description of Duties, Responsibilities, and Roles of Each Principal, Financial Backer, 
Operator and Employee 

 
1. Nickolas Parker Palacios, Director of Operations - Under the direction of the Chief Operations 

Officer, the Director of Operations is responsible for assisting the COO with the execution of 
operations of the dispensary. Responsibilities also include: 

a. Guiding manager-level employees in their management of the rest of the team. 
b. Communicating professionally throughout the organization. 
c. Maintaining accountability for the ongoing operation of the dispensary, including record 

keeping, patient confidentiality, security, IT, facility cleanliness and human resources. 
d. Ensuring that dispensaries are fully stocked with all equipment and tools necessary to 

execute dispensary operations. 
e. Advising the Chief Operations Officer on day-to-day needs of the dispensaries. 

 
2. Harry Nicholas Parker, Sales Manager - The Sales Manager will be responsible for all sales 

related matters including pricing, merchandising, special sales promotions and all other extraction 
sales functions. Other responsibilities of the Sales Manager will include: 

a. Must manage Sales Assistants as needed, offering guidance and mentorship.  
b. Will be responsible for providing sales reports and performance metrics to other 

extraction facility staff.  
c. Will interface with the controller, administrator and COO to ensure all sales practices are 

in line with compliance regulations and company SOP’s.  
 

3. Lucius Edward Burch III, Financial Backer 
a. Provide strategic guidance. 
b. Raise capital. 
c. Hold all C-suite and Director-level employees accountable to organizational goals. 

 
 
B. Employee Qualifications of Each Principal and Employee 
 
 
Nickolas Parker Palacios, Director of Operations  
 

Nick Palacios, the founder of Global Resource Operations, LLC (“GRO”), brings organizational 
strengths to GRO, one of which is his ability to pull together amazing and varied expertise and capital, 
along with their contacts to create an incomparable and expansive team. Nick will be onsite, 
participating in the day-to- day operations of the cultivation/extraction operations at Sunnyside Energy 
Park while GRO hires experienced industry managers to run each department. 
 
Nick earned Patient Focused Certification (PFC), being one of the first 50 people in the US to be 
awarded that certification. PFC, which required passage of 4 examinations, following an intensive 
course in all disciplines in the field, is provided by Americans for Safe Access, a national organization 
promoting safe medical marijuana patient care and access. Americans for Safe Access Patient 
Focused Certification is an innovative, comprehensive program, preparing the medical cannabis 
industry for excellence, providing patients, healthcare providers and regulators the ability to identify 
reliable, high-quality medical marijuana products and services, preparing those who are certified in all 
disciplines to adopt high quality, safe, reasonable, high-level standards for growers, processors and 
distributors from seed to consumption. 
 
While at the Carey School of Business at Arizona State University, Nick studied marketing with an 
emphasis on entrepreneurialism and sustainability. He expanded his knowledge and experience 
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during an internship in Romania at a fully sustainable resort development, where soil studies, land 
development and energy sustainability were critical components of his responsibilities. 
 
Nick was formerly a high-level ice hockey player, earning him a spot on a USA ice hockey team, 
representing the USA in Europe. After numerous hockey injuries and 3 surgeries,resulting in 
uncontrollable pain, his pain management physician recommended medical marijuana, while Nick 
was residing in CA, and he personally experienced the benefits of removing pain pills (opioids and 
NSAIDs) from his life. His personal mission was directed toward helping other patients through those 
life-changing medicinal possibilities, most of which can be utilized with no psychoactive effects at all. 
 
Prior to turning his full efforts toward this industry, Nick owned an internet marketing company for 5 
years, including his final year in college and 4 years thereafter, selling his company and putting all 
assets into the GRO start up in late 2015. He represented a wide variety of clients, and brings those 
marketing skills to GRO. 
 

 
 
Harry Nicholas Parker, Sales Manager 

 
Harry Parker owns and operates his own small business in Seneca, PA. Parker Furniture and Carpet 
produces annual revenues of $1 million to $2.5 million and employs a staff of 9 salespeople. He 
earned his B.S. in Business Administration from Michigan State University 
 



ProForma Budget Grower Processor Operating Model
17-Mar-17

Sales Fiscal Year 1 Fiscal Year 2 Fiscal Year 3 Fiscal Year 4 Fiscal Year 5
Cultivation $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Extraction $5,004,156 $7,210,118 $13,014,340 $14,887,347 $20,016,601
Dispensary $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Total Sales $5,004,156 $7,210,118 $13,014,340 $14,887,347 $20,016,601
Total Cost of Goods Sold $349,200 $384,120 $422,532 $464,785 $511,264

Gross Profit $4,654,956 $6,825,998 $12,591,808 $14,422,562 $19,505,337
   % of Total Sales 93.0% 94.7% 96.8% 96.9% 97.4%

Operating Expenses
   Sales & Marketing
Marketing   $48,000 $48,000 $48,000 $48,000 $48,000
Consulting $180,000 $0 $0 $0 $0
Web Site Development $5,000 $100,000 $200,000 $200,000 $200,000
Software, Tracking, Grownetics $48,000 $48,000 $48,000 $48,000 $48,000
Hosting/IT Infrastructure Costs $4,800 $6,000 $6,000 $8,000 $8,000
Lab Testing Fees $36,000 $36,000 $36,000 $36,000 $36,000
Product Transport $36,000 $36,000 $36,000 $36,000 $36,000
Events $6,000 $100,000 $175,000 $100,000 $100,000
Compliance/Misc/Contingency $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Total Sales & Marketing Costs $614,012 $374,000 $549,000 $476,000 $476,000
   % of Total Sales 12.3% 5.2% 4.2% 3.2% 2.4%

General & Administrative
Executive Salaries $90,000 $174,000 $174,000 $217,500 $271,875
Non-Exec Salaries $549,752 $1,646,052 $1,646,052 $2,057,563 $2,571,953
Insurance $18,000 $54,000 $54,000 $18,000 $18,000
Depreciation $113,194 $29,330 $118,070 $119,320 $119,820
Workers Compensation Ins. $54,977 $164,604 $164,604 $114,320 $114,820
Payroll Taxes and Benefits (28% Burden) $179,132 $509,616 $509,616 $637,018 $796,272
Legal Fees $12,000 $105,000 $240,000 $300,000 $300,000



Licenses and Permits $1,200 $126,900 $126,900 $126,000 $126,000
Cultivation and Worker Supplies $48,000 $60,000 $60,000 $60,000 $60,000
Management Lease $120,000 $180,000 $180,000 $720,000 $0
Aux Plant Care Equipment and Packaging Eq $60,000 $60,000 $60,000 $60,000 $60,000
Telephone/Internet/Cell Phones $12,000 $12,000 $24,000 $30,000 $40,000
Energy $91,200 $91,200 $91,200 $91,200 $91,200
Security $24,000 $24,000 $24,000 $24,000 $24,000
Total G & A Costs $1,373,455 $3,236,702 $3,472,442 $4,574,921 $4,593,940
   % of Total Sales 27.4% 44.9% 26.7% 30.7% 23.0%

Total Operating Expenses $1,987,467 $3,610,702 $4,021,442 $5,050,921 $5,069,940
   % of Total Sales 39.7% 50.1% 30.9% 33.9% 25.3%

Income From Operations $2,667,489 $3,215,296 $8,570,366 $9,371,641 $14,435,397
   % of Total Sales 53.3% 44.6% 65.9% 63.0% 72.1%

Income before Taxes $2,667,489 $3,215,296 $8,570,366 $9,371,641 $14,435,397

Taxes on Income $720,222 $868,130 $2,313,999 $2,530,343 $5,774,159

Net Income After Taxes $1,947,267 $2,347,166 $6,256,367 $6,841,298 $8,661,238
   % of Total Sales 38.9% 32.6% 48.1% 46.0% 43.3%
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Robert	H.	Beatty,	Jr.	

President, “O” Ring & Associates, Inc.; February 1993 – October 2010 
 Successful Entrepreneur:  Expanded the small local, two-man company into a leading regional corporation in the 

compression industry during his reign.  
 Proven Manager:  Successfully owned, operated, and managed compressor sales and service company that provided 

equipment and training to tri-state emergency services personnel.   
 

Sales Associate/Technician/Manager, “O” Ring & Associates, Inc.; January 1984 – February 1993 
 Technical Expert:  Learned and honed skills for sales as well as all technical aspects of compressor installation, 

maintenance, and repair.  
 
Specialized Skills 

 Advanced design and technological skills in compression and purification of specialty gases. 
 Vast CNG and natural gas technical expertise to include: assessing the best plan for each customer, designing, 

building, and installing individualized equipment, routine and emergency service and maintenance, service of gas 
production facilities, pipeline or transportation solutions for CNG, as well as installation of treatment and processing 
facilities for CNG. 

 Extensive knowledge of both state and federal regulations pertaining to specialty gases, to include:  CNG, LNG, 
LPG, compressed air, nitrogen, oxygen, and biogases. 

 Expert written, oral, analytical, and presentation skills; particularly adept at simplifying complex information for 
various audiences.  Sought-after professional speaker and educator. 

 Exceptional creative thinking and leadership skills that enable him to effectively organize and lead large scale 
projects to successful completion. 

 Critical thinking and rapid decision making skills demonstrated as FAA certified instrument-rated, high-
performance aircraft and hot air balloon pilot. 
 

Community Service 

 Member/Past Master (1981) of Garfield Lodge 559, Free & Accepted Masons of PA; 1977-Present 
 Jefferson County Sheriff’s Special Deputy; 1983 – Present 
 Volunteer Firefighter for Oliver Township Volunteer Fire Department; 1988 - Present 
 Punxsutawney Regional Airport Authority Board Member; 1997-2012 
 Pittsburgh Region Clean Cities Board Member 2013 – Present 
 Pittsburgh Region Clean Cities Director of Technology & Government Affairs 
 Sub-Committee Chair, Pa. Independent Oil & Gas Association (PIOGA) – Alternative Fuel Committee 
 Committee Chair, PIOGA Pipeline Gas Marketing & Development Committee 
 PIOGA Board of Directors 
 Member of Carnegie Mellon Fuel Freedom Foundation Advisory Board 2014 - Present 

 
Professional Memberships 

 Sustaining Member of National Fire Protection Association 
 Sustaining Member of Pittsburgh Region Clean Cities 
 Member of Pennsylvania Independent Oil and Gas Association 
 Member of Petroleum Equipment Institute 
 Member of Marcellus on Main Street 
 Chairman of the Advisory Board for Tri-State Alternative Fueling Expo & Conference 
 Past Chairman of the Advisory Board for Pittsburgh Fire & EMS Expo 
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MOSHE BEN-ROOHI, M.D. 
CA License #A108444   NY license #248583 

SUMMARY  
 

Moshe Ben-Roohi, M.D. specializes in advanced non-surgical orthopedics and regenerative treatments for sports injuries, degenerative joint 
disease, and conditions of the spine. He works with clients who have tried everything else and failed and with professional athletes looking to 
improve their game.He is double board certified in both Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation, and in Pain Medicine. He obtained his medical 
degree at Tel-Aviv University’s Sackler School of Medicine and completed his residency at NYU Medical Center and Hospital for Joint Diseases 
where he served as Chief Resident. After residency he completed a fellowship in Pain and Interventional Orthopedics. Dr. Ben-Roohi maintains his 
role in academic medicine through his continued pursuit of ongoing research. He has published numerous scientific papers in PM&R and other peer 
reviewed journals. He is a frequent speaker on the subjects of Sports Medicine, Pain Management and Regenerative Orthopedics. Dr. Ben-Roohi is 
a member of the Spine Intervention Society (ISIS),  American Academy of Orthopedic Medicine (AAOM), Institute for Functional Medicine (IFM) 
and the American Academy of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation (AAPMR). 
 
EXPERIENCE 
  

1/12-           Director of Interventional Orthopedics, Interventional Spine and Sports Medicine.  
                    Lifespan Medicine, Santa Monica, CA 
 

8/10 - 1/12  Sport & Spine Diagnostic and Treatment Medical Center. Temecula, CA  
 

7/10-10/10  Fellowship instructor. LAGS Spine and Sports Care, Santa Maria, CA 
 

8/09 - 7/10  Fellowship, Pain Medicine and Interventional Orthopedics. LAGS Spine and Sports   
                    Care, Santa Maria, CA 
 

7/06 - 6/09  Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation Residency. NYU Medical Center, Rusk       
                    Institute of Rehabilitation Medicine, New York, NY 
 

7/05 - 6/06  Internal Medicine Internship. Long Island College Hospital, Brooklyn, NY 
 
EDUCATION 
 

8/01 - 5/05  Tel Aviv University, Sackler School of Medicine, M.D 
 

1/96 - 6/99  University of California, Santa Cruz. B.A. Anthropology, B.A Biology 
 
PUBLICATIONS 

 

9/2010        Ben-Roohi M, Lagattuta F, et al. "Recalcitrant Peroneal Tenosynovitis Treated With   
                   Ultrasound Guided Injection: A Case Report." PM&R Journal, 2010;2, issue 9: S91. 
 

9/2010        Smith P, Ben-Roohi M, et al. “Intercostal Neuralgia Improvement by Ultrasound   
          Guided Nerve Block: A Case Report.” PM&R Journal, 2010;2, issue 9: S79.  
 

9/2010        Vitto V, Ben-Roohi M, et al. “Morbidity Related to Blind Injection of Distal Aneurysm  
                   Improved by Using Diagnostic Ultrasound. A Case Report.” PM&R Journal, 2010;2,  
                   issue 9: S82-83. 
 

9/2010        Lagattuta F, Ben-Roohi M, et al. “Pain After Total Hip Arthroplasty Diagnosed by  
                   Ultrasound: A Case Study.” PM&R Journal, 2010;2, issue 9: S85.  
 

9/2010        Lagattuta F, Ben-Roohi M, et al. “Incidence of Emotional Trauma in a Chronic Pain   
                   Clinic: A Case Report.” PM&R Journal, 2010;2, issue 9: S127. 
 

6/2010        Elwood D, Heckman J, Ben-Roohi M, et al. “Assessing Patient Expectations and  
                   Concerns in a Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation Unit: A Real-Time Snapshot.” PMR  
                   Journal, 2010;2, issue 6:521-527. 
 

10/2009      Heckman J, Ben-Roohi M, et al. “The Potential of Information Technology in Today’s  
                   Health Care System and Beyond.” PM&R Resident, Oct 2009.          
  

5/2009        Illig A, Ben-Roohi M. “Bilateral Subtrochanteric Femoral Insufficiency Fractures in a 75  
                   year old Woman Receiving Long Term Alendronate Therapy: A Case Report.” PM&R  
                   Journal, 2009;1, issue 9: S154-S155.  
 

2/2009        Elwood D, Rashbaum I, Ben-Roohi M, et al. "Length of Stay in Rehabilitation is   
                   Associated with Admission Neurologic Deficit and Discharge Destination." PM&R   
                   Journal, 2009;1, issue 2:147-151. Invited for presentation at the annual Academic            



                   Congress of Neuroscience conference, Chengdu, China, June 2010. 
  

2/2009        Elwood D, Ben-Roohi, M, et al. "Examining ACGME Core Competencies: Resident 
                   and Attending Perspectives. Electronically published poster, Association of Academic  
                   Physiatrists (AAP). 
 

2/2008        Ben-Roohi M, Lee M. "Recurrent Pregnancy Related Transverse Myelitis with  
                   Quadriparesis and Respiratory Compromise: A Case Report." Electronically published   
                   poster, Association of Academic Physiatrists (AAP). 
 

9/2007        Ben-Roohi M, Bulkin E, Vitale K. “Cauda Equina Arachnoiditis After Transforaminal   
                     Epidural Steroid Injection: A Case Report." Archives of Physical Medicine and  
           Rehabilitation, 2007;88, issue 9: E94.  

  
SELECT PRESENTATIONS GIVEN 

 

6/22/17       Current Interventional Regenerative Spine Options in Sports Medicine. The Spine in  
                   Sports Conference, Cedars Sinai Medical Center, Los Angeles, CA 
 

11/22/15     Regenerative Orthopedics for the Professional Baseball Athlete. Professional Baseball 
                   Athletic Trainers Society, Baseball Medicine Conference, Los Angeles, CA 
 

7/23/13       Advanced Orthobiologic Treatment Options for the Spine. Valley Spine Society,   
                   Westlake Village, CA 
 

10/17/09     Diagnostic Ultrasonography of the Shoulder. LAGS Spine and Sportscare 
 

8/17/09       Platelet Rich Plasma: Current and Potential Applications. LAGS Spine and Sportscare 
 

7/07/09       History and Physiology of Platelet Rich Plasma. Grand Rounds, Brooklyn Veterans   
                   Administration Hospital, NY 
  

5/19/09       Pathophysiology of Disk Disease and Discogenic Pain. Grand Rounds, Manhattan  
                   Veterans Administration Hospital, NY                    

8/8/08         Nerve Conduction Studies of the Upper Extremity. Electromyography Grand Rounds,   
                   Rusk Institute of Rehabilitation Medicine, NY 

 

2/25/08       Herpes Zoster and Postherpetic Neuralgia: Pathophysiology, Treatment and Future  
                   Approaches. Grand Rounds, Manhattan Veterans Administration Hospital, NY 
 

12/21/07     Concepts in Sports Medicine. Hospital for Joint Diseases, NY 
 

12/14/07     Rotator Cuff Pathology and Imaging. Hospital for Joint Diseases, NY 
 

10/26/07     Treatment of Painful Cervical Disorders. Hospital For Joint Diseases, NY 
 

9/18/06       Rehabilitation of Patients with Rheumatic Diseases. Rusk Institute of Rehabilitation  
          Medicine, NY 
 

ADDITIONAL PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE 
 

▪ Work directly with Professor Peter Wehling in developing the first clinic in the USA to use   
   Autologous Conditioned Serum and investigate additional clinical applications with multiple   
   research projects in progress 
 

▪ Expert Reviewer, U.S. Department of Education National Institute on Disability and   
   Rehabilitation Research (NIDRR), Field Initiated Program Grant Review 
 

▪ Chief Resident: Manhattan VA and Bellevue Hospital, NYU Medical Center 2008-2009 
 

▪ Rusk Resident Board Review Lecture Series Co-Developer and Presenter 
 

▪ NYU House Staff Physician’s Council: Rusk Institute Representative 
 

▪ NYU/Rusk Education Leadership Track: Educational, Textbook and Electronic Resources   
 

PROFESSIONAL MEMBERSHIPS 
 

▪ Spine Intervention Society (ISIS) 
  

▪ American Academy of Orthopedic Medicine (AAOM) 
 

▪ American Academy of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation (AAPMR) 
 







CURRICULUM VITAE 

 
LUCIUS E. BURCH, III 
FINANCIAL BACKER 
 
Lucius Burch is chairman of Burch Investment Group. He began his career at Morgan 
Guaranty Trust Company and in 1968 joined Massey Investment Company, the 
predecessor of Massey Burch Investment Group. Burch has extensive experience in 

management consulting, corporate finance and mergers and acquisitions. He has served on a number of 
public and private company boards, including seven NYSE companies. 
 
BURCH INVESTMENT GROUP - 1989 to Present 
Chief Executive Officer and Chairman 
401 Commerce Street, Suite 740, Nashville, TN 37219 
 
MASSEY BURCH CAPITAL CORP. 
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer  
4007 Hillsboro Pike #A, Nashville TN 37215 
 
BREATHEAMERICA, INC. 
Director 
1 Burton Hills Blvd., Suite 375, Nashville TN 37215 

 
NORRELL CORPORATION – 1982 to Present 
Director 
3535 Piedmont Road N.E., Atlanta GA 30305 

 
AAC HOLDINGS, INC. – 2012 to Present 
Director 
200 Powell Place, Brentwood TN 37027 
 
BUSINESS ORGANIZATIONS:  Board Member - MCT Cop., Board Member - Maxwell Medical, 

Board Member- Education Networks of America, Board Member- BreatheAmerica, INC, Trustee- Capital 

Management Investment Trust, Board Member- Patientfocus, Board Member- AAC Holdings, Chairman- 

Burch Investment Group LLC, Board Member- Corrections Corp of American, Board Member-

Affirmative Insurance Holdings, INC., Chairman-Correctional Management Services, Board Member-

QMS INC., Board Member- Norrell Corp, Board Member- Biosaftey Systems INC., Board Member 

Webmd INC. 

 
EDUCATION: University of North Carolina - 1963 
 Bachelor of Arts 
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 Drug Information: Thomas Jefferson Univ. Hospital Philadelphia, PA 
 Hospital Pharmacy Practice: Hahnemann Hospital Philadelphia, PA 

 

EDUCATION 
Philadelphia College of Pharmacy - May 2010 
Doctorate of Pharmacy  
 
Pacific Institute of Aromatherapy - Summer 2014 
 
Institute for Integrative Nutrition - October 2015 
Certified Holistic Health Coach  
 
Artemisia & Rue Western Herbal Study - December 2017 
Community Herbalist Candidate  
 

LICENSING  

PA Pharmacist License No. RP445299 

Board Certified Pharmacist 
 California  
 Colorado 
  Pennsylvania 

 
APHA Immunizer Certified 











 Marquis Who’s Who of American Women, 19th Edition, 1995-96, 1st time. 
 

 President of Public Justice, 1994-95 (founder and board member since 1981, executive committee / 
officer from 1989-1996, of this national public interest law firm of over 3000 members based in 
Washington, D.C.) 

 American Bar Association, 1978 to present; Tennessee Bar Association, 1978 to present,  Nashville Bar 
Association, 1978 to present (Ethics Committee, 1982-present); Lawyers Association of Women (Board 
1991, 1992); The Association of  Trial Lawyers of America, 1977 to present (officer of various 
sections, including Torts, State Delegates, Young Lawyers, Women’s Caucus) 

 
 
BUSINESS ORGANIZATIONS:  Women GROW, Americans for Safe Access, Law Enforcement Against 

Prohibition (LEAP), Clean Green Certified, Organic Cannabis 
Association, National Cannabis Industry Association, NORML, Cannabis 
Patients Alliance. 

 
COLLEGE EDUCATION: Boston University and University at Buffalo (B.S. Cum Laude, 1975; 

Business Management)  
 
LEGAL EDUCATION: University of Tennessee (J.D. 1977) (Dean’s Honor List) 
 
ADMITTED TO PRACTICE: Tennessee, 1978; U.S. District Court, 1978; U.S. 5th and 6th Circuit Courts 

of Appeal, 1980; U.S. Supreme Court, 1982, 2017 Bar application in 
progress in Pennsylvania. 

 
SPEAKER: Numerous state and national attorney association seminars, including 

appearances in Pennsylvania, New York, California, Washington, D.C., 
Nevada, Tennessee, West Virginia, South Carolina, Florida, Colorado, 
Alabama, Georgia, Mississippi, and others 

 
INSTRUCTOR: ATLA National Trial Advocacy College, 1983, 1984, 1985, 1986, 1988 

and 1990 
 
COMMUNITY ACTIVITIES: Holy Family Catholic Church (Stewardship Committee, 1989-present; 

lector at mass); Alliance Français (Board, 1998-2001); Women’s Political 
Caucus; CABLE; Monroe Harding Children’s Home (Board 2000 - 2012); 
WIN 

 
FOREIGN LANGUAGES:  French, Spanish 
 

 















 
          
Steve Miller        
Pharmacist       
	

 
Steven J. Miller, CMSP, MSPharm, DPh, RPh, is president of SJM Enterprises, a multi-faceted consumer-
response organization, specializing in workers’ compensation issues, Medication Set Aside programs, 
formulary review and analysis, provider intervention, medication therapy management, and managed care 
pharmaceutical reimbursement issues. He is a clinical pharmacist with many years of experience in 
managed care workers’ compensation, Medicare, and Medicaid pharmacy consulting. He is also a part 
time dispensing pharmacist with Walgreens. He has served in several capacities with many types of 
managed care organizations, and has made numerous regional and national presentations on issues such 
as medication issues for the elderly, cost-effective drug therapies, and pharmaceutical benefit 
management, for more than 30 years. He currently serves on several pharmaceutical advisory boards and 
on the editorial advisory board of ODG/ODG Treatment publication from the Work Loss Data Institute. 
He graduated from the University of Iowa with his B.S. in Pharmacy, and his M.S. from the University of 
Maryland.   
 
 

PA Pharmacist License No. RP438147 
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Nickolas P. Palacios     

 
Nick Palacios is the founder and COO of GRO, will be managing the day-to-day operations at the 
cultivation/extraction site.  Nick started his business late 2015, and submersed in the medical marijuana 
business, online and in person 24/7 ever since.  While still a student of the W.P. Carey School of 
Business (Marketing, Entrepreneurship) at ASU in Tempe, Arizona, Nick started an internet marketing 
business, operating it for 4 years following his 2011 graduation. He will apply those marketing skills to 
GRO.  He invested every penny from his marketing company into his medical cannabis operation, first 
taking a rigorous program and passing the five examinations for Patient Focused Certification* in all 
disciplines through the Americans for Safe Access (ASA) Foundation.   Before and after the PFC work, 
he self-educated by studying all types of methodologies for MMJ, working with and shadowing 
cultivators in indoor, greenhouse, and hydroponic grow operations and dispensaries in CA and CO. Nick 
attended multiple seminars, reviewed ancillary product lines, observed the many mistakes that growers 
make with pesticide use, sanitation errors, plant diseases, or failing to standardize and audit.  Nick 
consulted with and advised growers about best practices to employ for greenhouse cultivation, by 
implementing PFC standards, as they were rarely being employed.  Nick learned passion leads to 
success as a USA team ice hockey player in Europe.  He now directs his passion to developing and 
sharing the health benefits of medical cannabis. Further, Nick is no stranger to community involvement, 
and plans to require community service hours from all employees of GRO, as well as set up a 
Foundation, with a percentage of profit designated to aid the community. In high school, Nick was one 
of Nashville’s five youth volunteers of the year, receiving the coveted Mary Catherine Stroeble Award 
for his service work. 
  
*Americans for Safe Access Patient Focused Certification is an innovative, comprehensive program, preparing the medical 
cannabis industry for excellence, providing patients, healthcare providers and regulators the ability to identify reliable, high-
quality medical cannabis products and services. PFC prepares those who are certified in all disciplines to adopt high quality, 
safe, reasonable, high-level standards for growers, processors and distributors from seed to consumption. 

 
Education Arizona State University, W.P. Carey School of Business, BS in Marketing, 2011 with 

concentration on Entrepreneurialism.   
 

Certification   Americans for Safe Access Patient Focused Certification. PFC is an innovative program, 
preparing the medical cannabis industry for excellence.  PFC is what patients, healthcare 
providers, companies, and regulators depend on to identify reliable, high-quality medical 
cannabis products and services. PFC comprehensively addresses product and distribution 
safety in the industry. The program provides components for operators, growers and 
processors to promote the adoption of safe and reasonable industry standards from seed 
to consumption.  

 
Experience   January 2016 – present.  Submersed in the medical marijuana business, online and in 

person. Studied all types of methodologies for MMJ and studied cultivators in indoor, 
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greenhouse, and hydroponic grow operations and dispensaries in CA and CO. Attended 
multiple seminars, reviewed ancillary product lines, observed the mistakes that many 
growers made with pesticide use, sanitation errors, plant diseases, failing to standardize 
and audit.  Advised growers about best practices to employ, by implementing PFC 
standards, which are rarely employed. 

  
 8/2016 – present.  Consulting with an internet start-up retail store for organic agricultural 

products to be used in cannabis growing.   
  
 1/2011 – 12/2015 (internet marketing entrepreneur)  
            Created, set up and/or maintained websites and blogs for multiple-type business              
           clients, including dog obedience, hair salon, law firm, college entertainment site,  

and several nightclubs.  Sold business to employees/investors in early 2016 to pursue  
           learning all aspects of the medical marijuana business, including obtaining    
          certification and advising cultivators. 

 
            6/2006 – 2010 (part time) (runner, researcher) 

Parker & Crofford Law Firm in Nashville, TN.  Analyzed and reviewed medical records, 
did medical research.  

Jun-Aug 2009 (summer intern, promoting new resort to international customers) Carpatia 
Resorts. Bucharest, Romania. http://www.carpatiaresorts.com  Supervised small 
construction crew, maintained expense reports for corporate officers, met with potential 
investors for tours of property, researched/wrote marketing plans for business development.  

 
2004 - 2011 – part-time high school and college jobs 
Bartender; assistant campaign manager for state senate race; actor for TV commercials; ice 
hockey: private instructor and taught numerous camps, junior coach, and referee. 

Activities     Entrepreneurs at ASU, Alpha Kappa Psi, professional business fraternity, snowboarding, 
ice hockey, scuba diving.   

Honors and Service Work   
2004-2005 Youth Volunteer of the Year finalist, Nashville, TN 
2005 & 2006 represented USA in Europe, USA Ice Hockey Team 
Marquis Who’s Who in American High School Students, 2005, 2006 2007 
Winter break 2010: Mission trip to Nicaragua.  
March 2016:  Mission trip to Nicaragua 
 
 





















Nicholas Wydock   

 
Objective    Ensuring quality assurance and quality control   
 
Education Americans for Safe Access Patient Focused Certification. PFC is an innovative program, 

preparing the medical cannabis industry for excellence.  PFC is what patients, healthcare 
providers, companies, and regulators depend on to identify reliable, high-quality medical 
cannabis products and services. PFC comprehensively addresses product and distribution 
safety in the industry. The program provides components for operators, growers and 
processors to promote the adoption of safe and reasonable industry standards from seed to 
consumption. 

  
 Graduate, 2007, Centennial High School, Franklin, TN   
 
Experience     2015-2016. Brentwood Autobrokers. 
 Assisted in sales and procuring automobiles for individual clients.  
 Supervised Brentwood Autobrokers program dedicated to helping the community by 

helping a little boy get his favorite team jersey, a little girl get her cheering uniform, 
helping a veteran pay his mortgage and a student pay his way though college.  

 
 2015-2015. Cool Sports Icearium. 
 Teaching hockey and in charge of Zamboni.  
 Cool Sports Icearium is a community center with a turf field and ice-skating rink. From 

camps for kids to adult leagues and kids leagues, the Cool Sports Icearium is helping the 
youth to excel in sports as well as their sportsmanship with others.  

 
 2012-2015. Nissan 
 Supervisor of Quality Assurance 
 Supervising Nissan plant employees on ensuring the safety and quality of the products and 

cars to meet all safety requirements.  
 
 2011-2012. Danville Dashers Professional Hockey Team 
 Goaltender 
 The Danville Dashers are a member of the FHL, Federal Hockey League. 
 
 2009-2010. Huntsville Havoc Professional Hockey Team 
 Goaltender 
 The Huntsville Havoc is a member of the Southern Professional Hockey League. 
 
 2007-2011. Southern Ice Arena  
 Teaching Hockey, Rink Manager. 
 Southern Ice Arena is a one-stop hockey arena dedicated to growing our youth’s love of 

hockey and teaching the responsibilities of sportsmanship.  
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Samuel Joseph “Skip” Sanzeri 
CFO at GRO, LLC, Chief Strategy Officer at Comprehensive Cannabis Consulting (3C) 

 
 

With a Masters degree in Public Administration, Sanzeri has utilized his dynamic entrepreneurial talent in a diverse field of businesses, 
always working with a widely diverse group of people. Sanzeri has always had a keen eye for affirmative action and required strict 
compliance with EEO with every client he has taken from startup to success.  Currently, he is a Strategic Advisor to 3C, helping clients 
implement EEO plans. 
 
SUMMARY 
I have been an entrepreneur since 1996 beginning with Quote.com (backed by Sequoia). In the past 4 years I have specialized in the 
Cannabis industry. For the past year and a half, I served as the Chief Strategy Officer for the leading cannabis consulting firm, 3C. At 
3C I both direct and work a variety of cannabis company projects including cultivation, manufacturing, dispensary, laboratory, 
ancillary (products) and wholesale.  
 
EXPERIENCE 
Chief Strategy Officer, Comprehensive Cannabis Consulting (3C) 
September 2015 - Present  

3C is the leading cannabis strategy company helping cannabis companies grow and profit. 3C’s clients include cultivation, 
manufacturing, dispensary, laboratory, ancillary products and services, as well as wholesale distribution. As chief strategy officer, I 
oversee projects at a high level and also help companies structure and raise capital. My responsibilities include finance, operations, 
investor relations, marketing, distribution, and IT. 

Founder at myfamli 
January 2016 - Present  
The first completely private and free family information preservation system - for your family and relatives.  
 
Founder at AlerSense 
September 2015 - Present  
The AlerSenseTM Smart Air Quality Sensor for Allergy, Asthma and COPD is designed to detect indoor air quality constituents 
which may act as ‘triggers’ for people suffering from asthma, allergies and other respiratory allergies. Triggers are contaminants 
present in the air that could elicit a negative response from individuals who suffer from a range of respiratory ailments. These 
triggers in a household may include dust, pollen, mold spores, airborne dust mite allergens and chemicals or toxins in the air. Many 
people with respiratory issues are affected by these pollutants, and may also be unaware of their own specific triggers, making it 
difficult for them to predict impending issues. 

 
Advisor at GrayMeta 
August 2015 - Present  
Took an equity position in GrayMeta and advising the CEO and Board of this exciting metadata company. GrayMeta™ is a real-time 
metadata extraction, indexing, search and visualization platform which enables an enterprise to quickly and easily operationalize vast 
amounts of silo-based data. GrayMeta™ uses a modular approach for maximum flexibility and scalability, allowing any enterprise to 
operationalize data and files from all sources and formats, even large media files. With both cloud-based and installed systems, 
GrayMeta™ is revolutionizing the utility of Big Data. 

 
COO/President at MyDx, Inc. (formerly CDx, Inc.) 
November 2013 - August 2015  
Served as Chief Operations Officer and promoted to President in February of 2015. Took this cannabis sensor company public in May 
of 2015 having raised $7.6 million in the process. Handled all fundraising and Investor Relations including all legal and financial 
aspects of the offering. Directly worked with over 154 investors throughout the process which included series A, series B, and 
convertible note rounds of capital. Worked directly with the investment bank, and Wilson Sonsini Goodrich & Rosati as legal counsel 
through the process. Additionally, oversaw sales and marketing having built a large customer pipeline with the Chief Revenue officer 
reporting directly to me. Also responsible for marketing as the chief marketing officer reported to me, and at a high level oversaw 
customer service. Left the company in good standing after completing the go-public process and raising capital to move the company 
forward. 
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Founder at Social G2 
November 2007 - October 2013 
 
Led this Social Media Strategy Company since 2007. Our focus is on helping companies utilize mobile/ smartphone/tablet apps in line 
with other marketing initiatives. At Social G2 we help companies create/change marketing strategy via apps. We firmly believe that 
apps will be a continually increasing form of consumer interface so we help our clients engage in app strategies and execution in order 
to drive prospects, customers, traffic and create user acquisition. 

 
VP Biz Dev at   Copa Cast  
2006 - 2007   
 

CopaCast was an early stage startup specializing in behavioral target marketing. Helped raise $700k in a seed round. 
 

COO at Baytech Web Design  
October 2004 - December 2006   

 
EVP - Finance at Seerun  
February 2002 - October 2004  
 

Raised over $2m for this early stage company. Headed Corporate development. 
 

EVP Sales & Marketing/Acting GM at   INRANGE Technologies 
January 2001 - February 2002   
 

INRANGE was a $250mm publicly traded Nasdaq (INRG) listed Storage Networking company. Brought on board by the VP 
Marketing/CTO to spinout an EAI product line; merged the company with CNT. 

• Managed sales and engineering staffs 
• Product Line Generated $6mm in revenue 1st year 
• Developed complete marketing and sales plans 
• Drafted value added product development roadmap 
• Led VC Negotiations – Company cancelled plans for Spin-off post Sept 11th 
• Developed sales pipeline including: U.S. Secret Service, ARINC, Sabre, Northwest Airlines 
• Created Business development and OEM deals with IBM, EDS and others Left after Company sold to Brocade. 

 
CEO, Founder at Olliance, Inc/ Open Source Group 
1998 - 2001  
 

Founded Open Source Group and then merged with Olliance, Inc. (was CEO) Olliance was an open source strategy and 
development group. 

 
Live Radio - Techwatch with Skip Sanzeri  at   Douglas Broadcasting 
1997 - 2000 
Created and produced "Tech Watch" which was a leading Bay Area radio technology show. Interviewed dozens of tech CEOs 
and reported on tech stock information, and financial news around the technology sector. On air from 6 AM to 10 AM between 
1998 and 2000. 

 
VP Business Development at Quote.com (Lycos) 
1996 - 1998 
Was responsible for revenue generation and customer acquisition via our online properties. Created new advertising and 
sponsorship monetization programs for the various online financial services sections of our sites and co-branded partner properties. 

 
Director of Sales and Marketing at Ziff-Davis Publishing 
January 1986 - January 1996 
Responsible for tactical sales and marketing of Ziff-Davis products including those incorporated via the IAC acquisition. Sold 
company to Thompson Publishing 

 
CEO, Founder Gold's Gym SF Bay Area at Gold's Gym  
1987 - 1996 
 

Owned and operated a chain of 6 SF Bay Area Gold's Gyms. Converted the brand to California Athletic Clubs and 
sold the facilities to 24 Hour Fitness 





















 	

Biological Field Researcher & Botanical Assistant at Rocky Mountain Biological Laboratory 
2007  -  2014 
Worked with various plant and animal research experiments, collecting data and monitoring results of biological 
experimentation high in the Rocky Mountains. Worked with climate change data, pollinator relationships, and 
botany genetics research for scientists from across the nation. Every summer involved new assignments and 
research as well as many opportunities to work with the lab's culinary department and environmental education 
center specifically working and teaching with the kid's nature camp and summer sessions. 
 
Romance Language Cryptologic Linguist at United States Air Force 
2002  -  2006 
Commandant Award Recipient 
 

 

Education 
Western State Colorado University 
Bachelor of Arts (B.A.), Environmental Studies, 2008 - 2012 
Grade:  Honors: TKD Award of Excellence 
Activities and Societies:  Tri Beta Kappa 
Community College of the US Air Force 
Associate of Arts (AA), Communications, 2003 - 2004 Grade:  
Honors 
Activities and Societies:  Volunteer Service Award 
Defense Language Institute 
Associate of Arts (AA), Romance Languages, 2002 - 2003 
Grade:  Honors: Army Commandant Award of Excellence, GPA 3.6 
 

 

Languages 
English  
Spanish  

 
 

 

Volunteer Experience 
Pesticide Workgroup member at Colorado Department of Agriculture 
April 2015  - Present 

 
 
 





James (Jay) Palmere 

 
 

Jay received a Bachelor of Arts in Business Administration with concentrations in Business 
Economics and Finance from the Albers School of Business at Seattle University (Capital 
Budgeting and Risk Management classes are proving extremely valuable now). He was the 
President of Gamma Omega chapter of Alpha Kappa Psi and coordinated organizational 
activity as an undergrad. He received a Master of Arts degree in Humanities from the University 
of Chicago, and used it to teach History of Western Thought, Academic Reading and Writing, 
and Principles of Microeconomics at Calumet College of St. Joseph. Jay is currently Chief 
Financial Officer of Compliant Cannabis, where he currently provides Business Process Model 
and Notation (BPMN) expertise alongside enterprise-grade resource planning skills to meet the 
unique and complex needs of the legal cannabis industry. He joined Compliant Cannabis in 
2015, whose mission is to provide real-time inventory management from seed to sale, 
automating inventory reconciliation and compliance reporting, as well as optimizing operational 
excellence with real-time, data-driven insights. Compliant Cannabis makes high tech 
affordable by providing cloud-based software solutions as a monthly subscription service, 
a.k.a. Software-as-a-Service and Platform-as-a-Service. Jay’s proven skills applying logical 
systems to the often disorganized world of the nascent cannabis industry through his special 
expertise in business process management and enterprise resource planning helps him 
provide the best of breed technology to GRO. 
 
Education 
 
2010 Seattle University – Albers School of Business and Economics 

B.A. in Business Administration with concentrations in Business Economics and 
Finance 

 
2014 University of Chicago 
 Master of Arts Program in Humanities with a concentration in Philosophy 
 
Business Experience 
 
Aug. 2015 – Nov. 2015 
CanopyBoulder Business Accelerator 
 
Aug. 2015 – Present 
CFO, Compliant Cannabis 
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Areas of Expertise 
 
Finance 

- Risk Management 
- Capital Budgeting 
- Forecasting and Modelling 
- Business Development 

Technology 
- Business Model Process and Notation (BPMN) 
- Business Intelligence Reporting Tool (BIRT) 
- Technical Documentation 
- Integration Management and Planning 

Academic 
- Linear Algebra 
- Statistics 
- Professional Writing 
- Narrative Method of Exposition 
- Conceptual Digestion and Dissemination 









George Scott Cimochowski 

 
EDUCATION  Pennsylvania State University, University Park, PA August 2010 - May 2015 
   Major: Bachelor of Science in Psychology with a Focus in Business 
   Minor: Entrepreneurship and Innovation in New Venture Creation 

              
CERTIFICATIONS Certified Penn State Master Gardener; Graduated from Trimming 101 course; Graduated 

Portlandamsterdam University (organic farming of cannabis cultivars); Attended ASA Patient 
Focused Certification training (certification pending)       

 
EMPLOYMENT Associate     July 2016 - present 
   Comprehensive Cannabis Consulting 

● Assisted with every aspect of the Pennsylvania application process 
● Traveled to 5 states for cannabis conferences and meetings	
● Directly worked under the CEO	
● Provided research for data analytics	
● Wrote, edited, and read proposals, executive summaries, articles, and other documents 

related to founding and running a cannabis business	
● Advised clients on financial modeling, corporate structuring, raising capital, cultivation, 

processing, and dispensary design, and current trends within the industry	
● Attended events related to regulatory oversight for mature and emerging cannabis states, 

laboratory testing and standardization, medical research, and general industry trade shows	
 
   Horticulturalist   November 2015 - May 2016 
   Native Roots 

● Operated a 160,000 sq. ft. cultivation operation 
● Worked daily under 14,000 square feet of cultivation space with a total of 6,300 plants 	
● Mixed nutrients, foliar sprays, and flushes for vegetative and flowering plants	
● Built, installed, and ran drip line system	
● Pruned veg plants, mid stage and late stage flowering plants for disease management, 

reduction of microclimates, and increasing yields	
● Mixed, sprayed, and watered in OMRI and non-OMRI pesticides & fungicides	
● Made sure that the clones had the correct strain labeling	
● Identified mislabeled flowering plants by the shape, color, aroma, and size of the calyxes	
● Consistently scouted for pathogens and sick plants	
● Identified patterns of disease, hermaphroditism, stress, etc	
● Shaped plants in vegetative stage and flower via topping and shirting	
● Facilitated light penetration and light deprivation, reducing disease, and increasing yield	
● Accountable for data acquisition and analysis of various metrics	
● Responsible for testing and recording Ph, PPM, and EC	
● Monitored the growth and health of the clones, vegetative plants, and flowering plants as 

well as the ripeness of the later	
● Managed the transition team	
● Implemented grow design, air circulation, microclimates, hybrid hydroponics, nutrient 

deficiencies and excesses, PAR & lumens, diseases and solutions, curing, temperature 
and humidity, general climate control, yields, etc. 	

 
Trimmer     November 2015 
Hemp Temps 

● Learned about methods of processing, drying, curing, etc.	
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● Trimmed cannabis flowers to make ready for sale	
 

Assistant to the President   July 2015 - October 2015 
Aquarius Cannabis Inc. 

● Focused on Investor Relations	
● Provided personal knowledge of the cannabis industry	

 
Volunteer                                      September 2014 - September 2015 
The ArcView Group 

● Worked for a cannabis investment group	
 

Consultant      Aug 2014 - November 2014 
               The Start-Up, LLC 

● Designed business structure	
● Provided key business contacts	
● Built systems for managing start-ups	
● Created the blueprints for three startups: a cookie business, a t-shirt design business, and 

a recycling machine business	
 

Volunteer         September 2013 - December 2014 
    Master Gardener 

● Assisted with Master Gardener Projects and Workshops	
● Certified Penn State Master Gardener 

 
Intern                                                                    August 2013 

   Stoney Girl Gardens 
● Certified to grow Stoney Girl Strains	
● Learned basic breeding techniques	
● Learned how to grow cannabis organically (OMRI Certified)	
● Learned basic edible, hash, and oil production strategies	

 
    

Volunteer                                                              May 2013- August 2013 
   Greenmoore Gardens Organic Farm 

● Learned about methods of organic vegetable and herb production	
 

Volunteer     July 2009 
 Sustainable Harvest International  

● Lived in the jungles of Belize	
● Built solar latrines, wood-conserving stoves, and planted cacao trees	
● Adapted to the culture	
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Affidavit of Business History 
 

State of ______________________                     ) 
          ) ss: 
County of ______________________     ) 

 

The undersigned, _______________________________________, hereby certifies the following: 
 

During	the	10	years	preceding	the	filing	date	of	the	initial	permit	application,	the	following	principal(s),	
operator(s),	financial	backer(s)	and	employee(s),		have	held	a position	of	management	or	ownership	of	a	
controlling	interest	in	any	other	business	in	this	Commonwealth	or	any	other	jurisdiction	involving	the	
manufacturing	or	distribution	of	medical	marijuana	or	a	controlled	substance: 

Name	of	individual	 Role	(principal,	
operator,	financial	
backer	or	
employee)	

Business	name	and	
address	

Position	of	
management	or	
ownership	of	a	
controlling	interest	
	

Dates	

Nicholas	Easley	 COO	 Comprehensive	Cannabis	
Consulting,	2810	Speer	
Blvd.,	Denver	CO	80211	

Owner	/	Chief	
Executive	Officer	

2014	-	
Present	

	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	
 
I hereby certify that I am authorized to execute this affidavit on behalf of the applicant and that the 
information contained herein is true and correct and that there is no misrepresentation, falsification or 
omissions in this affidavit. I am further aware that any false or misleading statement or omitted 
information is punishable under the applicable provisions of 18 Pa  C.S. Ch. 49 (relating to falsification 
and intimidation). 

      ___________________________ __________ 
      Signature of Affiant and Title  Date 
 
 
 
Sworn to and subscribed before me this _______ day of __________, 20____. 
 
 
__________________________ 
Notary Public 
 
MY COMMISSION EXPIRES: 
 
 





Tennessee

Davidson
414-61-9162

Nickolas P. Palacios

Nick Palacios

3/13/2017

n/a n/a n/a n/a
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Attachment H: Tax Clearance Certificates 

Instructions:   
 Completion of this form is a condition of this application and will authorize the Pennsylvania

Department of Revenue (DOR) and the Department of Labor and Industry (L&I) to review the tax
records of the applicant and its principals and other persons affiliated with the applicant, as part of the
permit application review by the Pennsylvania Department of Health (Department)

 Your signature on this form also represents a waiver of confidentiality of this information. Your
signature allows DOR and L&I to provide tax information to the Department

 If the applicant’s business is not at a stage where a tax clearance certificate is possible, the
application may be considered to be complete if the applicant provides a copy of form PA-100, PA
Enterprise Registration Form

 Complete this cover sheet. Scan this sheet with the completed Application for a Tax Clearance
Review and save it as a PDF file called ”Attachment H,” using the appropriate file name format

Business Name, as it appears on the applicant’s certificate of incorporation, charter, bylaws, 
partnership agreement or other official documents: 

Trade names and DBA (doing business as) names: 

Principal Business Address: 
City: State: Zip Code: 
Phone: Fax: Email: 

Application for a Tax Clearance Review 

_________________________________________ _________
Name listed on tax return Employer Identification Number or

Social Security Number

 
Address    City    State   Zip Code 

I certify that I am the individual whose tax records are to be reviewed. If the tax records are for an entity, I 
certify that I am the authorized signatory for the applicant. 

______________________________________    ____    _______ 
Signature of officer or authorized signatory         Telephone number         Date 

A photocopy, facsimile or other electronic version of this document shall be accepted as an original 
signature.

Global Resource Operations LLC

GRO, LLC
6877 US 322

Franklin TN 16323-8053
615-944-4827 615-255-6037 m.parker@grollc.com

Robert H. Beatty

03/19/2017
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Attachment H: Tax Clearance Certificates 
 

Instructions:   
 Completion of this form is a condition of this application and will authorize the Pennsylvania 

Department of Revenue (DOR) and the Department of Labor and Industry (L&I) to review the tax 
records of the applicant and its principals and other persons affiliated with the applicant, as part of the 
permit application review by the Pennsylvania Department of Health (Department) 

 Your signature on this form also represents a waiver of confidentiality of this information. Your 
signature allows DOR and L&I to provide tax information to the Department 

  If the applicant’s business is not at a stage where a tax clearance certificate is possible, the 
application may be considered to be complete if the applicant provides a copy of form PA-100, PA 
Enterprise Registration Form 

 Complete this cover sheet. Scan this sheet with the completed Application for a Tax Clearance 
Review and save it as a PDF file called ”Attachment H,” using the appropriate file name format 

 
Business Name, as it appears on the applicant’s certificate of incorporation, charter, bylaws, 
partnership agreement or other official documents: 
 
Trade names and DBA (doing business as) names: 
 
Principal Business Address: 
City: State: Zip Code: 
Phone: Fax: Email: 

 
 
 
Application for a Tax Clearance Review 
 
_________________________________________  _____________________ 
Name listed on tax return     Employer Identification Number or 

_ 
Address    City    State              Zip Code 
 
I certify that I am the individual whose tax records are to be reviewed. If the tax records are for an entity, I 
certify that I am the authorized signatory for the applicant.  
 
 
______ _______________________________    _    _______ 
Signature of officer or authorized signatory         Telephone number         Date 
 

 

A photocopy, facsimile or other electronic version of this document shall be accepted as an original 
signature.  

Global Resource Operations LLC

GRO, LLC
6877 US 322

Franklin TN 16323-8053
615-944-4827 615-255-6037 m.parker@grollc.com
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Attachment H: Tax Clearance Certificates 
 

Instructions:   
x Completion of this form is a condition of this application and will authorize the Pennsylvania 

Department of Revenue (DOR) and the Department of Labor and Industry (L&I) to review the tax 
records of the applicant and its principals and other persons affiliated with the applicant, as part of the 
permit application review by the Pennsylvania Department of Health (Department) 

x Your signature on this form also represents a waiver of confidentiality of this information. Your 
signature allows DOR and L&I to provide tax information to the Department 

x  If the applicant’s business is not at a stage where a tax clearance certificate is possible, the 
application may be considered to be complete if the applicant provides a copy of form PA-100, PA 
Enterprise Registration Form 

x Complete this cover sheet. Scan this sheet with the completed Application for a Tax Clearance 
Review and save it as a PDF file called ”Attachment H,” using the appropriate file name format 

 
Business Name, as it appears on the applicant’s certificate of incorporation, charter, bylaws, 
partnership agreement or other official documents: 
 
Trade names and DBA (doing business as) names: 
 
Principal Business Address: 
City: State: Zip Code: 
Phone: Fax: Email: 

 
 
 
Application for a Tax Clearance Review 
 
_________________________________________  __________ 
Name listed on tax return     Employer Identification Number or 
        Social Security Number 
 
__________
Address    City    State              Zip Code 
 
I certify that I am the individual whose tax records are to be reviewed. If the tax records are for an entity, I 
certify that I am the authorized signatory for the applicant.  
 
 
______________________________________    __ _______    _______ 
Signature of officer or authorized signatory         Telephone number         Date 
 

 

A photocopy, facsimile or other electronic version of this document shall be accepted as an original 
signature.  

Global Resource Operations LLC

GRO, LLC

6877 US 322

Franklin TN 16323-8053

615-944-4827 615-255-6037 m.parker@grollc.com

DOHDOH

DOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOH

DOHDOH



 

   

Attachment H: Tax Clearance Certificates 
 

Instructions:   
 Completion of this form is a condition of this application and will authorize the Pennsylvania 

Department of Revenue (DOR) and the Department of Labor and Industry (L&I) to review the tax 
records of the applicant and its principals and other persons affiliated with the applicant, as part of the 
permit application review by the Pennsylvania Department of Health (Department) 

 Your signature on this form also represents a waiver of confidentiality of this information. Your 
signature allows DOR and L&I to provide tax information to the Department 

  If the applicant’s business is not at a stage where a tax clearance certificate is possible, the 
application may be considered to be complete if the applicant provides a copy of form PA-100, PA 
Enterprise Registration Form 

 Complete this cover sheet. Scan this sheet with the completed Application for a Tax Clearance 
Review and save it as a PDF file called ”Attachment H,” using the appropriate file name format 

 
Business Name, as it appears on the applicant’s certificate of incorporation, charter, bylaws, 
partnership agreement or other official documents: 

Global Resource Operations, LLC  

Trade names and DBA (doing business as) names: 

Principal Business Address: 87 Liberty Lane 

City: Ringgold State: PA Zip Code: 15770 

Phone: (615) 944-4627 Fax: (615) 255-6037 Email: nick@grollc.com 

 
 
 

 
Application for a Tax Clearance Review 
 
_________________________________________  ___________ 
Name listed on tax return     Employer Identification Number or 
        Social Security Number 
 

Address    City    State              Zip Code 
 
I certify that I am the individual whose tax records are to be reviewed. If the tax records are for an entity, I 
certify that I am the authorized signatory for the applicant.  
 
 
______________________________________    __________    _______ 
Signature of officer or authorized signatory         Telephone number         Date 
 

Nicholas Todd Easley

3/19/2017

DOHDOH

DOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOH

DOHDOH



 

   

A photocopy, facsimile or other electronic version of this document shall be accepted as an original 
signature. 

















Attachment H: Tax Clearance Certificates 

Instructions:  
 Completion of this form is a condition of this application and will authorize the Pennsylvania 

Department of Revenue (DOR) and the Department of Labor and Industry (L&I) to review the tax 
records of the applicant and its principals and other persons affiliated with the applicant, as part of the 
permit application review by the Pennsylvania Department of Health (Department) 

 Your signature on this form also represents a waiver of confidentiality of this information. Your 
signature allows DOR and L&I to provide tax information to the Department 

  If the applicant’s business is not at a stage where a tax clearance certificate is possible, the 
application may be considered to be complete if the applicant provides a copy of form PA-100, PA 
Enterprise Registration Form 

 Complete this cover sheet. Scan this sheet with the completed Application for a Tax Clearance 
Review and save it as a PDF file called ”Attachment H,” using the appropriate file name format 

Business Name, as it appears on the applicant’s certificate of incorporation, charter, bylaws, 
partnership agreement or other official documents: 

Global Resource Operations, LLC 

Trade names and DBA (doing business as) names: 

Principal Business Address: 87 Liberty Lane 

City: Ringgold State: PA Zip Code: 15770 

Phone: (615) 944-4627 Fax: (615) 255-6037 Email: nick@grollc.com 

Application for a Tax Clearance Review 

______James Palmere_____________________________ ____ ________ 
Name listed on tax return Employer Identification Number or 

Social Security Number 

_ 
Address    City    State              Zip Code 

I certify that I am the individual whose tax records are to be reviewed. If the tax records are for an entity, I 
certify that I am the authorized signatory for the applicant. 

______________________________________    ___ ____    _3-20-17_ 
Signature of officer or authorized signatory         Telephone number         Date 

DOHDOH

DOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOHDOH

DOHDOH



 

   

A photocopy, facsimile or other electronic version of this document shall be accepted as an original 
signature. 




















































